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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Beyond Moore

“T he future of integrated electronics is the future of electronics itself.” This is what
Gordon E. Moore stated in 1965 [1], a very revolutionary statement for that

time, but till today still very applicable. This first sentence of his manuscript would
lead us to the famous ‘Moore’s law’, which states that the number of transistors on
a chip will double every two years.1 Moore’s law evolved over time and became
a guideline for continuous innovation and development of new technologies [3, 4].
The past 50 years, most developments have been made by increasing the number of
electronic components on a chip, mainly enabled by downscaling them, leading to
both lower costs as well as higher performances.

Currently we are heading towards fundamental limits of further downscaling,
pushing new technology developments to look ‘beyond Moore’, leading to the emer-
gence of new research fields; new physics phenomena are being investigated, which
potentially can lead us to even faster and more energy efficient electronics. One such
research field is called spintronics, abbreviated from spin-based electronics. In this
field the use of the angular momentum carried by each electron (called its spin) for
information storage, manipulation and transport is investigated.

Utilizing spintronic devices requires fabrication of nanoscale structures, as the
spin of an electron is only preserved over limited length scales (in metals, spin re-
laxation lengths are in the order of one nm in platinum up to a few hundred nm in
copper [5]). To accomplish the fabrication of nanoscale devices, also the equipment
needed for fabrication has undergone major developments in the past decades. Since
late 1960s, electron-beam lithography is emerging as a patterning technique [6] and
developed to a well established fabrication method, which nowadays reaches a reso-
lution of sub-10 nm [7]. Further, in 2014, commercially available optical lithography
machines for large-scale production already reached a resolution of less than 20 nm
by making use of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light having a wavelength of only 13.5
nm [8]. Along with downscaling of the devices itself, the fabrication techniques are

1Initially Moore predicted it would double every year, but in 1975 he revised this statement [2].
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close to reaching fundamental limits; another reason to push technology develop-
ments and look ‘beyond Moore’, searching for new techniques and expansion of
existing functionality.

1.2 Spintronics: A new generation electronics

In present electronics, information is mostly transported using the charge of elec-
trons. In addition to its charge, each electron also carries angular momentum. As
shown by Wolfgang Pauli in 1924, this angular momentum only can have two quan-
tized states [9], which are called ‘spin up’ and ‘spin down’ (or a superposition of
these two states). Basically you could imagine each electron being a tiny magnet,
having a north-pole and south-pole. In past decades, a lot of research has been car-
ried out showing possibilities to use these tiny magnets, the spin of electrons, as
a carrier of information [10, 11]. A very famous example is the discovery of the
giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect in 1988, by Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg
[12, 13]. For a three-layer-stack consisting of two magnetic layers separated by a
non-magnetic layer, the GMR describes a change in electrical resistance, as a func-
tion of the relative orientation of the magnetization of both magnetic layers. This
changing resistance is caused by a difference in conductivity for electrons with dif-
ferent spin directions, in magnetic materials. This spintronic phenomenon found its
application in read-heads of hard disk drives and magnetic random-access memory
(MRAM), which proved the potential of spintronics to be used in electronic devices
and Fert and Grünberg were rewarded with a Nobel prize in physics in 2007 for their
discovery.

In the field of spintronics, different methods for storage, transport and manip-
ulation of information carried by the spin state of the electrons are investigated. A
typical spintronic device is a so-called spin-valve, where two magnetic layers are
used to store magnetic information. Spin transport between them is used to read
out their magnetic states (for example by GMR) or to manipulate them by transfer
of angular momentum (spin transfer torque, STT) [14, 15]. So far, most spintronic
devices are based on the flow of spin-polarized charge currents, this means that
spin-information is transported along a flow of charge current. The next desired
step is to take charge transport apart from diffusive spin transport. This is accom-
plished in non-local spin-valve devices, where the electrical injection and detection
channel are fully separated. By doing so, transport of information purely carried by
spins can be obtained, leading to better understanding of spin-related phenomena,
as spin-signals are more easily distinguished from charge-related phenomena [16].
The mentioned non-local spin-valve devices are one example of recently studied sys-
tems, but also spin pumping driven by magnetization precession [17, 18], thermally
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induced spin currents [19–21] and spin-orbit coupling phenomena such as the spin-
Hall effect [22–24] are promising methods which are currently being investigated.

Spintronics is not limited to metal or semiconductor systems, but also extends
to electrically insulating materials. It is shown that, in contrast to charge currents,
spin information can be transported through insulating materials via spin-waves
(magnons) [25, 26], sometimes referred to as ‘magnon-spintronics’ or ‘magnonics’.
Where pure spin currents only can travel up to typically hundreds of nanometers in
metals [27], spin information transported by spin-waves can travel orders of mag-
nitude further, up to tens of micrometers in permalloy and even tens of millimeters
in the insulating material yttrium iron garnet (YIG) [28]. These results open up new
possibilities for the development of faster, and more energy-efficient devices, based
on spintronic phenomena.

1.3 Magnetic insulators

Spintronics in magnetic insulating materials is fundamentally different from metallic
systems, as the free-electron dominated transport in metallic systems is prohibited in
these materials. This does not imply that spin-related phenomena cannot be present
in magnetic insulators. Though their microscopic origin might differ from the metal-
lic system, phenomena like the spin-Seebeck [29–31] and spin-Peltier effect [32], spin
pumping [25, 33] and spin-transfer torque [25] are all being detected.

Yttrium iron garnet (YIG) is a ferrimagnetic insulating material that has proven to
be very suitable for experimental studies related to spin transport and spin waves.
First of all, YIG is ferrimagnetic at room-temperature, which is very favorable for
experiments (and applications). Furthermore, the magnetic damping in YIG is very
low, resulting in long spin-wave lifetimes and propagation lengths [34]. Finally, YIG
can be grown such that it has a planar anisotropy with a very small coercive field,
easily rotatable in-plane by applying magnetic fields of only a few milli-Tesla [35].

The most commonly studied magnetic insulator|normal metal system is currently
the combination of YIG with the high spin-orbit coupling material Platinum (Pt).
After gaining a better understanding on the YIG|Pt system, spin wave transport
through YIG, spin pumping and spin transfer torque processes and the magnitude of
all these effects, it is possible to use this knowledge to investigate more advanced de-
vices. One can for example think of investigation on transport of spin waves through
YIG [25, 26], magnetic switching of a thin YIG layer, but also experiments including
transport of heat by the spin-Peltier and spin-Seebeck effect. By these type of exper-
iments, the fields of spintronics (spin and charge), spin caloritronics (spin and heat)
and magnonics (spin and spin waves) can be combined, opening new possibilities
leading towards new interesting physics.
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1.4 Motivation and outline

The research presented in this thesis explores the possibilities of an electrical insu-
lating magnetic material as a carrier of spin information, focusing on the read-out
of this information. The usage of an electrical insulating material for spintronic de-
vices opens up the possibilities to study purely spin-related phenomena, as charge
transport in these materials is prohibited.

The studied system consists of an yttrium iron garnet (YIG) layer, which is a
room-temperature ferrimagnetic insulating material, and a patterned structure of
Platinum (Pt), a metal possessing a large spin-orbit coupling. This bilayer system is
used to experimentally study effects like spin pumping, spin-Hall magnetoresistance
(SMR) as well as the spin-Seebeck effect (SSE). Also some investigation has been
carried out replacing Pt by a stack of a non-magnetic metal and a magnetic layer,
in order to mimic a spin-valve-like structure. Results on these experiments are also
discussed.

This thesis is build up by the following chapters, of which a brief overview is
given below:

• Chapter 2 introduces the basic physical concepts needed to understand the
work presented in the following chapters. Firstly a general introduction into
spin transport, introducing the diffusive two-channel model, is given. There-
after, important material properties of YIG are discussed, followed by the Sto-
ner-Wohlfahrt model, which can be used to describe the magnetization behav-
ior of YIG for out-of-plane applied fields. An explanation of the spin-Hall effect
follows, which is the most important feature needed when using Pt as an elec-
trical detector/generator of pure spin currents. Finally, the three main effects
presented in this thesis are introduced: spin pumping, SMR and the SSE. In
particular the SMR is described in detail, including the spin-mixing conduc-
tance and the ongoing discussion about possible magnetic proximity effects.

• Chapter 3 explains the fabrication process and measurement methods which
are used for the experiments presented in this thesis. First the device fabri-
cation process is discussed; starting from patterning the desired structures by
electron-beam lithography, followed by a brief description of used deposition
techniques, which are electron-beam evaporation and sputtering. The second
part of this chapter gives a description of the used measurement setups, includ-
ing an explanation of the lock-in detection technique. Two different measure-
ment setups are being discussed: the setup used for electrical characterization
of the devices, mostly used for the SMR and SSE experiments, and the high-
frequency setup, used for the spin pumping experiments.
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• Chapter 4 shows the investigation of spin pumping in a thin-film YIG|Pt sys-
tem. By making use of the inverse spin-Hall effect in Pt, magnetic resonance
in the adjacent YIG can be detected as a DC-voltage. Here, the YIG magneti-
zation is brought into resonance by making use of a microstrip line. Both the
frequency (0.6−7 GHz) as well as the power (1−20 mW) dependence of the
emitted spin-current is measured, finding an enhanced spin pumping signal
for lower frequencies.

• Chapter 5 extends the work presented in chapter 4 by including the platinum
thickness dependence of the spin pumping signal. Again the frequency and
power dependence of the spin pumping signal are measured, but now for var-
ious samples having different Pt layer thicknesses ranging from 1.5 to 115 nm.
From this data a value for the spin-relaxation length in Pt is estimated. Interest-
ingly, it is shown that the spin pumping signal, normalized by the Pt resistance,
is maximized for a Pt thickness around 10 nm, whereafter it rapidly decreases
by increasing thickness.

• Chapter 6 describes our first observations of SMR and shows its dependence on
Pt thickness. Along with Nakayama et al. [36], we were the first two groups
to discover the presence of SMR. The in-plane magnetization measurements
show the possibility to electrically detect the magnetization direction of the
insulating YIG layer by SMR. Furthermore it is shown that SMR is also present
when applying out-of-plane magnetic fields, which is further investigated in
the work presented in chapter 7. Finally also a comparison has been made
between e-beam evaporated versus sputtered platinum layers, showing a large
influence on the measured spin pumping and SMR signal, dependent on the
chosen deposition method.

• Chapter 7 continues on investigations of SMR, focusing on the out-of-plane
magnetic field dependence. Both longitudinal as well as transverse resistance
measurements have been performed taking samples having various Pt layer
thicknesses. Combining the experimental results with the theoretical descrip-
tion of SMR, important system parameters such as the spin-Hall angle and spin
diffusion length of Pt, and both the real part and the imaginary part of the spin-
mixing conductance at the YIG|Pt interface are determined. By this work, it is
shown for the first time that by the SMR one is able to measure the role of the
imaginary part of the spin-mixing conductance, for an interface of a normal
metal and a magnetic insulator.

• Chapter 8 presents work on the simultaneous detection of SMR and the SSE in
YIG|Pt and YIG|Ta (Tantalum) devices. The first experiments show the gener-
ation of the SSE by externally heating the sample, clearly showing the oppo-
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site sign of the spin-Hall angle of Pt versus Ta. Secondly, by current-induced
heating of the samples, both the SMR and SSE are present. Both effects can be
simultaneously, but separately, detected making use of a lock-in detection tech-
nique. Using this measurement technique, the presence of additional second
order signals at low applied magnetic fields and high heating currents is re-
vealed. These signals are ascribed to dynamic SMR, caused by current-induced
magnetic fields.

• Chapter 9 describes first experiments where magnetic resonance of YIG is de-
tected by making use of a second magnetic layer (Permalloy), rather than re-
lying on the inverse spin-Hall effect present in Pt. To increase the measured
signal, a series of 96 devices were used, showing clear signals at YIG reso-
nance conditions. By measuring the heating of the substrate, while applying
RF currents, we find that also heat-related phenomena might be present, and
can influence the measured signals. These measurements clearly reveal the
presence of magnetic field direction dependent heating of the substrate. Fur-
thermore, several other features observed in the measurements are discussed,
which cannot be reproduced by the spin pumping theory only.

At the end of this thesis one Appendix is included, which gives an overview of
thermo-electric and magnetic effects. The given effects can be relevant in our YIG|Pt
system, but are also present in many other systems. Their existence should be kept in
mind when studying charge, spin, and/or heat related phenomena. For each effect
a brief description is included, as well as a basic equation, and a schematic showing
the directions of the relevant vectors.
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Chapter 2

Concepts of spin transport across a magnetic
insulator|metal interface

Abstract

In this chapter the basic physical concepts needed to understand the work presented in this
thesis are explained. Starting from a general introduction to spin transport, including
the two-channel model, the following sections focus on the yttrium iron garnet|platinum
system and the phenomena which are observed in the presented experiments. First, some
important material properties of yttrium iron garnet are discussed. Thereafter, the Stoner-
Wohlfahrt model, which is used to describe the out-of-plane magnetization direction of
the yttrium iron garnet, is explained. Next is the spin-Hall effect, an important feature
observed in platinum, followed by the main phenomena described in this thesis, which are
spin pumping, spin-Hall magnetoresistance and the spin-Seebeck effect.

2.1 Spin transport

Three fundamental properties of electrons are their mass, charge and spin. In
conventional electronics, the charge of electrons is used to transport informa-

tion and store data. In the past decades also the spin of electrons is shown to be a
useful property for these purposes, promising smaller devices, more efficient trans-
port of data and non-volatile data storage [1]. This spin-based electronics is shortly
called spintronics, and a lot of research is going on in this field to further discover the
possibilities of this type of devices, heading towards a new generation electronics.
A very clear example of an already in use spin-based device is a magnetic random
access memory, where the reading and writing of data is based on the Giant Mag-
netoresistance effect (GMR), a spintronics-effect for which in 2007 a Nobelprize in
Physics was assigned [2, 3].

Unlike the charge of electrons, the electron-spin can relax by interactions with
the environment. So for designing spin transport based devices, one should provide
a channel with the possibility for the electrons to maintain their spin information.
Important parameters describing the lifetime and length over which spin informa-
tion is preserved are the spin relaxation time and length, respectively. Typical spin
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relaxation lengths in metals are in the order of one nm up to a few hundred nm [4],
indicating the need for nanoscale devices. Besides diffusive transport of spin infor-
mation by conduction electrons, it has been shown that spin information can also be
transported through magnetic insulators, by diffusion of non-equilibrium magnons,
which are spin-wave excitations in magnetically ordered materials. The distance
over which spin information can be transported by this type of spin-waves has been
experimentally shown to be at least 40 µm, with a magnon-relaxation length around
10 µm [5].

2.1.1 Two-channel model

In 1993, Valet and Fert derived a model to describe collinear spin-dependent elec-
trical transport in ferromagnetic|non-magnetic metal multilayers [6]. This model is
based on diffusive transport, where the electrical transport of the majority and mi-
nority spins (often called spin-up and spin-down, respectively) are treated indepen-
dently. The model can be used for systems where the length over which the spin
information is preserved is much longer than the electron mean free path. Interest-
ingly, Cornelissen et al. [5] showed that the diffusion model can also, to some extent,
be used to described magnon-diffusion through a ferrimagnetic insulator.

Like Ohm’s law, the diffusion equation for electrical transport, the current den-
sity carried by the spin-up and spin-down electrons (J↑ and J↓, respectively) can be
described by

J↑,↓ = −σ↑,↓
e
∇µ↑,↓, (2.1)

where σ↑,↓ is the spin-dependent conductivity and µ↑,↓ the electrochemical potential
of the spin-up and spin-down electrons, respectively. Defining the conductivity of
the material as σ = σ↑+σ↓ and the conductivity polarization as P = (σ↑−σ↓)/(σ↑+

σ↓) one can find

σ↑,↓ =
σ

2
(1± P ). (2.2)

A spin-current, Js = J↑ − J↓, can be created in a non-magnetic material from
spin accumulation at the interface of a ferromagnetic and this non-magnetic mate-
rial. For a fully metallic system, this spin accumulation can be created by a charge-
current sent through the stack. As the conductivity in the ferromagnetic layer is spin-
dependent, a charge-current through this layer will become spin-polarized. Reach-
ing the interface with the non-magnetic material, this spin-polarized current has to
be converted to a non-polarized current, leading to accumulation of spins at the in-
terface and relaxation of the spin polarized current into the non-magnetic material.
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In case of a ferromagnetic insulator|non-magnetic metal system, such as the YIG|Pt
system studied in this thesis, a spin accumulation at the interface can be created by
the spin-Hall effect or alternatively by spin pumping (these effects are described in
detail in sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively). Also in these not fully-metallic systems
the spin accumulation will diffuse and relax into the non-magnetic material.

The diffusion of a spin accumulation (defined by µs = µ↑−µ↓) in a non-magnetic
metal can be described by the Valet-Fert equation:

~∇2µs =
µs
λ2
, (2.3)

with λ being the spin relaxation length of the material. A general 1D-solution to this
equation is given by

µs = Ae−z/λ +Bez/λ, (2.4)

where z is the distance normal to the interface at which the spin accumulation was
created. A and B are determined by defining the boundary conditions of the system,
taking into account that the electrochemical potential of each spin channel should be
continuous at the interface.

Considering a magnetic insulator|normal metal system, one can find the spin-
current pumped into the metal layer from the magnetic insulator|normal metal inter-
face, by solving Eq. (2.4). For z = 0, µs is equal to µ0; the initial spin accumulation at
the interface and thus a source of spin-currents. For z = t, where t is the thickness of
the metallic layer, it must hold that dµs/dz = 0, assuming there are no other sources
of spin-current than the interface of interest. Using these boundary conditions, Eq.
(2.4) can be solved, finding A and B. The spin-current density Js in the normal metal
layer can then be calculated by Eq. (2.1). In case the normal metal is a non-magnetic
material (such as Pt) it is given that σ↑ = σ↓, and the derived spin-current density as
a function of z results in

Js =
µ0

2e(1 + e−2t/λ)

σ

λ
(e−z/λ − e−2t/λez/λ). (2.5)

From this solution, the spin-current at the interface can be calculated (z = 0)
as well as the average spin-current over the whole thickness of the material (〈Js〉 =
1
t

∫ t
0
Js(z)dz), which is for example used to calculate the inverse spin-Hall effect volt-

age from spin pumping in chapter 4.

2.2 Ferrimagnetic insulator: Yttrium Iron Garnet

Although yttrium iron garnet (Y3Fe5O12, YIG) has been discovered already in 1956
[7, 8], and found its application in filters and tunable oscillators [9], recently it got re-
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Figure 2.1: Magnetic field dependence of the magnetization M of the used 200-nm-thick
YIG films, normalized by the saturation magnetization Ms, at room temperature. (a) In-plane
magnetization behavior, measured by VSM, showing the small coercive field (less than 0.1mT)
of the films (b) Out-of-plane magnetization behavior, measured by SQUID.

newed interest proving to be a very suitable material for spintronics and magnonics
research [10]. Having a Curie-temperature of 560K [11], YIG is a room-temperature
ferrimagnetic electrical insulating material. Besides, YIG also possesses a very low
magnetic damping, predicting long lifetimes of magnetic excitations. This combi-
nation of properties makes YIG to a very interesting material for magnonics related
research and promising for new microwave applications [12, 13].

The presence of a net magnetic moment in YIG is caused by the Fe3+ ions occu-
pying different lattice sites: Of each formula unit, three Fe3+ ions are positioned on
tetrahedral sites and the remaining two on octrahedral sites. Through the oxygen
ions, each pair of Fe3+ ions is anti-ferromagnetically coupled (one from each site),
leaving one of the Fe3+ ions on the tetrahedral site uncompensated, resulting in a
net magnetic moment [14].

YIG can be grown by different techniques, such as liquid phase epitaxy (LPE)
[15], pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [16] or by sputtering [17]. The results presented
in this thesis are performed on LPE-grown single-crystal YIG (111) films having a
thickness of 200 nm,1 or 210 nm (only used for the results presented in chapter 9).2

The substrate used for the film growth is non-magnetic single-crystal (111) Gadolin-
ium gallium garnet (Gd3Ga5O12, GGG), because of its very small lattice mismatch
compared to YIG. The grown YIG-films have a surface roughness of 0.4 nm, mea-
sured by atomic-force microscopy.

To characterize the magnetization properties of the YIG films, they have been

1These YIG films are provided by J. Ben Youssef, from the Laboratoire de Magnetisme de Bretagne
CNRS in Brest.

2These YIG films are bought at the company Matesy GmbH.
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measured by using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) for in-plane magne-
tization measurements [Fig. 2.1(a)] and a superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) for out-of-plane magnetization measurements [Fig. 2.1(b)].3 From
these measurements, and by repeating the in-plane VSM measurements along two
other crystallographic axes, we find the magnetization of the YIG films being in the
film plane, showing an easy-plane anisotropy with a very low coercive field: smaller
than 0.1 mT. The saturation magnetization is µ0Ms = 0.176 T, corresponding to the
value obtained for bulk YIG [10, 18].

Further characterization of the YIG films has been done by carrying out ferro-
magnetic resonance (FMR) measurements: The YIG magnetization is brought into
resonance by microwave excitation, using a nonresonant 50 Ω microstrip reflection
line. By measuring the reflected power as a function of magnetic field (or microwave
frequency), the magnetization resonance is observed as a dip in reflected power. By
measuring the dependence of the resonance frequency as a function of resonance
magnetic field, as well as recording the corresponding linewidth of the observed
peaks the gyromagnetic ratio γ = 1.80× 1011 rad T−1s−1, the Lande factor g = 2.046

and the intrinsic Gilbert damping parameter α ≈ 2× 10−4 are determined [19].

2.3 Stoner-Wohlfahrt model for magnetization switch-
ing

External magnetic fields can be used to control magnetization states in magnetic ma-
terials. In general, magnetic domains in magnetic systems do not all align instantly
to any applied magnetic field direction, but each domain keeps it original magnetiza-
tion direction, up to a certain magnetic field strength is applied. Due to the complex-
ity of such many-domain systems, it is hard to fully microscopically describe and
explain their behavior and development. The Stoner-Wohlfahrt model describes the
magnetization behavior of a single magnetic moment under influence of an external
magnetic field and can be used for a macrospin approach of a magnetic system [20].
Despite the simplicity of the model, for many uniformly magnetized materials it
provides a correct overall picture of the magnetization behavior. Also for the exper-
iments described in this thesis, the magnetization behavior of the YIG as calculated
by the Stoner-Wohlfahrt model is sufficient to explain the observed features.

To explain the Stoner-Wohlfahrt model we assume we are dealing with a fer-
romagnet having uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. This means that there is a certain
magnetization direction which is energetically favored compared to others. Mag-
netic materials can also have other types of anisotropy, where for example multiple

3VSM measurements have been performed by J. Ben Youssef in the Laboratoire de Magntisme de
Bretagne in Brest. SQUID measurements are performed in our own lab.
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anisotropy axes exist, or a whole magnetization plane can be energetically favored
(easy-plane anisotropy). Furthermore, also the shape and size of a magnetic material
can induce anisotropy. For all types of anisotropy, to align the magnetization to an
externally applied field, a magnetic field larger than the anisotropy field Hk has to
be applied, reaching the saturation magnetization Ms.

The YIG system used in the experiments described in this thesis experiences easy-
plane anisotropy with a very low coercive field [see also paragraph 2.2]. Therefore,
to align the magnetization of the YIG in-plane, in any direction, only a small external
field has to be applied. The out-of-plane magnetization behavior can be described
by a 2D system possessing uniaxial anisotropy, where the in-plane magnetization
direction is the easy-axis and the out-of-plane magnetization direction is the hard-
axis. Therefore the Stoner-Wohlfarth model for uniaxial magnetic anisotropy can
very well predict the out-of-plane magnetization behavior of YIG.

Let us have a look at a ferromagnetic system possessing a single uniform mag-
netization M , subjected to two competing alignment forces: The anisotropy char-
acterized by K and the external magnetic field H (normalized as h = H/Hk, with
Hk = 2K/Ms). The total energy of this system is given by [21]:

E = K sin2(θ)−MsH cos(θ − φ). (2.6)

The first term in Eq. (2.6) describes the anisotropic energy, where K also includes
demagnetization energy due to shape anisotropy. The second term is the Zeeman
energy. θ is the angle between M (normalized as m = M/Ms) and the anisotropy
axis and φ is the angle betweenH and the anisotropy axis, as is defined in Fig. 2.2(a).
Examples of the energy landscape obtained from Eq. 2.6 for some values of h are
shown in the insets of Fig. 2.2(b). For each value of h, there are one or two minima
in energy, which point the equilibrium magnetization directions of the system. The
positions of these minima can be calculated by finding ∂E/∂θ = 0 and ∂2E/∂θ2 > 0.

Once having calculated all minima in energy a curve as shown in Fig. 2.2(b) can
be obtained. This particular curve is calculated for φ = 60◦, where the ŷ-axis shows
the component of m along the easy-axis. Following the energy landscape [insets
Fig. 2.2(b)] while sweeping h from large positive to large negative values (and vice
versa) one can see the evolution of the local minima and find that switching of the
magnetic state occurs when the blue pointed (red pointed) minimum disappears.
More examples of such hysteresis loops can be found Refs. [20, 21]. Note that in
these references (and generally) on the ŷ-axis the component of m parallel to h is
plotted, rather than the component parallel to the easy-axis as in Fig. 2.2(b).

For various fixed angles φ the magnetization direction as a function of h is cal-
culated. Results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 2.3. Fig. 2.3(a) shows the
calculated θ values, whereas Figs. 2.3(b) and (c) show the corresponding component
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Figure 2.2: (a) 2D schematic defining the angles used by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. H is
the applied field and M is the magnetization of the studied material. For YIG, the easy-axis in
this figure describes the in-plane magnetization direction (YIG has an easy-plane) and θ and
φ both define out-of-plane angles. (b) An example of a result of the Stoner-Wohlfahrt model,
for φ = 60◦. For each h = H/Hk the energy of the system is calculated as a function of θ (the
insets show results of this calculation for some values of h). The minimum energy is picked
from each curve as a possible equilibrium situation resulting in the blue and red curve. For
some h two minima exist, the favoured magnetization state will depend on the field sweep
direction: when increasing the field from large negative values, the red pointed minima will
be favoured, until the red pointed minimum disappears, switching the system to the blue
minima (which occurs in this plot near h = 0.5). Decreasing the field from large values of h
will result in magnetization states following the blue curve.

of m along the easy-axis (in-plane) and the hard-axis (out-of-plane) of the system,
respectively. From these figures it is clearly observed that when applying h in a
fixed direction (φ is constant), increasing the magnitude of h results in θ increasing
towards φ. Obviously, to let M exactly follow the applied field in any arbitrary di-
rection, one just has to apply a field much larger than Hk (h� 1): the magnetization
then will align with H .

The Stoner-Wohlfahrt model can be used to describe the YIG magnetization be-
havior as observed by the experiments described in chapter 7; an external field was
applied in the out-of-plane direction, which is equivalent to φ = 90◦ in Fig. 2.3. As
in those experiments the detected signal is sensitive to the in-plane component ofM ,
the measured signal resembles the shape of the black curve in Fig. 2.3(c). Neverthe-
less, experimentally it can be hard to apply exact angles and only being 2◦ off from
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Figure 2.3: For various applied field directions with respect to the easy axis (φ) the equilib-
rium magnetization direction is calculated as a function of h = H/Hk. Shown are the traces
sweeping h from 0 to positive values, assuming θ = 0◦ as initial direction of M . (a) Shows
a plot of the resulting θ, (b) taking only the component of M along the easy-axis (cos(θ)) and
(c) the component of M along the hard-axis (sin(θ)) of the studied material. Note that the
sharp kink in the black curves for φ = 90◦ totally disappears when only being a few degrees
off (the red curves show φ = 88◦). The black and red curves in (b) resemble the out-of-plane
experiments described in chapter 7 and the black curve plotted in (c) is measured for YIG as
is shown in Fig. 2.1(b).

the exact out-of-plane direction already gives a visible change to the magnetization
curve [red vs. black curves in Fig. 2.3]. Especially near h = 1 the sharp kink in
the black curve is smoothened, which is also directly observed in the experiments.
For the SMR experiments described in chapter 7, a small deviation from φ = 90◦

was intended, to control the initial in-plane magnetization direction, resulting in
smoothened curves near the saturation field.

2.4 Spin-Hall effect

In analogy to the ordinary Hall effect, and, more closely related, the anomalous Hall
effect [see appendix A], D’yakonov and Perel predicted in 1971 that there should
exist a similar spin-orbit effect which could orient electron spins in a charge-current
carrying sample [22]. Years later, in 1999, Hirsch separately developed the same
idea and named this phenomenon, the generation of a pure spin-current from an
injected charge-current, the spin-Hall effect (SHE) [23]. More than 30 years after the
first prediction of the existence of the SHE, finally also experimentally the effect was
observed [24, 25]. After this, many more experimental and theoretical publications
followed reporting SHE related phenomena in many different semiconductors, as
well as in metals [26, 27].

The spin-Hall effect is a relativistic effect caused by spin-orbit interactions, which
are interactions of the spin of a particle and its motion. By these interactions, the
moving magnetic moments experience a force, due to the presence of an applied
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electric field, and the electrons gain momentum transverse to their initial flow di-
rection. The direction of the gained momentum depends on the magnetic moment
of the electrons and is thus opposite for spin-up electrons compared to spin-down
electrons. So, when starting with a pure charge-current ~Je flowing through a ma-
terial, the spin-orbit interactions cause an accumulation of spin-up electrons at one
side of the material, and accumulated spin-down electrons on the other side. As the
number of spin-up and spin-down electrons in the initial charge-current is equal, the
deflection of electrons does not result in a net potential difference, but only gives a
net spin-current ~Js between opposite interfaces [see Fig. 2.4(a)]. Here the vector ~Js
defines the direction and magnitude of the spin-current flow. The magnitude and
sign of the created spin-current is defined by the spin-Hall angle θSH of the material
as is given by

~Js = θSH~σ × ~Je, (2.7)

where ~σ is the spin polarization direction. Note that electrons in the initial charge-
current can have any polarization direction, and therefore electrons will accumu-
late at all sides of the material [Fig. 2.4(a) only shows the spin-current direction of
interest]. The reciprocal effect, called the inverse spin-Hall effect (ISHE), is based
on the same principle, only starting from an initial pure spin-current, which results
in a transverse charge-current as a result of the present spin-orbit interactions [Fig.
2.4(b)]:

~Je = θSH~σ × ~Js. (2.8)

The SHE (and ISHE) can have different origin, encountering intrinsic and/or ex-
trinsic contributions [29, 30]. The intrinsic SHE is caused by the electronic band

Js

Je

(a)

Je
Jsσ

(b)

Figure 2.4: Schematic drawing of (a) the spin-Hall effect, where an initial charge-current
results in a transverse spin-current and (b) the inverse spin-Hall effect: a spin-current gener-
ates a transverse charge-current. Both effect are a result of the finite spin-orbit coupling in a
material. The deflection of electrons from the initial flow direction in Pt is given by the right-
hand-rule [28]: the thumb points in the spin polarization (angular momentum) direction, the
index finger points the initial flow direction, resulting in the middle finger pointing the direc-
tion of deflection. For metals with an opposite sign of the spin-Hall angle as compared to Pt
(for example tantalum), the direction of deflection is opposite.
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structure of the material itself, whereas the extrinsic SHE is caused by scattering on
impurities and other defects in the crystal lattice, resulting in skew scattering and
side jump events. For 4d and 5d transition metals, such as Pt and Ta, it has been
reported that intrinsic mechanisms dominate over extrinsic ones [31, 32].

Nowadays, the ISHE ans SHE are widely used for generation and detection of
pure spin-currents. Especially Pt and Ta have been shown to be suitable for this pur-
pose because of their relatively high spin-orbit interaction and opposite sign of the
spin-Hall angle, with respect to each other [33, 34]. Unfortunately in many works re-
lated to the (I)SHE the authors do not carefully report the sign of their signal, which
makes it hard to determine the absolute sign of the observed effects. Recently, four
different research groups put their results together and determined the sign of in-
verse spin-Hall voltages and suggested a right-hand-rule to define the positive spin-
Hall angle [see Fig. 2.4], such that future research can be reported more consistently
regarding the sign of observed signals [28].

2.5 Spin pumping

The generation of pure spin-currents by magnetization dynamics is called spin pump-
ing. Initially, this effect was only detected as an enhancement in the magnetization
damping [35], explained theoretically by Tserkovnyak et al. [36] in 2002. Later, in
2006, spin pumping was also electrically detected [37], leading towards new possi-
bilities for designing spintronic devices. Nowadays, spin pumping is an important
tool to generate pure spin-currents from ferromagnetic insulating materials into an
adjacent normal metal [10, 15, 38–40]. Especially high spin-orbit coupling metals,
such as platinum, are of interest as they can directly convert spin-currents into a
measurable electric current via the inverse spin-Hall effect [41–44].

The process of spin pumping is initiated when the magnetization ~M of a mag-
netic material is brought into precession (for example by microwave radiation [15]).
This magnetization precession is well described by the Landau, Lifshitz, Gilbert
(LLG)-equation [45, 46]:

d ~M

dt
= −γ ~M × ~Heff +

α

Ms

~M × d ~M

dt
. (2.9)

The first term describes the precessional motion of the magnetization around an
effective magnetic field ~Heff (including external, demagnetization and anisotropy
fields), with γ being the gyromagnetic ratio. The second term gives the damping
of the magnetization towards the direction of the magnetic field, called the Gilbert
damping term. Here α is the Gilbert damping parameter, including all possible dis-
sipation processes of the magnetization precession, and Ms is the saturation mag-
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Figure 2.5: (a) Magnetization precession around an effective magnetic field Heff , showing
the precession direction along d ~M

dt
(blue arrow) and the damping term ~M × d ~M

dt
(red arrow)

as given bij the LLG-equation, Eq. (2.9) (b) schematic representation of the spin pumping pro-
cess. Starting from the magnetization of YIG being in resonance, energy from the Pt-electron
system is absorbed which causes damping of the magnetization precession. This absorption
of magnetic moments at the interface is equivalent to the generation of a spin-current into the
Pt layer, depicted by the red-coloured electron-spin (neglecting the contribution of Gi). The
polarization direction of the injected spins is along the damping term ~M × d ~M

dt
, and therefore

includes an ac component. The dc component of the injected angular momentum σdc is the
component of Js which is usually only being detected.

netization. Fig. 2.5(a) schematically shows the direction of both terms in the LLG-
equation: The magnetization precesses around ~Heff in the direction pointed by the
blue arrow. Additionally, the damping term tries to align ~M with ~Heff as depicted
by the red arrow. The magnitude of this damping is given by α, which in YIG is
intrinsically very small (see section 2.2), however external processes such as spin
pumping can increase the damping [47].

Once a precessing magnet is connected to a conducting material, energy will be
dissipated into this material, resulting in an increase of α. In a magnetic insula-
tor|normal metal system as used in the experiments described in this thesis, the dis-
sipation of energy originates from interactions between magnetic moments in the
insulator and conduction electron spins in the metal [48], resulting in a spin-current
pumped into the normal metal. The magnitude of this spin-current depends on the
quality of the magnet|normal metal interface which is quantified by the parameter
called ’spin-mixing conductance’, G↑↓ = Gr + iGi (also described in section 2.6.1)
and relates to the spin-current ~Js injected normal to the interface by [36]:

| ~Js|~σ =
~
e

(Gr ~m×
d~m

dt
+Gi

d~m

dt
), (2.10)

with ~m being a unit vector pointing in the direction of the magnetization and ~σ defin-
ing the spin polarization direction of the injected spin-current. This equation is also
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valid for systems consisting of a conducting magnetic layer, however there the spin
pumping mechanism is also based on spin diffusion rather than only exchange in-
teraction at the interface.

The imaginary part of the spin-mixing conductance (Gi) results in spins pumped
in the direction of the precessional motion and is usually neglected, as it is shown to
be an order of magnitude smaller thanGr [49]. TheGr-term results in spins pointing
in the direction of the Gilbert damping term, having a dc component parallel to
the average magnetization direction and and ac component normal to it. Almost
all published experimental results only show the detection of the dc component of
the pumped spin-current [as is schematically drawn in Fig. 2.5(b)]. Nevertheless,
recently Hahn et al. [50] and Wei et al. [51] showed how to detect the ac component
and found it to be more than one order of magnitude larger than the corresponding
dc component, which was also predicted by theory [52]. These results emphasize
the potential of ferromagnet|normal metal systems to be used as efficient sources of
pure spin-currents, also in the GHz frequency range.

2.6 Spin-Hall magnetoresistance

By using an electrical insulating ferromagnet such as YIG for investigation of spin-
tronic phenomena, it is possible to study pure spin-related phenomena, as no charge
currents can flow through the insulator. One phenomenon discovered by this ap-
proach is called the spin-Hall magnetoresistance (SMR). In 2012, SMR was discov-
ered in a YIG|Pt system, both in our group [49, 53] and by Nakayama et al. [54], and
theoretically explained by Chen et al. [55] in 2013. In the same year several other
groups also reported the observation of the SMR in a YIG|Pt system [56, 57] as well
as in a YIG|Ta system [58]. Recently the SMR was also reported to be observed in
CoFe2O4|Pt [59] and CoCr2O4|Pt systems [60].

The presence of SMR is explained by the simultaneous occurrence of both the
SHE and the ISHE, clarifying the choice of a high spin-orbit coupling material such
as Pt as the detector. The mechanism of SMR can be explained in three subsequent
steps, as is schematically shown in Fig. 2.6:

1. A charge-current sent through the Pt strip will generate a transverse spin-
current by the SHE towards the YIG|Pt interface.

2. At the YIG|Pt interface the polarized electrons in Pt will interact with the mag-
netic moments in YIG via the spin-mixing conductance, losing part of their
angular momentum. The amount of transferred angular momentum is depen-
dent on the relative orientation between the spin polarization ~σ of the electrons
and the magnetization direction ~M of the YIG: For the perpendicular alignment
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the three subsequent steps involved in the mechanism
of SMR: 1. From the SHE a spin-current is created towards the YIG|Pt interface; 2. Interaction
of the polarized spins in the Pt and the magnetic moments in the YIG: The component of ~σ
parallel (or anti-parallel) to ~M is reflected, while the perpendicular component is absorbed by
the YIG; 3. The reflected spin-current results in additional charge-current in the system, via
the ISHE.

most angular momentum will be absorbed (resulting in a torque acting on ~M ,
which is accompanied by a reversal of the spin polarization direction of the
incoming spins), whereas for the parallel situation the angular momentum of
the electrons will hardly be changed (they are reflected at the interface, with-
out flipping their spin direction, as also would happen if no YIG was present).
In general, the component of ~σ perpendicular to ~M will be absorbed (result-
ing in a spinflip) and the component of ~σ (anti-)parallel to ~M will be reflected
(without flipping its spin).

3. Electrons which are reflected from the YIG|Pt interface in the parallel case keep
their spin polarization direction, resulting in a net spin-current flow back into
the Pt. As described above, the polarization direction of the reflected spin-
current is determined by the angle between the incident spin polarization and
~M . Having a spin-current in a high spin-orbit coupling material such as Pt

will result in an electrically detectable charge-current, via the ISHE. This addi-
tional charge-current is added to the initially sent charge-current, resulting in
a change of the measured voltage and thus a changed Pt resistance.4

Thus, interestingly, by using the SMR signal it is possible to determine the mag-
netization direction of the magnetic layer, without having to send a charge-current
through this layer itself.

The magnitude of the SMR signal is dependent on the quality of the YIG|Pt inter-
face, described by the spin-mixing conductance. A higher spin-mixing conductance

4Additionally the electrons of which the angular momentum is absorbed at the YIG|Pt interface, in the
perpendicular case flip their spin polarization direction, resulting in a net spin-current flow back into the
Pt having opposite spin polarization. Via the ISHE, this leads to a charge-current resulting in an additional
change of the measured voltage on top of the signal caused by the reflected parallel spins.
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results in more absorption of angular momentum at the interface in the situation
where ~M and ~σ are perpendicular, generating a higher SMR signal. The spin-mixing
conductance parameter is discussed in more detail in section 2.6.1.

The effects of SMR are present both in the longitudinal resistance (along the cur-
rent direction), as well as for the transverse (or Hall-) configuration and can be de-
scribed by the following equations [49, 55]

ρT = ∆ρ1mxmy + ∆ρ2mz, (2.11)

ρL = ρ+ ∆ρ0 + ∆ρ1(1−m2
y), (2.12)

where ρT and ρL are the transverse and longitudinal resistivity, respectively. ρ is
the electrical resistivity of the metallic layer. mx, my and mz are the components of
the magnetization in the x̂-, ŷ- and ẑ-direction, respectively. ∆ρ0, ∆ρ1 and ∆ρ2 are
resistivity changes as defined below [55]

∆ρ0
ρ

= −θ2SH
2λ

dN
tanh

dN
2λ

(2.13)

∆ρ1
ρ

= θ2SH
λ

dN
Re

(
2λG↑↓ tanh2 dN

2λ

σ + 2λG↑↓ coth dN
λ

)
(2.14)

∆ρ2
ρ

= −θ2SH
λ

dN
Im

(
2λG↑↓ tanh2 dN

2λ

σ + 2λG↑↓ coth dN
λ

)
(2.15)

where θSH , λ, dN , σ andG↑↓ are the spin-Hall angle, spin relaxation length, thickness
and bulk conductivity of the metallic layer and the spin-mixing conductance of the
metal|insulator interface (for example YIG|Pt), respectively.

Note that when applying out-of-plane magnetic fields, the conventional Hall ef-
fect will be also present in the transverse configuration, which should be taken into
account in Eq. (2.11). More details and experimental results on this can be found in
chapter 7.

2.6.1 Spin-mixing conductance at the insulator|metal interface

For the SMR (but also for spin pumping and related effects) to be present, the inter-
action between electron spins in the magnetic layer and those in the normal metal is
essential. This interaction is governed by the spin-mixing conductance at the inter-
face, composed of a real part and an imaginary part (G↑↓ = Gr + iGi). G↑↓ is rel-
evant for transport between non-collinear spin polarization and magnetization and
describes how an incident spin-current is reflected at a magnetic|non-magnetic inter-
face [61, 62]. Consequently it describes the transfer of angular momentum through
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the interface; a higher spin-mixing conductance means that more spin angular mo-
mentum can be transferred from the Pt layer into the magnetic YIG layer (and vice
versa). The magnitude of G↑↓ is very sensitive to the quality of the interface: Differ-
ent deposition methods can give a factor 7 difference in observed SMR signals (for
e-beam evaporation versus dc sputtering) [53], as well as surface treatment before
deposition can significantly increase G↑↓ [63].

The absorption of spin angular momentum by a magnetic layer results in a torque
on ~M , given by [55, 64]

~τstt ∝ Gr ~m× ~µs × ~m+Gi~µs × ~m (2.16)

where ~m is a unit vector defining the magnetization direction, and ~µs is the spin ac-
cumulation at the interface having a certain polarization direction. The contribution
of Gi can be seen as an effective magnetic field acting on the magnetization, and is
therefore sometimes referred to as the ’effective-field’ torque. Gr is associated with
the ’in-plane’ or ’Slonczewski’ torque and results in an in-plane torque perpendicu-
lar to ~M .

For most experiments the imaginary part of the spin-mixing conductance Gi is
not taken into account, because it is usually an order of magnitude smaller than
Gr [65]. From Eqs. (2.11) and (2.15) it can be seen that the SMR offers the unique
possibility to exclusively detect the effect of Gi by tuning ~M such that the product
mxmy vanishes. ρT then only depends on ∆ρ2, which scales with the imaginary part
of G↑↓ (= Gi). By using this method, for the YIG|Pt system, we have determined
Gr = (7 ± 3) × 1014 Ω−1m−2 and Gi = (5 ± 3) × 1013 Ω−1m−2 as is described in
chapter 7 and in Ref. [49].

Recently, another component of the spin-mixing conductance has been reported,
named the spin-sink conductance Gs, having a magnitude about 15-20% of Gr at
room temperature [66, 67]. Gs can be interpreted as an effective spin-mixing con-
ductance that quantifies spin-absorption effects when ~M and ~µs are aligned (anti-
)parallel. For understanding of SMR and other described effects in this thesis, Gs is
not taken into account.

2.6.2 Possible magnetic proximity effect in platinum on YIG

There has been (and still is) some discussion about the true origin of the SMR. Huang
et al. argue the signal is caused by magnetic proximity effects in the Pt strip, resulting
in induced magnetic moments in the metallic layer, causing for example anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR) signals [68]. The AMR being the origin of the observed
signals can be easily checked by performing out-of-plane magnetization measure-
ments, as for this case the predicted behavior of the AMR and SMR is different
(where it is equal for the in-plane magnetization) [54].
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Figure 2.7: Schematics of out-of-plane measurements which can be used to distinguish AMR
and SMR. (a) Sweeping ~M from a direction along ~Je towards the ẑ-direction, results in (b)
a non-changing SMR signal and a changing AMR signal, when measuring the resistance of
the Pt strip along x̂. (c) Sweeping ~M from a direction perpendicular to ~Je (which is along ~σ)
towards the ẑ-direction results in (d) full oscillation of the SMR signal, and no AMR signal.

The AMR is determined by the angle between the applied charge-current ~Je and
the magnetization direction ~M [69], whereas the SMR depends on the angle between
the polarization ~σ of the induced spin accumulation at the interface and the mag-
netization direction ~M of the underlying magnetic material. By sweeping the mag-
netization of the YIG in the film plane, the angle dependence of AMR and SMR is
equal, making them indistinguishable. However, for an out-of-plane magnetic field
sweep, the presence of either one of them could be excluded, as is shown in Fig. 2.7.
When sweeping the magnetic field as depicted in Fig. 2.7(a), in the x̂/ẑ-plane, one
would detect a change in resistance caused by AMR, as the angle between ~Je and ~M

(AMR) is changing, whereas the angle between ~σ and ~M (SMR) remains constant,
resulting in expected signals as depicted in Fig. 2.7(b). For the magnetic field sweep
in the ŷ/ẑ-plane, as drawn in Fig. 2.7(c), the opposite situation is true and one would
expect only to detect changes in resistance caused by SMR as is shown in Fig. 2.7(d).
Nakayama et al. studied the angle-dependence of the SMR signal for both in-plane
and out-of-plane magnetic fields, showing the consistency of the theoretical descrip-
tion of SMR with the obtained experimental results, excluding AMR being the origin
of the observed signals [54].

Another step to exclude (or prove) the presence of magnetic proximity effects in
Pt on YIG is made by performing x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) mea-
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surements, by which magnetic moments can be directly detected. Two research-
groups separately performed these measurements, which resulted in opposing con-
clusions: The XMCD results by Geprägs et al. [70] show no measurable magnetic
moments in the Pt layer, whereas Lu et al. [71] report the presence of peaks in the
XMCD spectrum, which would indicate magnetic proximity in Pt on YIG.

Following the developments on detecting possible magnetic proximity effects,
Kuschel et al. published experimental results on x-ray resonant magnetization re-
flectivity (XRMR) measurements of Pt|NiFe2O4 and Pt|Fe bilayers [72]. They show a
high sensitivity for interface spin polarization using XRMR as compared to XMCD,
and therefore continue using this technique to investigate the interface character-
istics of a Pt|YIG system. First experimental results on Pt|YIG have been obtained
[73], however the resolution of this preliminary data is not yet sufficient to exlude a
magnetic proximity effect and further experiments are needed.

In conclusion, the clear difference in angular dependence between AMR and
SMR is sufficient to exclude AMR, caused by magnetic proximity effects in Pt, as the
origin of the observed signals. Despite several reports which rename the observed
angular dependence of the Pt-resistance as ’new-MR’ [74] or ’hybrid-MR’ [75], no
mechanism has been described which can explain the observed angular dependence
of the Pt-resistance as good as the theory of SMR does. Moreover, even if magnetic
moments would be present in Pt on YIG, this still would not exclude the presence of
SMR in this system.

2.7 Spin-Seebeck effect in a magnetic insulator|metal
system

In the field of thermoelectrics the coupling between charge and heat is studied. A
very well-known thermoelectric effect is the Seebeck effect, discovered in 1821 by
Thomas Seebeck [76], where a temperature gradient over a conductor is converted
into an electrical voltage between its hot and cold end [see also appendix A]. The
voltage that builds up due to the temperature gradient is proportional to the Seebeck
coefficient (S), given by ~∇V = −S~∇T . The Seebeck effect is typically utilized to
create thermocouples, which can be used for temperature measurements.

The origin of the Seebeck effect is the energy dependence of the electrical conduc-
tivity of electrons in a material. By increasing the temperature of a material on one
side, the average energy of the electrons on the hot side becomes higher than that of
the electrons on the cold side, which results in a net flow of energy from hot to cold.
In case the electrons with higher energy experience a different electrical conductivity
than the electrons with a lower energy, a net diffusion of charge occurs, which will
result in an electric field build up opposing this diffusion process. This electric field
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Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of the
SSE in a YIG|Pt system: a temperature gra-
dient results in the generation of thermal
magnons in the YIG. These magnons will
loose angular momentum due to the ad-
jacent Pt layer, resulting in a pure spin-
current injected in the Pt layer, which can
be detected via the ISHE (similar to spin
pumping).

is known as the Seebeck effect [77].
Besides the coupling between charge and heat, also the spin of electrons interacts

with heat, which is studied in the field called spin caloritronics. The spin-analogue
of the Seebeck effect is called the spin-Seebeck effect (SSE), firstly reported in 2008
[78], and describes the creation of a spin-current in the presence of a temperature
gradient [see also appendix A].

The creation of spin-currents due to the presence of a temperature gradient can
be caused by different physical mechanisms and therefore distinction is made be-
tween the spin-dependent-Seebeck effect (SdSE) and the spin-Seebeck effect (SSE)
[79]. The SdSE is described as an independent-electron effect, where the conductiv-
ities of the individual electrons as well as their Seebeck coefficients are separately
defined for the different spin-channels (spin-up and spin-down), each following the
laws of classical thermoelectrics. On the other hand, the SSE is a collective effect, de-
scribed by the collective motion of spins also named as ’spin-waves’ or ’magnons’.
These magnons also can transport heat, as well as carry angular momentum. Inter-
action between magnons and electron charge currents exists via spin pumping and
spin transfer torques.

In magnetic insulating materials such as YIG, only the SSE can exist, as the SdSE
requires the presence of conduction electrons. At finite temperatures the spins of
a material are not stationary but encounter random thermal excitations from their
average magnetization direction. By applying a temperature gradient over this ma-
terial, spins will be more strongly thermally excited at the hot side as compared to
the cold side, resulting in transport of spin information by these thermally excited
magnons.

Thermal magnons generated in YIG as a result of an applied temperature gra-
dient (the SSE) can be electrically detected similarly to the described spin pumping
effect in section 2.5, as is schematically shown in Fig. 2.8. An adjacent Pt layer will
act as a sink for magnons, resulting in the generation of a pure spin-current into this
layer. The spin polarization direction of this spin-current is dependent on the sign of
the temperature gradient: reversing the gradient will reverse the spin polarization
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direction. Via the ISHE this pure spin-current can then be electrically detected.
The first theoretical description of the microscopic origin of the SSE in YIG (and

other magnetic insulators) was given by Xiao et al. [80], based on earlier work by
Sanders and Walton [81]. Following, Hoffman et al. showed how the work of Xiao
et al. could be reformulated in terms of the LLG-equation. They explain the SSE
signal as a result of thermal spin pumping caused by the difference in temperature
at the YIG|Pt interface between magnons in the YIG and electrons in the Pt contact
(assuming the electron-temperature being equal to the phonon-temperature). Thus,
Js ∝ ∆Tme, where Js is the spin-current density injected in the Pt and ∆Tme the tem-
perature difference between the magnons and the electrons at the YIG|Pt interface.
However, recent experimental work of Kehlberger et al. [82] shows that the explana-
tion of the SSE by the theoretical description of Xiao et al. is not sufficient to explain
their YIG-thickness dependent SSE data. Furthermore, also the non-local SSE signal
as observed by Cornelissen et al. [5] cannot be explained by the model of Xiao et al..
To explain their work, another theoretical description of the SSE was used, which
relies on the bulk magnon spin-current created by the temperature gradient across
the thickness of the ferromagnetic insulator [83]. Currently, more research is going
on, where the possible coexistence of the SSE as both an interface as well as a bulk
effect is investigated [84].
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Chapter 3

Experimental methods

Abstract

This chapter describes the fabrication techniques and measurement methods used to per-
form the work presented in this thesis. The first part of this chapter gives detailed informa-
tion about the device fabrication process, including the different steps used for patterning
the device structures by electron-beam lithography, followed by the description of the used
deposition techniques: electron-beam evaporation and sputtering. The second part of this
chapter includes the measurement methods. The working principle of the lock-in detec-
tion technique is explained, followed by a description of the measurement setups used for
the experiments presented in this thesis.

3.1 Device fabrication

This section describes the techniques used for fabrication of the devices studied
in this thesis. The starting point of each device is a small piece (approximately

4 × 3 mm2) of Gd3Ga5O12|Y3Fe5O12 (GGG|YIG), cut from a wafer by a precision
diamont-scriber system. The GGG|YIG wafer itself is not produced in our lab, but is
fabricated by J. Ben Youssef in the Laboratoire de Magnétisme de Bretagne in Brest,
France. Exceptions are the YIG samples used for the experiments described in chap-
ter 9, these samples are taken from a GGG|YIG wafer bought from the company
Matesy GmbH. The wafers consist of a single-crystal (111) YIG film with a thick-
ness of 200 nm (210 nm for the Matesy YIG), grown by liquid phase epitaxy on a
500-µm-thick (111) GGG substrate. Further processing of the devices is done in the
NanoLabNL cleanroom facility in Groningen and this process is described in the fol-
lowing sections. First, in section 3.1.1, the process steps of electron-beam lithography
are explained, which are used to pattern all structures on the sample. Afterwards,
sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 explain two different deposition techniques, which both are
used for the fabrication procedure of the studied devices.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the procedure for deposition of a patterned struc-
ture by EBL. (1) Start with a clean substrate, possibly already having some deposited layers
from previous deposition steps. (2) Resist spinning, (3) e-beam exposure, (4) development, (5)
deposition, (6) lift-off.

3.1.1 Electron-beam lithography

To pattern the device structures on the YIG-film, a few steps of electron-beam lithog-
raphy (EBL) are carried out. This technique makes use of a spin-coated polymer
mask, which is patterned by exposure to high-energy electrons (30 kV). In the ex-
posed areas the polymer chains will break, resulting in changing properties of this
layer, making it dissolvable in a solution of MIBK (4-Methyl-2-pentanone) and IPA
(2-Propanol) (1:3).

For all patterned layers in a device a separate EBL step is performed, which con-
sists of the following subsequent procedures [schematically shown in Fig. 3.1]:

1. Cleaning substrate: Contamination on the surface of the sample is removed by
submerging it in a beaker containing warm acetone (48 ◦C) and, when needed,
using low-power ultrasonication. Afterwards, the sample is rinsed by IPA and
dry-blown by nitrogen.

2. Resist spinning: The positive E-beam photoresist PMMA 950K, consisting of
a solution of 2 to 4% poly(methyl methacrylate) in ethyl lactate, is spun on the
sample at 4000rpm for 60 seconds and afterwards baked on a hotplate at 180◦C
for 90 seconds. The PMMA-dilution percentage determines the thickness of
the resist-layer (70−270 nm for 2-4% PMMA, respectively) and is chosen in
accordance to the wanted thickness of the to-be-deposited material.

As the GGG|YIG is an insulating substrate, a conductive layer has to be de-
posited as well, to avoid charging during e-beam exposure. For this purpose, a
thin conducting layer of aquaSAVE-53za is spun on top of the PMMA layer at
6000 rpm for 120 seconds. It is not necessary to bake this layer after spinning.

3. E-beam exposure: The sample is loaded in a Raith e-line electron-beam system,
which is pumped to a base-pressure < 1 × 10−5 mbar. The pattern of the full
device is drawn in the e-line software and the desired layer is chosen to be
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exposed. Cross-shaped markers, which are deposited in the first EBL-step, can
be used to align the structures for subsequent EBL-steps. The area dose is set to
450 µC/cm2, using an acceleration voltage of 30 kV. Dependent on the size of
the exposed structures a writefield of 100× 100 µm2 combined with a aperture
size of 10 µm is used or, for larger structures, a writefield of 1× 1 mm2 or even
2.4× 2.4 mm2 combined with a 60 µm or 120 µm aperture size.

4. Development: First the aquaSAVE-53za layer has to be removed, by rinsing
the sample in deionized water for at least 30 seconds, after which it is dry-
blown. Then the sample is dipped in a MIBK:IPA (1:3) solution for 30 seconds
and immediately thereafter rinsed in IPA for another 30-45 seconds. Finally the
sample is dry-blown by nitrogen.

The exposed PMMA areas will be dissolved when dipping the sample in the
MIBK:IPA solution, leaving a PMMA-mask having the desired pattern for ma-
terial deposition.

5. Deposition: After checking the PMMA-mask under an optical microscope, the
desired material is deposited on the sample, using either electron-beam evap-
oration or dc sputtering. These deposition-techniques are described in the fol-
lowing sections.

6. Lift-off: To remove the PMMA-mask, the sample is put in a beaker containing
warm acetone (48 ◦C) for 10-15 minutes. During this process the PMMA will
dissolve, removing also the material on top of it, only leaving the material
deposited in the exposed areas. To help the lift-off process, a pipette can be
used to stir the acetone. In case of difficult lift-off, the beaker can be put in an
ultrasonic bath at low power. Preferably ultrasonication should be avoided, as
it risks unwanted tearing off of the patterned structures.

After all wanted layers have been patterened and deposited, the device is final-
ized by gluing it on a 16-pin chip-carrier and bonding the contact pads on the sample
to the chip carrier by AlSi wires, which enables easy contacting of the device to the
measurement setup.

3.1.2 Electron-beam evaporation

For controlled deposition of thin metallic layers, electron-beam (e-beam) evapora-
tion is a commonly used deposition method. The general working principle of this
technique is heating of a metallic target by using high-energy electrons, which are
accelerated from an electron-gun. The electron-gun is usually positioned below or
next to the target material and the accelerated electron beam is tuned and directed
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into the target by magnetic fields. Once the electrons hit the target material, they
will release their energy, resulting in heating of the target material, which at some
point will start evaporating. A sample placed upside down above this fume of target
material will then be covered by a growing layer of this material. Materials which
are suitable for e-beam evaporation are for example: Titanium, Gold, Platinum, Per-
malloy and Aluminum-oxide. To increase the adhesion of the deposited layer to the
surface of the sample, usually a 5-nm-thick layer of Titanium is deposited prior to
the deposition of the wanted material.

The used evaporation system is a Temescal FC-2000 (TFC), which is pumped to a
base pressure of around 1× 10−6 Torr (1.33× 10−6 mbar). The electrons are acceler-
ated by a 10kV acceleration voltage. For thin layers (< 20 nm) a constant deposition
rate of 0.1 nm/sec is set. For thicker layers the deposition rate is increased to 0.3
nm/sec, after the first 20 nm has been deposited. The deposition rate is measured by
a crystal monitor placed near the sample.

Prior to deposition of any material, it is possible to clean the surface of the sample
from polymer residues and thin oxide layers by using argon ion-milling etching.
This is important when clean Ohmic contact is required between two materials from
different process steps. For the ion-milling etching a Kaufman ion source is used,
applying the following settings: beam voltage of 500 V, acceleration voltage of 20 0V,
discharge voltage of 50 V, beam current of 14 mA and an argon pressure of 2× 10−5

Torr (2.67× 10−5 mbar). Typical etch-times are 20−30 seconds, which is sufficient to
remove for example the native oxide layer of Permalloy.

3.1.3 Sputter deposition

Another deposition technique is sputtering. By this method the target material is
released by bombarding it with high energetic particles, rather than by evaporating
it. This method is especially useful when the material to be deposited is not a pure
metal but an alloy, as by evaporation of alloys, the composition of the deposited alloy
can become very different from the target material, due to different melting points
of the materials in the alloy. This problem does not occur for sputtering. Also for
materials having a very high melting point, for which e-beam evaporation might be
very difficult or even impossible, sputtering can be used.

Sputtering is performed in an argon atmosphere with a pressure in the order of
3− 8× 10−3 mbar in a Kurt J. Lesker sputtering system. An argon plasma is created
between the target material and the substrate by applying a large voltage between
them. The target material is thereby set under large negative bias, such that the argon
ions (Ar+) in the plasma will be accelerated towards the target, where they collide,
releasing particles from the target-surface [see Fig. 3.2(a)]. The ejected particles move
diffusively towards the substrate (and the vacuum chamber walls) and therefore
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(a) (b)

Ar+
+

Target Material
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic representation of the sputtering process: Ar-ions are accelerated
to the target material, where they collide and release particles from the target, which diffuse
through the chamber towards the subsrate. (b) Sputtering using a single-layer PMMA-mask
results in covering of the full mask, including the vertical sides. For thick deposited layers,
this covering of the vertical sides can result in problematic lift-off.

reach the surface from many different directions, covering also the sides of the mask
on the substrate, as is schematically shown in Fig. 3.2(b). This coverage of the sides
of the mask can result in problematic lift-off, therefore sometimes it is chosen to
make use of a double-layer mask such that an undercut can be created, which avoids
contact between the deposited layer on the sides of the mask and the substrate. For
deposition of very thin layers (a few nm) the double-layer resist procedure is not
needed, as in that case the unwanted side-strips are usually easily teared of.

For sputtering of metallic targets, the applied bias between the target material
and the sample can be dc, as charges can move freely through these materials. For
non-conductive targets, RF sputtering should be used, where the applied bias is al-
ternating, such that for each cycle positive Ar-ions are accelerated towards the target,
bombarding it, and afterwards the ions are removed again by the opposite bias. This
process is needed to avoid accumulation of positive ions at the non-conductive tar-
get, which would limit the diffusion of the sputtered material towards the substrate.

For the devices used in the experiments described in this thesis, the material in di-
rect contact with YIG (Pt, Ta, or Au) is sputtered in order to obtain high spin-mixing
conductances, which increases the magnitude of the interface effects. Before deposi-
tion of these materials no special surface treatment is performed. Furthermore, NiCu
is sputtered as well, to preserved the composition of the alloy. The used power for
sputtering Pt, Ta, and NiCu is 200 W, for Au a power of 45 W was used. Using these
settings, deposition rates in the order of 0.5−2 nm/s are obtained. The deposition
rates are determined by measuring the deposited layer thickness of several test sam-
ples by a Dektak profilometer. For very thin layers, the layer thickness is checked by
atomic force microscopy (AFM).
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3.2 Measurement techniques

In this section the used measurement setups are explained. Two different setups
have been used: 1) For the spin-Hall magnetoresistance and spin-Seebeck effect ex-
periments, our basic electrical detection setup is used, including lock-in detection. 2)
The spin pumping experiments need a more extensive setup, including also a vector
network analyzer as the source of the needed RF currents.

All measurements described in this thesis are performed at room temperature
and in air. Control of the measurement equipment and recording of the data is done
by a home-build LabView program.

To start this section, first the basic principles of Lock-in detection are explained.
Afterwards, the setup used for electrical characterization is described. Finally, the
expanded version of this setup, which is needed for the RF measurements, is ex-
plained.

3.2.1 Lock-in detection

All measurements presented in this thesis are performed using a lock-in detection
technique. By this technique, first, second, and higher order responses of a system
on an applied ac current can be separately determined. In general, any generated
voltage can be written as the sum of first, second and higher order responses to an
applied current as

V (t) = R1I(t) +R2I
2(t) +R3I

3(t) +R4I
4(t) + . . . , (3.1)

where Rn is the n-th order response of the measured system to an applied current
I(t). By applying an ac current I(t) =

√
2I0sin(ωt), with angular frequency ω and

rms value I0, a lock-in amplifier can be used to detect individual harmonic voltage
signals of the investigated system, making use of the orthogonality of sinusoidal
functions. To extract the separate harmonic signals, the output signal and the ref-
erence input signal (a sine wave function) are multiplied and integrated over a set
time. When both signals have different frequencies, the integration over many peri-
ods will result in zero signal, whereas integration of two sine wave functions with
the same frequency and no phase shift will result in a non-zero signal. Besides be-
ing able to separately extract the different harmonic signals of the system, the lock-in
detection technique also reduces the noise in the signal, compared to dc voltage mea-
surements, as the measurement is only sensitive to a very narrow frequency range,
where the central frequency can be freely chosen.

The detected n-th harmonic signal of a lock-in amplifier at a set phase φ is defined
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as

Vn(t) =

√
2

T

t∫
t−T

sin(nωs+ φ)Vin(s)ds. (3.2)

By evaluating Eq. (3.2) for a given input voltage Vin, one can obtain the different
harmonic voltage signals that can be measured by the lock-in amplifier (Vn). As-
suming a voltage response up till the fourth order, the following harmonic voltage
signals are calculated:

V1 = R1I0 +
3

2
R3I

3
0 for φ = 0◦, (3.3)

V2 =
1√
2

(R2I
2
0 + 2R4I

4
0 ) for φ = −90◦, (3.4)

V3 = −1

2
R3I

3
0 for φ = 0◦, (3.5)

V4 = − 1

2
√

2
R4I

4
0 for φ = −90◦. (3.6)

So, using different lock-in amplifiers to measure the first, second, third and fourth
harmonic voltage signals, Rn can be deduced from Eqs. (3.3)−(3.6). To detect the
second and fourth harmonic signal, the phase of the lock-in amplifier should be set
to φ = −90◦.

Note that V1 (V2) does not purely scale linearly (quadratically) with I0. A third
(fourth) order current dependence is also present in the measured first (second) har-
monic voltage. Thus, to obtain the first order response R1 of the system, not only
the measured first harmonic signal V1 has to be taken into account; also the third
harmonic signal V3 has to be included:

R1 =
1

I0
(V1 + 3V3). (3.7)

Similarly, the second order response is calculated as

R2 =

√
2

I20
(V2 + 4V4). (3.8)

In Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) only signals up to the fourth harmonic have been taken
into account. Including even higher harmonic terms would result in adding odd
harmonic terms to Eq. (3.7) and even harmonics to Eq. (3.8). Mostly, the higher
harmonic signals are small compared to the first and second harmonics, and thus can
be safely neglected. Only when studying highly non-linear systems or phenomena,
the presence of the higher harmonics should be taken into account, as is given by Eqs.
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(3.7) and (3.8), in order to find the pure first and second order response of the system.
For some of the results presented in chapter 8 it is found that the contributions of the
third and fourth harmonic signal are non-negligible, which is pointed out in section
8.6.1, where the difference between including or neglecting these higher harmonics
is shown.

3.2.2 Electrical characterization

Most measurements described in this thesis consist of the electrical characterization
of the fabricated devices as a function of applied magnetic field. The measurement
equipment used for these measurements is shown in Fig. 3.3. Once the sample is
fabricated and mounted on a chip-carrier, as described in section 3.1, it is placed in
a sample holder between the poles of a GMW Electromagnet (model 5403, shown in
Fig. 3.3(b), or model 3470, not shown) as in Fig. 3.3(c). The magnitude of the fields
generated by these GMW electromagnets ranges from -1 to 1 T and -200 to 200 mT,
respectively, and can be swept as desired. Different sample-holders are available,
having either a fixed in-plane or out-of-plane direction as well as a fully rotatable
sample-holder [shown in Fig. 3.3(c)], which is used for angle-dependent measure-

Figure 3.3: (a) Picture of the measurement setup, excluding the electromagnet. (b) The used
GMW Electromagnet, model 5403. (c) Shows the sample placed between the poles of the elec-
tromagnet on the rotating sample-holder. (d) The sample mounted for RF measurements us-
ing a waveguide on chip. (e) Close-up of the mounted sample for RF measurements, showing
two waveguides of which one is connected by the two pins of a picoprobe tip.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Simplified scheme of the electrical detection measurement setup: 1) The re-
quired frequency used for lock-in detection is set, generating an ac voltage which is sent to
2), where the ac voltage is converted to an ac current with the desired amplitude. 3) Via
the switchbox, the ac current is sent through the contacts of the sample. 4) For a set of con-
tacts (connected via the switchbox) the generated voltage is detected and pre-amplified before
sending it back to the Lock-in amplifier. 5) The measured voltage is filtered by comparing it
with the set frequency at step 1), resulting in low-noise detection of the first, second or higher
harmonics of the signal. (b) Adding a VNA for RF measurements: 1) The required frequency
used for lock-in detection is set, generating an ac voltage which is send to the VNA, 2) via a
frequency doubler (doubling the ac frequency). 3) A modulating RF signal (either power or
frequency modulation) is send through a stripline or waveguide. 4) and 5) are equal to the
electrical detection measurement setup described in (a).

ments1.
After placing the sample between the magnetic poles, it is connected to the mea-

surement setup via a home-built switchbox. This switchbox is used to specify the
contacts through which the current is sent and the voltage is measured. Other parts
of the electrical measurement setup are one or more lock-in amplifiers (by using
several lock-in amplifiers, the second, third and higher harmonics of the measured
signal can simultaneously be recorded) and a home-built VI-IV meetkast (’measure-
ment box’). This VI-IV meetkast contains a voltage-controllable current source, used
to generate the ac current sent to the device, and a voltage pre-amplifier with ad-
justable gain and bandwidth, in order to pre-amplify the measured voltage, before
sending it to the lock-in amplifier.

For lock-in detection an ac current with a specific frequency is required (as is
explained in section 3.2.1), this frequency is set by the lock-in amplifier, which later
is used to filter this frequency from the measured voltage signal. A picture of the
measurement setup and a schematic view of it are given in Fig. 3.3(a) and Fig. 3.4(a),
respectively. The different components of the measurement setup are shown and

1The rotatable sample-holder was specially designed and made to improve the measurements de-
scribed in this thesis, and was finished only for the measurements presented in chapter 8
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labeled in Fig. 3.3(a). The upper three parts are Stanford Research Systems type
SR830 DSP Lock-in Amplifiers. The vector network analyzer (VNA) is only used for
the RF measurements, which are explained in the next section. Fig. 3.4(a) shows how
the different components of the measurement setup are connected.

3.2.3 RF measurements

The basis of the measurement setup used for RF measurements is the same as the
standard electrical detection setup, using a lock-in amplifier, VI-IV meetkast and a
switchbox to contact the device and to measure the voltage. The only addition is a
vector network analyzer (VNA, Rohde & Schwarz ZVA-40) connected to a stripline
or waveguide, which exposes the sample to high-frequency electro-magnetic fields.
A Picoprobe (type 40A-GS-400-LP) is used to connect the waveguide to the VNA,
as is shown in Figs. 3.3(d) and 3.3(e). To connected the stripline to the VNA stan-
dard SMA-connectors are used. In order to still be able to use lock-in detection for
these measurements, the RF field is modulated (either by modulating the power or
the frequency) with a set low frequency (few Hz) instead of a set ac current sent
to the device. To exactly copy the lock-in frequency to the modulating RF signal, a
frequency-doubler is added to the setup, as can be seen in Fig. 3.4(b). This is needed
because the VNA is only triggered (changed from upstate to downstate) by upgoing
(or downgoing) edges of an incoming pulse, such that the frequency of the outcom-
ing signal is halved compared to the incoming reference signal.

To obtain information about the power absorption of the system connected to the
VNA, the S11 parameter can be read out directly from the VNA. The S11 parameter
is a measure for the power reflected back from the stripline or waveguide. When the
system starts to absorb energy under certain conditions (such as when the YIG mag-
netization is brought to resonance), this will be observed as an additional decrease
of the S11 parameter (on top of the always present losses of the stripline/waveguide
itself). For this measurement the RF signal should not be modulated, and therefore
it cannot be performed simultaneously with lock-in detection methods as described
above.

When the generated voltages have a high enough signal-to-noise ratio, the RF
measurements can also be done without using lock-in amplifiers, by direct dc detec-
tion of the generated voltages (for example by a Keithley Volt-meter). Advantage of
this method is that it is not needed to modulate the RF signal, such that the reflected
RF power (S11 parameter) can be detected simultaneously with the generated volt-
ages from the sample. Such measurements can directly give information about the
link between absorbed power and generated signal.
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Chapter 4

Frequency and power dependence
of spin-current emission by spin pumping in a
thin-film YIG|Pt system

Abstract

This chapter presents the frequency and power dependence of spin pumping in a ferri-
magnetic insulator|normal metal system. The used system consists of a ferrimagnetic
insulating thin film of yttrium iron garnet (YIG, 200 nm) grown by liquid-phase epi-
taxy coupled with a normal metal with a strong spin-orbit coupling (Pt, 15 nm). The
YIG layer presents isotropic behavior of the magnetization in the plane, a small linewidth
(α ≈ 2× 10−4), and a surface roughness less than 0.4 nm. Shown in this chapter is the
dependency of the voltage signal from the spin-current detector on the frequency (0.6−7
GHz), the microwave power Pin (1−70 mW), and the applied in-plane static magnetic
field. A strong enhancement of the spin-current emission is observed at low frequencies,
showing the appearance of nonlinear phenomena.

4.1 Introduction

The actuation, detection, and control of the magnetization dynamics and spin-
currents in hybrid structures (magnetic material|normal metal) by using the (in-

verse) spin-Hall effect (ISHE and SHE), spin-transfer torque (STT), and spin pump-
ing, has attracted much attention in the last few years. The observation of these
phenomena in ferromagnetic (FM)|normal metal (NM) systems has been reported
by several groups [1–4].

Spin pumping is the generation of spin-currents from magnetization precession,
which can be excited by microwave radiation (microstrip [5], resonant cavity [6],
waveguide [7]). In a FM|NM system, this spin-current is injected into the NM layer,
where it is converted into a dc electric voltage using the ISHE. In 2010, Kajiwara et
al. [6] opened new interest in this research-field by the demonstration of the spin
pumping/ISHE and SHE/STT processes in a system using the magnetic insulating
material yttrium iron garnet (YIG, 1.3 µm), coupled with a thin layer of platinum (Pt,
10 nm). It has been shown experimentally that the combination of these materials
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and the mentioned phenomena can be used to transmit electrical information over
several millimeters [6, 8, 9]. The insulator|normal metal (YIG|Pt) system presents
an important role for future electronic devices related to nonlinear dynamics effects
[10–14], such as active magnetostatic wave delay lines and signal-to-noise enhancers,
and bistable phenomena [15].

In this chapter, spin-current emission in a YIG (200 nm)|Pt (15 nm) structure as
a function of microwave frequency f , microwave power Pin, and applied in-plane
magnetic fieldB is presented. The actuation of the spin-current emission is provided
by a nonresonant 50 Ω microstrip transmission line1 within a range of f between 0.6
and 7 GHz. To the best of our knowledge, in all previously reported experiments,
the thickness of the single-crystal of YIG, grown by liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE), is
within a range of 1.3−28 µm, which is always higher than the exchange-correlation
length defined in pure YIG [11]. In contrast, the thickness of the YIG used for the ex-
periments presented here is only 200 nm.2 Experiments with lower thickness of YIG
have been reported [16, 17], however, these layers are grown by different methods
than LPE. The different growing processes result in an enhancement of the linewidth
and these layers do not reach the high quality as when grown by LPE.

Besides its thickness, two other points should be made concerning our YIG sam-
ple. First, the in-plane magnetic field dependence of the magnetization presents
isotropic behavior and second, no stripe domains have been observed by magnetic
force microscopy (MFM).

4.2 Experimental details

4.2.1 Sample description

Spin pumping experiments in FM|NM systems for different NM materials have been
performed in order to study the magnitude of the dc voltage induced by the ISHE
[18]. It has been shown that the mechanism for spin-charge conversion is effective in
metals with strong spin-orbit interaction. Therefore, for the experiments presented in
this chapter, Pt is used as the normal metal layer. As the magnetic layer, the insulat-
ing material Y3Fe5O12 (YIG) is used. The sample is based on a layer of single-crystal
Y3Fe5O12 (YIG) (111), grown on a (111) Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) single-crystal substrate

1The characteristic impedance of the microstrip is designed with respect to the source impedance. By
taking into account the geometric dimensions of the line, the electrical properties of the line (Au), and
the permittivity of the substrate (alumina) we have realized a microstrip line with an impedance of 50 Ω.
In order to create a maximum current through the microstrip and therefore a maximum coupling (in the
frequency range that we have used), the end of the transmission line has been shorted.

2Investigation of high quality thin YIG films is beneficial for possible applications, as thinner YIG
allows for miniaturization of devices, it simplifies the application of nanolithography techniques and for
example because the spin transfer torque is inversely proportional to the thickness of the magnetic layer.
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Figure 4.1: (a), (b) Schematics of the experimental setup for spin pumping measurements.
The ferromagnetic resonance in the YIG is excited by using a microstrip line in reflection be-
tween 0.6 and 7 GHz. The thickness of the YIG and the GGG substrate is 200 nm and 500
µm, respectively. Ti|Au electrodes are attached on top of the Pt layer in order to detect the
generated ISHE voltage. The magnetic field B is applied in the plane of the sample along the
x̂-direction and B ⊥ hrf, where hrf is the microwave field. (c) In-plane magnetic field depen-
dence of the magnetization M (normalized by the saturation magnetization Ms) of the pure
single-crystal of YIG, performed by VSM at room temperature.

by LPE. The thickness of the YIG is only 200 nm, which is very low compared to other
studies [6, 11, 12, 19, 20]. The YIG layer has a roughness of 0.4 nm. X-ray diffraction
was used in order to estimate the quality of the thin layer of YIG. The spectrum (not
shown) shows epitaxial growth of YIG oriented along the (111) direction with zero
lattice mismatch.

For the realization of the device structure, two steps of lithography have been
used. First, to create the Pt layer (15 nm thick), an area of 800 × 1750 µm2 has been
patterned on top of a YIG sample (1500 × 3000 µm2), by electron-beam lithography
(EBL). Before deposition of the Pt layer by dc sputtering, argon etching has been used
to clean the surface. Etching was done during 5 seconds at a beam voltage (inten-
sity) of 500 V (14 mA) with an acceleration voltage of 200 V. The second lithography
step realizes the 100-nm-thick Ti|Au electrodes having a width of 30 µm. For both
lithography steps, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) with a thickness of 270 nm
has been used as resist. A schematic of the final device is shown in Fig. 4.1(b).

4.2.2 Static and dynamic magnetization characterizations

By using specific growing conditions, the anisotropic contributions (growth and
magneto-elastic) in the YIG film can be optimized in order to keep the magneti-
zation in-plane. Fig. 4.1(c) shows the dependence of the YIG magnetization as a
function of the applied in-plane magnetic field, as measured by using a vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM) at room temperature. The saturation magnetization
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µ0Ms = 0.176 T, corresponding to the value obtained for YIG in bulk [6, 11]. The
low coercive field (' 0.06 mT) and the shape of the hysteresis loop provide an easy
prove of the magnetization being in the plane, with a very low dissipation of the
energy. VSM measurements along the two crystallographic axes, [1,1̄,0] and [1,1,2̄],
show similar responses indicating isotropic behavior of the magnetization in the film
plane. In addition, no stripe domains have been observed by MFM.

In order to well characterize the pure single-crystal of YIG, before realizing the
YIG|Pt structure, broadband ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements have
been performed using a highly sensitive wideband resonance spectrometer in the
perpendicular configuration (the applied magnetic field B, is normal to the film
plane). The microwave excitation is provided with a nonresonant 50 Ω microstrip
reflection line within a range of microwave frequencies between 2 and 25 GHz. The
FMR is measured via the first derivative of the power absorption dP/dH by using a
lock-in measurement technique. The value of the modulation field (lock-in reference)
used during the field sweeping is much smaller than the FMR linewidth. The depen-
dence of the frequency resonance ωres as a function of the resonant magnetic field is
used to determine the gyromagnetic ratio γ = 1.80× 107 rad T−1 s−1 (and the Lande
factor, g = 2.046). The intrinsic Gilbert damping parameter is extracted from the de-
pendence of the linewidth as a function of the microwave frequency (α ≈ 2 × 10−4)
[21].

4.2.3 Spin pumping measurements

For the actuation of the magnetization resonance in the YIG layer the YIG|Pt device
is placed as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). In this configuration, the microwave field hrf is
perpendicular to the static magnetic field B. To optimize the electric voltage record-
ing, a lock-in detection technique was used. The modulation frequency generated
by the lock-in, is sent to the network analyzer trigger. This command (with a fre-
quency of 17 Hz) controls the modulation of the microwave field, generated by the
network analyzer (see also section 3.2). The microwave field is periodically switched
on and off between P high

rf and P low
rf , respectively. P low

rf is equal to 0.001 mW and P high
rf

corresponds to the input microwave power, so-called in the following, Pin. The dc
voltages generated between the edges of the Pt layer are amplified and detected as a
difference of V (P

high
rf )− V (P low

rf ).
Using this measurement setup, the dependence of the electric voltage signal as a

function of the microwave power (1−70 mW) and microwave frequency (0.6−7 GHz)
is analyzed, while sweeping the applied static magnetic field B. B is large enough
in order to saturate the magnetization along the plane film. All measurements were
performed at room temperature.
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4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Detection of the ISHE signal

Conversion of spin-currents into electric voltage via the ISHE is given by the relation
[6] ~EISHE ∝ ~σ × ~Js, where ~EISHE and ~σ are the electric field induced by the ISHE
and the spin polarization, respectively. In a YIG|Pt system, the origin of the spin-
current Js injected into the Pt layer differs from the conventional spin-current in
conducting systems such as Py|Pt. Here the spin pumping originates from the spin
exchange interaction between localized magnetic moments in YIG at the interface
and conduction electrons in the Pt layer.

A typical curve showing the magnetic field dependence of the voltage signal in
YIG (200 nm)|Pt (15 nm) is shown in Fig. 4.2 (for F = 3 GHz and Pin = 20 mW). The
sign of the electric voltage signal is changed by reversing the magnetic field along
x̂ and no sizable voltage is measured when B is swept parallel to ŷ, as expected
[6]. The reversal of the sign of V (by reversing the magnetic field) shows that the
measured signal is not produced by a possible thermoelectric effect, induced by the
microwave absorption. A direct measurement of the electric voltage signal (without
lock-in amplifier) has been performed in order to define the absolute sign of VISHE, as
a function of the magnetic and electric configuration. The voltage detected between
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Figure 4.2: Dependence of the electric voltage signal VISHE, as a function of the magnetic field
B, for the YIG (200 nm)|Pt (15 nm) sample. B is applied in-plane, along x̂. The inset shows
VISHE at resonant condition Bres for the positive and negative configurations of the magnetic
field [along +x̂ and −x̂, respectively; see Fig. 4.1(b)].
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the edges of the Pt layer shows resonance-like behavior, with a maximum value (∆V )
at the resonant condition Bres of the system, as defined in the inset of Fig. 4.2.

4.3.2 Frequency and power dependence of the ISHE signal

In Fig. 4.3 the in-plane magnetic field dependence of the electric voltage signal for
a large range of microwave frequencies between 0.6 and 7 GHz is shown. For each
value of microwave power (Pin = 1, 10, and 20 mW) the voltage signal VISHE =

f(Pin, f ) at resonant conditions has been extracted and plotted. To the best of our
knowledge, only two groups [6, 11] have studied the electric voltage signal in a
YIG|Pt system as a function of microwave frequency, and only one [11] in a large
frequency range of (2−6.8 GHz). The difference between our structure and Ref. [11]
lies in the thickness of the YIG, which is 1.3 µm in their case and only 200 nm in this
work. The thickness of the Pt is the same (15 nm). As can be seen from Fig. 4.3,
the frequency dependence of ∆V presents a complicated evolution, partly resulting
from the S11 dependence of the microstrip in reflection itself, as a function of fre-
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quency. Nevertheless we note that ∆V presents the most high values at the lower
frequencies.

Figs. 4.4(a)−4.4(c) present the dependence of the electric voltage VISHE as a func-
tion of the magnetic field and the microwave power for different frequencies (1, 3,
and 6 GHz, respectively). In those spectra multiple resonance signals are present,
broadening the observed peaks. In the observed spectra this broadening is attributed
to the magnetostatic surface spin waves (MSSW, B < Bres) and backward volume
magnetostatic spin waves (BVMSW, B > Bres) [22, 23]. Furthermore, at low fre-
quency [F = 1 GHz, shown in Fig. 4.4(a)] a strong nonlinear dependence is ob-
served, which is represented by a shift in resonance magnetic field, as a function of
power, combined with asymmetric distortion of the resonance line. These observa-
tions are correlated with the pioneering works of Suhl [24] and Weiss [25] related to
nonlinear phenomena occurring at large precession angles. The simple expression of
the magnetization precession cone angle at resonance is given by Θ = hrf/∆H [26],
where hrf and ∆H correspond to the microwave magnetic field and the linewidth of
the absorption line of the uniform mode, respectively. For lower frequencies ∆H is
smaller as compared to higher frequencies, and therefore this expression shows that
by decreasing the excitation frequency, an enhancement of the cone angle is induced.
This means that the system becomes more sensitive to the RF microwave power, Pin.

In addition, the nonlinear behavior measured at 1 GHz (also at 3 GHz, but less) is
well represented by Fig. 4.4(d). This figure represents evolutions of ∆V as a function
of the microwave power Pin, performed at 1, 3, and 6 GHz between 1 and 70 mW.
Kajiwara et al. [6] have proposed an equation to represent the dependence of the elec-
tric voltage signal as a function ofB, f , hrf, and the parameters of the bilayer system.
They showed that VISHE at resonant conditions depends linearly on the microwave
power. This dependence is well reproduced only at 6 GHz. Fig. 4.4(e) represents
the ratio of ∆V extracted from measurements at 1 and 6 GHz, ∆V1 GHz/∆V6 GHz, as
a function of the microwave power Pin, to emphasize the nonlinearity observed at 1
GHz. Note that, for a very low microwave power of 1 mW, ∆V at 1 GHz is 14 times
greater than ∆V at 6 GHz, whereas by increasing Pin, this difference is drastically
reduced and reached a factor of 5 at 60 mW.

4.3.3 Nonlinear behavior at low frequencies

To investigate the frequency dependence of ∆V , the response of the microstrip line
should be taken into account. For example, in Fig. 4.3 a peak in VISHE is observed
between 30 and 40 mT and between 70 and 100 mT. These peaks can be ascribed to
an artificial increase of VISHE induced by the microstrip line. The correction factor for
this artificial increase is determined by measuring the reflection parameter S11, for
the system being out of resonance.
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Figure 4.4: (a), (b), and (c) present the dependence of the electric voltage signal VISHE, as a
function of the static magnetic field B, for different microwave power Pin, at 1, 3, and 6 GHz,
respectively. (d) Representation of ∆V as a function of the microwave power between 1 and
70 mW at 1, 3, and 6 GHz. The inset corresponds to the dependence of ∆V for low RF power.
(e) Microwave power dependence of the ratio of the values of ∆V measured at 1 and 6 GHz.

Fig. 4.5(a) represents the frequency dependence of ∆Ṽ /Pin, where ∆Ṽ corre-
sponds to the the dc voltage corrected by the response of the microstrip line it-
self. This figure permits one to define the frequency range in which this evolution
presents nonlinear behavior. Note that between 3.4 and 7 GHz, values of ∆Ṽ /Pin

present a slow decrease as a function of the microwave frequency. In this regime,
∆Ṽ /Pin values are similar for the different RF microwave powers of 1, 10, and 20
mW, due to the fact that in this frequency range the RF power dependence of ∆V

is linear [6, 13]. The interesting feature of the frequency dependence of ∆Ṽ /Pin is
observed at frequencies below 3.4 GHz. At those frequencies, the frequency de-
pendence does not follow the same trend as observed at higher frequencies (>3.4
GHz). In the frequency range (0.6−3.4 GHz), the previously observed nonlinear be-
havior affects the values of ∆Ṽ /Pin as a function of the input RF microwave power.
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The enhancement ∆Ṽ /Pin is more efficient at low powers and gradually reduces
with increasing the microwave power. The discrepancy is especially strong around
1 GHz. Kurebayashi et al. [11] obtained 17.1 and 62.8 nV/mm at 2 and 6 GHz, re-
spectively, whereas in our system, for the same frequencies, ∆V reaches 542.85 and
108.6 nV/mm (for this comparison, the signals are normalized by the length of the
Pt strip).

The question arising now: What is the origin of the strong enhancement of ∆Ṽ /Pin

at low frequency? Is it only due to the frequency dependence of the cone angle? The
assumption of a single magnetization precession angle is not warranted, due to the
fact that several spin-wave modes contribute to the dynamic response of the system.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Dependence of ∆Ṽ /Pin as a function of the microwave frequency with a mi-
crowave power of 1, 10, and 20 mW. The red dashed line corresponds to the analytical ex-
pression of the frequency dependence of ∆V extracted from Ref. [6]. (b) Dependence of the
resonance frequency f , as a function of the applied magnetic field. Open circles indicate the
experimental data for k ⊥ B (in-plane magnetic field) and the solid black curve is calcu-
lated from Kittel’s equation (Ref. [27]) given by f =

√
fH(fH + fM ), with fH = γµ0H and

fM = γµ0Ms. The red solid and dotted lines show the minimum possible resonance fre-
quencies for a thick and a thin (200-nm-thick) YIG layer, respectively. The blue lines present
the corresponding minimal needed frequencies for the three-magnon splitting process to be
allowed (c) Dispersion relation of spin waves, calculated using Ref. [28]: dependence of the
frequency as a function of the wave-vector k, when k ‖ B for different thicknesses of YIG. The
magnetic field is fixed at 40 mT.
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Therefore, the normalization of ∆V by Θ (defined by α) and P is not sufficient to
explain the enhancement of ∆Ṽ /Pin at low frequency. Here, P corresponds to the
correction factor related to the ellipticity trajectory of the magnetization precession
of the uniform mode [29] due to the magnetic field configuration (in-plane).

The analytical expression [red dashed line in Fig. 4.5(a)] extracted from Ref. [6],
in which the spin-current at the YIG|Pt interface is defined by the uniform mode,
cannot reproduce the ∆Ṽ /Pin behavior at low frequency. As reported previously in
Refs. [11] and [12], the low-frequency behavior can be attributed to the presence of
nonlinear phenomena. Kurebayashi et al. [11] demonstrated the possibility to control
the spin-current at the YIG|Pt interface by three-magnon splitting. This nonlinear
phenomenon can be easily actuated for very low RF power [30]. Kurebayashi et al.
[11] observed that the threshold power of the splitting in their system was around
18 µW, which is very low with respect to the RF power used for FMR and dc voltage
measurements.

The three-magnon splitting induces the creation of two magnons (with short
wavelength) from the uniform mode (long wavelength), following the equations
f = f1 + f2 and k = k1 + k2, where f and k are the frequency and wave vector
with f1 = f2 = 1

2f and k1 = −k2 [22, 30]. In agreement with Kurebayashi et al. [11],
we observed a strong enhancement of ∆Ṽ /Pin at low frequency, nevertheless this de-
pendence does not necessarily mean that three-magnon splitting is involved in our
system. By following the schema of the three-magnon splitting process, one finds
that this phenomenon is allowed for only a specific frequency range, dependent on
the YIG thickness.

The black dots and line in Fig. 4.5(b) show the experimental dependence of the
resonance conditions of our sample and a fit calculated from Kittel’s equation, re-
spectively. From this plot we can find whether the three-magnon splitting process is
likely to be present in our system. For a thick sample of YIG the lowest possible FMR
frequency fmin ≈ fH , where fH is the Larmor frequency [red solid line in Fig. 4.5(b)].
As the FMR frequency cannot be lower than fH [31], the excitation frequency should
be higher than 2fH [blue solid line in Fig. 4.5(b)] in order that the three-magnon split-
ting process can take place, as is described by the above equations. Consequently,
the upper frequency limit fcutoff, for the three-magnon splitting to take place, for a

thick sample system of YIG, is fcutoff =
2

3
fM , where fM = γµ0Ms, which follows

from Kittel’s equation.

In the experiment of Kurebayashi et al. [11], they have used a YIG sample with
a thickness of 5.1 µm, which is higher than the exchange correlation length, and
therefore in their case fmin ≈ fH . In our case the YIG thickness is only 200 nm, and
the dependence of fmin [red dotted line in Fig. 4.5(b)] is very different from fH [red
solid line in Fig. 4.5(b)]. The blue dotted line shows the values of 2fmin, which gives
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the minimum excitation frequency needed for the three-magnon splitting to take
place in this thin YIG sample. It can be seen that this line does not cross the black
curve, which shows the possible excitation frequencies of our system. This suggests
that the three-magnon splitting process is not allowed in our case.

Another check of the possible presence of the three-magnon splitting is by cal-
culating the spin-wave spectrum in YIG, which is shown in Fig. 4.5(c), when the
magnetic field is parallel to the wavevector k, for different thicknesses of YIG [28].
The calculation has been performed with a magnetic field of 40 mT inducing a mi-
crowave frequency f = 2.66 GHz with γ = 1.80 × 107 rad T−1 s−1. The minima of
the shown BVSWM dispersion curves (fmin) result from the competition between the
dipole interaction and the exchange interaction. A crossing of the dispersion curve
with the black dotted line (f/2) shows that the three-magnon splitting process is al-
lowed. By reducing the thickness, the minimum frequency increases. For thin layers
of YIG, the dispersion curve does not cross the black dotted line anymore, indicating
that here the three-magnon splitting is no longer allowed.

The role of the three-magnon splitting process for the spin pumping is not fully
clear, and there are more phenomena which can induce the creation of spin waves
with short-wavelength (like other multi-magnon processes such as four-magnon and
two-magnon scattering). For example, it has been shown by Jungfleisch et al. [14]
that the two-magnon process (due to the scattering of magnons on impurities and
surfaces of the film) contributes to the enhancement of the spin-current at the YIG|Pt
interface.

The strong enhancement of ∆V observed at low frequency is due to the fact that
the dc voltage induced by spin pumping at the YIG|Pt interface is insensitive to the
spin-wave wavelength [11, 14]. In other words, ∆V is not only defined by the uni-
form mode but also from secondary spin-wave modes, which present short wave-
length. Nevertheless, it is not obvious to identify the contributions of the different
multi-magnon processes to the observed enhancement of the dc voltage at low fre-
quency.

4.4 Conclusion

In summary, we have shown spin-current emission in a hybrid structure YIG (200
nm)|Pt (15 nm) as a function of microwave frequency f , microwave power Pin, and
applied in-plane magnetic field B. At low frequency, a strong enhancement of the
voltage signal across a spin-current detector of Pt was observed. This behavior can
be understood if we assume that the measured signal is not only driven by the FMR
mode (which contributes to the spin pumping at the YIG|Pt interface), but also from
a spectrum of secondary spin-wave modes, presenting short wavelengths.
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In YIG-based electronic devices, the creation of short-wavelength spin waves
is considered as a parasitic effect. However, in this case it can be used as a spin-
current amplifier. Before integrating this system in a device, many questions related
to the contribution for the spin pumping of the spin waves with short wavelength
should be solved. By choosing a specific thickness range, it should be possible to
follow the contribution of the three-magnon splitting (fcutoff) by a combination of
Brillouin light scattering [11] and spin pumping measurements. More details of
other multi-magnon processes should be given by temperature dependence mea-
surements. Nevertheless, due to the observed enhancement of ∆V in the frequency
range (0.6−3.2 GHz), YIG|Pt devices could be further downscaled, still keeping de-
tectable signals. The isotropic behavior of the in-plane magnetization, the absence
of stripe domains, and the high-quality thin layer of YIG (200 nm) grown by liquid-
phase epitaxy give keys to success in this way.
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Chapter 5

Pt thickness dependence of
the inverse spin-Hall voltage from spin pump-
ing in a YIG|Pt system

Abstract

This chapter shows the experimental observation of the platinum thickness dependence
of the inverse spin-Hall effect from spin pumping in an yttrium iron garnet|platinum
system, over a large frequency range, and for different radio-frequency powers. From
the measurement of the voltage at the resonant condition and the resistance of the normal
metal layer, a strong enhancement of the ratio of these quantities has been observed, which
is not in agreement with previous studies on the NiFe|platinum system. The origin of this
behavior cannot be fully explained by the spin transport model that we have used, and is
therefore still unclear.

5.1 Introduction

R
ecently, in the field of spintronics, spin transfer torque and spin pumping phe-
nomena in a ferrimagnetic insulator (yttrium iron garnet: YIG)|normal metal

(platinum: Pt) system have been demonstrated [1]. Since this observation, the actu-
ation, detection, and control of the magnetization and spin-currents in such systems
have attracted much attention from both theoretical and experimental point of view.

Spin pumping in a ferromagnetic|normal metal system has been intensively stud-
ied as a function of the stoichiometric ratio between nickel and iron atoms [2], the
spin-current-detector material [3], and the ferromagnet dimensions [4, 5]. Only a few
research groups [6–8] have experimentally and theoretically investigated the dc volt-
age generation induced by the inverse spin-Hall effect (ISHE) in a NiFe|Pt system,
as a function of the thickness of the Pt spin-current detector and the ferromagnetic
material, at a fixed microwave frequency. To date, no systematic studies of the spin-
to charge-current (and charge- to spin-current) conversion in a YIG|Pt system have
been reported as a function of the Pt thickness.

In this chapter, we show the experimental observation of the Pt thickness depen-
dence in a YIG|Pt system of the ISHE voltage from spin pumping, actuated at the
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resonant condition by using a microstrip line in reflection over a large frequency
range and for different radio-frequency (RF) powers.

5.2 Experimental details

The used insulating material consists of a single-crystal (111) Y3Fe5O12 (YIG) film
grown on a (111) Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) substrate by liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE). We
have prepared nine samples with different thicknesses of Pt (1.5, 6, 9, 11.5, 16, 22.5,
33, 62, and 115 nm) deposited by dc sputtering. Fig. 5.1(a) shows a schematic of
the samples. The Pt layer (800 × 1750 µm2) has been patterned by electron-beam
lithography (EBL). Ti|Au electrodes of 30 µm width and 100 nm thick have been
grown on top of the Pt detector. The size of the YIG for each sample is 3000 × 1500

µm2 with a thickness of 200 nm, which is very small for this kind of fabrication
process (LPE). Fig. 5.1(b) shows the magnetic field dependence of the dc voltage in
a YIG|Pt system with a Pt thickness of 11.5 nm for an RF power fixed at 10 mW and
a frequency of 1 GHz. The measurement setup used to obtain the presented data is
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematics of the used sample for the inverse spin-Hall voltage detection. The
magnetic field B is applied in the plane of the sample along the ±x̂-direction with B ⊥ hrf,
where hrf is the microwave field applied by a microstrip. (b) Measured voltage VISHE as a
function of the magnetic field at 1 GHz and 10 mW for a Pt thickness of 11.5 nm. (c) Magnetic
field dependence of the dc voltage for different thicknesses of Pt, measured at 1 GHz and 10
mW.
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equal to the one presented in chapter 4, Fig. 4.1(a) and is described in more detail in
section 3.2.3.

At the resonance conditions a spin-current js is pumped into the Pt layer and con-
verted in a dc voltage due to the ISHE. The reversal of the sign of VISHE, by reversing
the magnetic field, shows that the signal is not produced by a possible thermoelec-
tric effect induced by the ferromagnetic resonance absorption. Fig. 5.1(c) presents
the magnetic field dependence of the dc voltage for different thicknesses of Pt mea-
sured at 1 GHz and 10 mW. As expected, the maximum value of the dc voltage (∆V)
is reduced by increasing the Pt thickness. No significant changes of the shape of the
dc voltage spectrum have been observed as a function of Pt thickness (also not at 3
and 6 GHz).

For each thickness of Pt, we have analyzed the dependence of the dc voltage
induced by the ISHE as a function of the microwave power (0.25−70 mW), the fre-
quency (0.1−7 GHz), and the in-plane static magnetic field at room temperature.

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Frequency and power dependence

The frequency dependence of ∆V measured at 10 mW for a Pt thickness of 11.5 nm
is presented in Fig. 5.2(a). The red dashed line shows the theoretical dependence,
extracted from Ref. [1]. At low frequencies, this dependence cannot reproduce the
measured ∆V. In Ref. [1], the frequency dependence of ∆V is defined by the mag-
netization precession angle, which is proportional to the ratio of the RF microwave
field and the linewidth of the uniform mode. In other words, the spin-current at
the YIG|Pt interface is only defined by the damping parameter α, assuming that no
spin waves are created [9–11]. The enhancement of ∆V at low frequency has been
observed for all different thicknesses of Pt. As reported previously in Refs. [9], [12],
and [13], this behavior has been attributed to the presence of nonlinear phenomena
which are easily actuated for low RF power, due to the very low damping of YIG.
This enhancement of ∆V is possible because the dc voltage induced by spin pump-
ing at the YIG|Pt interface is insensitive to the spin-wave wavelength. This means
that ∆V is not only defined by the uniform mode (long wavelength) but also from
secondary spin-wave modes, which present short wavelengths.

For each sample, we have extracted ∆V as a function of frequency and RF power.
A summary of the RF power dependence of ∆V at 1, 3, and 6 GHz is presented
in Figs. 5.2(b)−5.2(d), respectively. Each curve presents a different thickness of Pt,
grown on top of the YIG sample. By decreasing the Pt thickness from 115 nm to 6
nm, we are able to detect dc voltages up to 55, 21, and 9 µV at 1, 3, and 6 GHz, respec-
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Figure 5.2: (a) Frequency dependence of ∆V [see definition in Fig. 5.1(c)] measured at 10
mW for a YIG|Pt system in which the Pt thickness is equal to 11.5 nm. The red dashed line
corresponds to the theoretical expression extracted from Ref. [1]. (b), (c), and (d) present the
RF power dependence of ∆V at 1, 3, and 6 GHz, respectively, for different thicknesses of Pt.
A strong nonlinear behavior can be observed at 1 GHz.

tively, for an RF power of 63 mW. The strong enhancement of ∆V for the thin layer of
Pt (a factor of 70 between 6 and 115 nm of Pt) permits also to perform measurements
at low RF power, lower than 250 µW (not shown).

5.3.2 Platinum thickness dependence by the two-channel model

In order trying to describe the Pt thickness dependence of ∆V, observed in Figs.
5.2(b)−5.2(d), we have derived the following expression. The general equation of
the spin accumulation in the Pt layer is written as µ = ae−z/λ + bez/λ. From the
boundary conditions, at z = 0 nm and z = tPt, where tPt is the Pt thickness of the
spin-current detector, one can write:

(a)
dµ
dz

∣∣∣∣
z=tPt

= 0 = −a · e−tPt/λ + b · etPt/λ

(b) b = a · e−2tPt/λ

(c) µ(z = 0) = µ0 = a(1 + e−2tPt/λ),

(5.1)
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where λ and µ0 correspond to the spin-diffusion length of Pt and to the spin accu-
mulation at the YIG|Pt interface, respectively. Therefore µ can be written as:

µ =
µ0

(1 + e−2tPt/λ)
[e−z/λ + e−2tPt/λ · ez/λ]. (5.2)

For the metallic Pt layer, the conductivity of both spin channels is equal, so σ↑ =

σ↓ = σ/2, and thus the spin-current js can be written as:

js = − σ

2e
· dµ

dz
js =

µ0

(1 + e−2tPt/λ)
· σ

2eλ
[e−z/λ − e−2tPt/λ · ez/λ],

(5.3)

where σ corresponds to the electrical conductivity of the Pt layer. From the definition
of the spin-current at the interface j0s at z = 0, the spin conductance of the Pt can be
expressed as

gPt =
j0s
µ0

=
σ

2eλ
· 1− e−2tPt/λ

1 + e−2tPt/λ
, (5.4)

with µ0 ∝
g↑↓

g↑↓ + gPt
, where g↑↓ corresponds to the spin-mixing conductance of the

YIG|Pt interface. The spin-current at the YIG|Pt interface is then given by the equa-
tion: j0s ∝

g↑↓gPt

g↑↓ + gPt
.

From the equation of the spatially averaged spin-current, given by 〈js〉 =
1

tPt
·∫ tPt

0

js(z) dz, and the expression of the ISHE conversion of a spin-current into a

charge-current, 〈jc〉 = θSH · 〈js〉, the dc voltage can be expressed as

VISHE =
1

tPt

[
2e

~

]
LθSH ·

µ0

2e
· (1− e−tPt/λ)2

1 + e−2tPt/λ
, (5.5)

where θSH and L denote the spin-Hall angle and the length (along ŷ) of the Pt layer,
respectively. By combining Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5), the Pt thickness dependence of VISHE

can be written as

VISHE ∝
1

tPt
· g↑↓

g↑↓ + σ
λ ·

1−e−2tPt/λ

1+e−2tPt/λ

· (1− e−tPt/λ)2

1 + e−2tPt/λ
. (5.6)

Here, we assume that θSH is independent of the Pt thickness [14].
Fig. 5.3(a) presents ∆V as a function of the Pt thickness tPt at 3 GHz, for different

RF powers (1, 10, 20, and 50 mW). The general trend of ∆V is the same for the dif-
ferent RF powers and a maximum of ∆V between tPt = 1.5 nm and tPt = 6 nm has
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Figure 5.3: (a) Pt thickness dependence of ∆V measured at 3 GHz. The RF power has been
fixed at 1, 10, 20, and 50 mW. For each RF power, the solid line shows the theoretical evolution
of ∆V as a function of the Pt thickness, as given by Eq. (5.6) for g↑↓ � gPt. The inset shows
two fits to the experimental data by Eq. (5.6), where the solid line corresponds to the case
when g↑↓ � gPt, and the dotted line to g↑↓ � gPt. For the fits, the thickness dependence
of the electrical conductivity σ of the normal metal as plotted in (b) is taken into account.
The symbols 4 and 5 in (b) correspond to the magnitude of σ extracted from Refs. [15]
and [16], respectively. (c) Pt thickness dependence of ∆V/R, normalized by its maximum
value, for different frequencies (1, 3, and 6 GHz) and RF powers (1, 10, 20, and 50 mW). The
black line corresponds to the average of the experimental data. The blue solid and dashed
lines correspond to the theoretical dependence of ∆V/R when g↑↓ � gPt and g↑↓ � gPt,
respectively.

been observed (also at 1 and 6 GHz). Concerning the spin diffusion length, many
values are reported, varying between 1.4± 0.4 nm [14] and 10± 2 nm [15]. In order
to reproduce the strong dependence of ∆V for thinner layers of Pt, the best value ob-
tained for the spin diffusion length of Pt has been found to be equal to λ = 3.0± 0.5

nm, which is in good agreement with the value reported by Azevedo et al. [6]. For
this value of λ and from the Pt thickness dependence of σ, the spin conductance gPt

of the Pt can be calculated by using Eq. (5.4). gPt varies between 8.5 × 1013 Ω−1m−2

and 6.2 × 1014 Ω−1m−2 at tPt = 1.5 nm and 11.5 nm, respectively, and it is constant
for thicker layers of Pt, around 9.5× 1014 Ω−1m−2.

The inset of Fig. 5.3(a) presents the experimental dependence of ∆V at 3 GHz
and 10 mW as a function of the Pt thickness including the theoretical dependencies
from Eq. (5.6) for two extreme limits: when g↑↓ is much lower (solid line) and much
higher (dotted line) than gPt. As observed in the inset of Fig. 5.3(a), the spin-mixing
conductance should be lower than gPt in order to partially reproduce the observed
behavior.
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The electrical conductivity of the Pt layers [see Fig. 5.3(b)] presents a strong Pt
thickness dependence. σ has been calculated from the measured resistance R and
from the sample dimensions (the thickness of the Pt has been measured by atomic
force microscopy). σ increases from 1.1× 106 Ω−1m−1 at 1.5 nm to 2.9× 106 Ω−1m−1

at 33 nm. σ presents a constant value from 33 to 115 nm (∼ 2.9 × 106 Ω−1m−1).
Mosendz et al. [15] and Jungfleisch et al. [16] reported similar values of σ for a Pt
thickness of 15 and 10 nm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.3(b).

To qualitatively compare the signals for each Pt thickness, the measured data was
divided by the resistance of each measured device and normalized by the maximum
value of each curve. By doing so we obtain Fig. 5.3(c). This figure presents the
dependence of ∆V/R as a function of the Pt thickness for different frequencies (1, 3,
and 6 GHz) and RF powers (1, 10, 20, and 50 mW). The trend of these curves does not
follow the behavior observed in a NiFe|Pt system [6, 7]: One would expect a constant
value of ∆V/R for a Pt thickness higher than the spin diffusion length. Contrary to
Refs. [6] and [7], a maximum around 10 nm followed by a strong decrease until 20
nm of Pt has been observed. Values of ∆V/R are constant between 33 and 115 nm
and the difference between the constant value of ∆V/R and the maximum is around
70%.

The blue solid and dashed lines correspond to the theoretical dependence of
∆V/R when g↑↓ is lower and higher than gPt, respectively. From these dependen-
cies we observe that when g↑↓ � gPt, the Pt thickness dependence of ∆V/R presents
for small thicknesses a quadratic evolution, and therefore cannot reach the experi-
mental values. When g↑↓ � gPt, the linear dependence of ∆V/R between 0 and 10
nm of Pt permits to partially reproduce the experimental behavior. From this we
find that g↑↓ should be lower than gPt, which is in agreement with results published
by Kajiwara et al. [1] and Vilela-Leão et al. [17].

Note that in the range tPt > 30 nm both the theory and the experimental results
show a constant but finite value for ∆V/R. This follows from the fact that in this
range σ is constant (and thus R inversely proportional to tPt), while VISHE scales in-
versely proportional to the Pt thickness [see Eq. (5.6)]. This means that even though
VISHE goes down by increasing the Pt thickness, the ratio ∆V/R stays constant.

5.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown the experimental observation of the Pt thickness de-
pendence in a hybrid YIG (200 nm)|Pt (1.5−115 nm) system of the ISHE from spin
pumping, actuated at the resonance conditions over a large frequency range and for
different RF powers. A strong enhancement of the ratio ∆V/R has been observed for
several frequencies and RF powers, which is different from previous studies on the
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NiFe|Pt system. The observed dependence of ∆V/R as a function of the Pt thickness
in our system is still unclear and cannot be fully reproduced by our spin transport
model.
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Chapter 6

Spin-Hall magnetoresistance
in Pt on YIG: Dependence on Pt thickness and
in-plane/out-of-plane magnetization

Abstract

The occurrence of spin-Hall magnetoresistance (SMR) in platinum (Pt) on top of yttrium
iron garnet (YIG) has been investigated, for both in-plane and out-of-plane applied mag-
netic fields and for different Pt thicknesses (3, 4, 8, and 35 nm). Our experiments show
that the SMR signal directly depends on the in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization di-
rections of the YIG. This confirms the theoretical description, where the SMR occurs due
to the interplay of the spin-orbit interaction in the Pt and the spin-mixing conductance
at the YIG|Pt interface. Additionally, the sensitivity of the SMR and spin pumping sig-
nals on the YIG|Pt interface conditions is shown by comparing two different deposition
techniques (e-beam evaporation and dc sputtering).

6.1 Introduction

Platinum (Pt) is a suitable material to be used as a spin-current to charge-current
converter due to its strong spin-orbit coupling [1]. A spin-current injected into

a Pt film will generate a transverse charge-current by the inverse spin-Hall effect
(ISHE), which can then be electrically detected. The ISHE has been used to detect,
for example, spin pumping into Pt from various materials such as permalloy [2] (Py)
and yttrium iron garnet (YIG) [3–5]. For the opposite effect, to use Pt as a spin-
current injector, a charge-current is sent through the Pt, creating a transverse spin
accumulation by the spin-Hall effect (SHE) [6–8].

Recently, Weiler et al. [9] and Huang et al. [10] observed magnetoresistance (MR)
effects in Pt on YIG and related those effects to magnetic proximity. These MR ef-
fects have been further investigated by Nakayama et al. [11] and they found and ex-
plained a new magnetoresistance, called spin-Hall magnetoresistance (SMR) [11, 12].
A change in resistance due to SMR can be explained by a combination of the SHE
and the ISHE, acting simultaneously. When a charge-current ~Je is sent through a Pt
strip, a transverse spin-current ~Js is generated by the SHE following ~Je ∝ ~σ × ~Js
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Figure 6.1: Schematic drawing explaining the SMR in a YIG|Pt system. (a) When the magne-
tization ~M of YIG is perpendicular to the spin polarization ~σ of the spin accumulation created
in the Pt by the SHE, the spin accumulation will be absorbed ( ~Jabs) by the localized moments
in the YIG. (b) For ~M parallel to ~σ, the spin accumulation cannot be absorbed, which results
in a reflected spin-current back into the Pt, where an additional charge-current ~Jrefl will be
created by the ISHE. (c) For ~M in any other direction, the component of ~σ perpendicular to ~M

will be absorbed and the component parallel to ~M will be reflected, resulting in a current ~Jrefl

which is not collinear with the initially applied current ~Je.

[13–16], where ~σ is the polarization direction of the spin-current. Part of this created
spin-current is directed towards the YIG|Pt interface. At this interface the electrons
in the Pt will interact with the localized moments in the YIG as is shown in Fig.
6.1. Depending on the magnetization direction of the YIG, electron spins will be ab-
sorbed ( ~M ⊥ ~σ) or reflected ( ~M ‖ ~σ). By changing the direction of the magnetization
of the YIG, the polarization direction of the reflected spins, and thus the direction
of the additional created charge-current, can be controlled. A charge-current with a
component in the direction perpendicular to ~Je can also be created, which generates
a transverse voltage.

In this chapter, the angular dependence of the SMR in Pt on YIG is investigated
for different Pt thicknesses (3, 4, 8, and 35 nm) and different deposition techniques
(e-beam evaporation and dc sputtering), for applied in-plane as well as out-of-plane
magnetic field sweeps, revealing the full magnetization behavior of the YIG.1 All
measurements are performed at room temperature. The magnitude of the SMR is
shown to be dependent on the magnetization direction of the YIG, as well as on
the Pt thickness, indicating its relation to the spin diffusion length. Also the used
deposition technique is found to be an important factor for the magnitude of the
measured signals.

1Nakayama et al. [11] also investigated the out-of-plane behavior of the SMR, but only for saturated
magnetization directions, which are fully aligned to the applied field
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6.2 Sample characteristics

Pt Hall-bars with thicknesses of 3, 4, 8, and 35 nm were deposited on YIG by dc
sputtering. Similar Pt Hall-bars were also deposited on a Si|SiO2 substrate, as a ref-
erence. Finally a sample was fabricated where a layer of Pt (5 nm) was deposited on
YIG by e-beam evaporation. Fig. 6.2(a) shows the dimensions of the Hall-bars. The
thickness of the deposited Pt layers was measured by atomic force microscopy with
an accuracy of ±0.5 nm. The used YIG (single-crystal) has a thickness of 200 nm and
is grown by liquid phase epitaxy on a (111) Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) substrate. By using
a vibrating sample magnetometer, the magnetic field dependence of the magnetiza-
tion was determined, as shown in Fig. 6.2(b). The magnetic field dependence shows
the same magnetization behavior for all in-plane directions, indicating isotropic be-
havior of the magnetization in the film plane, with a low coercive field of only 0.06
mT. To saturate the magnetization of this YIG sample in the out-of-plane direction,
an external magnetic field higher than the saturation field (µ0Ms = 0.176 T) [5] has
to be applied.

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 In-plane magnetic field dependence

The longitudinal resistance of the Pt strip was measured (using a current I = 100

µA) while sweeping an externally applied in-plane magnetic field. For subsequent
measurements the magnetic field was applied for different in-plane angles α, as de-
fined in Fig. 6.3(a). As the in-plane magnetization of YIG shows isotropic behavior
with a coercive field Bc of only 0.06 mT, its magnetization will easily align with the

YIG(111) [200nm]

Pt [3, 4, (5), 8, 35 nm]
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100 µm
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Figure 6.2: (a) Schematics of the used Pt Hall-bar geometry. (b) In-plane magnetic field de-
pendence of the magnetization M of the pure single-crystal of YIG. Bc indicates the coercive
field of 0.06 mT.
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applied in-plane magnetic field. It was observed that the measured longitudinal re-
sistance is dependent on the direction of the applied magnetic field, and thus of the
magnetization direction of the YIG, as can be seen in Fig. 6.3(c) for the YIG|Pt [4nm]
sample. For clarity, a background resistance R0 of 1007 to 1008 Ω was subtracted in
the plots (the small change in R0 between different measurements occurred due to
thermal drift). A maximum in resistance was observed when the magnetic field was
applied parallel to the direction of the charge-current Je (α = 0◦). The resistance
was minimized for the case where B and Je were aligned perpendicular (α = 90◦).
These results are consistent with the SMR as described by Fig. 6.1 and as observed
by Nakayama et al. [11]. The measured resistivity for the longitudinal configuration
can be formulated as [11]

ρL = ρ0 −∆ρmy
2, (6.1)

where ρ0 is a constant resistivity offset, ∆ρ is the magnitude of the resistivity change,
which can be calculated from the measurements, giving ∆ρ = 2×10−10 Ωm, and my

is the component of the magnetization in the ŷ-direction.
The same experiments were repeated for the transverse resistance, where the re-

sistance was measured perpendicular to the current path as shown in Fig. 6.3(b).
Also in this configuration it was found that the measured resistance depends on the
direction of the applied in-plane magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 6.3(d) for the YIG|Pt
[4nm] sample. Here a maximum resistance is observed for α = 45◦, and a minimum
for α = 135◦. The observed SMR resistivity for the transverse configuration can be
formulated as [11]

ρT = ∆ρmxmy, (6.2)

where mx is the component of the magnetization in the x̂-direction. From the shown
measurements, a ratio ∆RL/∆RT ≈ 7 is found, which is close to the expected ratio
of 8, following from the ratio between the length of the longitudinal and transverse
channel, combined with equations (6.1) and (6.2).

For both the longitudinal and the transverse configuration, there is a peak and/or
dip observed around +Bc for all measurements. This can also be explained by the
above described SMR. While sweeping the magnetic field (here from negative to pos-
itive B), the magnetization of the YIG will change direction when passing +Bc [see
Fig. 6.2(b)]. Due to its in-plane shape anisotropy, the magnetization of the YIG will
rotate fully in-plane towards B. This rotation of M results in a change in measured
resistance, passing the maximum and/or minimum possible resistance, which is ob-
served as a peak and/or dip around +Bc (when sweeping the field from positive to
negative B, a peak/dip will occur at −Bc). Similar features were not observed by
Huang et al. [10] and Nakayama et al. [11]. They do observe some peaks and dips,
but these do not cover the maximum and minimum possible resistances, and thus do
not show the full rotation of the magnetization in the plane. The absence of the full
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Figure 6.3: Results of the in-plane magnetic field dependence of the resistance of the Pt strip
with a thickness of 4 nm. Configuration for (a) longitudinal and (b) transverse resistance
measurements. (c) and (d) show the measured resistance of the Pt strip while applying an
in-plane magnetic field for different angles α, for the longitudinal and transverse configura-
tions, respectively. R0 has a magnitude between 1007 and 1008 Ω. (e) Thickness dependence of
the measured magnetoresistance for YIG|Pt and SiO2|Pt samples. ∆RL is defined as the maxi-
mum difference in longitudinal resistance [RL(α = 0◦)−RL(α = 90◦)], andR0 isRL(α = 0◦).
The solid red line is a theoretical fit [11, 12].
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peaks and dips can be explained by the different magnetization behavior of their YIG
samples, showing higher coercive fields and switching of the magnetization which
is probably dominated by non-uniform reversal processes.

The resistance measurements for the in-plane magnetic fields were repeated for
all different samples. A summary of these measurements is shown in Fig. 6.3(e).
Here ∆RL is defined as the difference between the maximum (α = 0◦) and minimum
(α = 90◦) measured longitudinal resistance, and R0 is RL(α = 0◦). The shown thick-
ness dependent measurements are in agreement with data as published by Huang
et al. [10], though they do not relate their results to SMR. The red line shows a theo-
retical fit [11, 12] of the SMR signal. The position and width of the peak are mostly
determined by the spin relaxation length λ of Pt, and the magnitude of the signal
by a combination of the spin-Hall angle θSH and the spin-mixing conductance G↑↓
of the YIG|Pt interface. For the shown fit, λ = 1.5 nm, θSH = 0.08, G↑↓ = 1.2 × 1014

Ω−1m−2, and a thickness dependent electrical conductivity as used in Ref. [17] were
used.

When YIG is replaced by SiO2, the SMR signal totally disappears, showing the
effect is indeed caused by the magnetic YIG layer. More notable, the e-beam evapo-
rated Pt layer on YIG did show only a very low SMR signal (≈ 10−5). This suggests
that the spin-mixing conductance (which is determined by the interface) [18] is an
important parameter for the occurrence of SMR.

6.3.2 Out-of-plane magnetic field dependence

To further investigate the characteristics of the Pt layer, also the transverse resistance
was measured while applying an out-of-plane magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 6.4(a).
The Pt layers on the Si|SiO2 substrate showed linear behavior with transverse Hall
resistances of 1.3± 0.05, 0.9± 0.05, and 0.3± 0.05 mΩ for Pt thicknesses of 4, 8, and
35 nm, respectively, at B = 300 mT. These results, due to the normal Hall effect, are
in agreement with the theoretical description RHall = RHB/d, where RH = −0.23 ×
10−10 m3/C is the Hall coefficient of Pt [19] and d is the Pt thickness.

For the YIG|Pt samples, results of the out-of-plane measurements are shown in
Fig. 6.4(b). At fields lower than the saturation field, a large magnetic field depen-
dence is observed. The magnitude of this dependence decreases with Pt thickness
and disappears for the thickest Pt layer of 35 nm. The occurrence of this magnetic
field dependence can be explained by the SMR, using the results of the in-plane
measurements as shown in Fig. 6.3(d), because for applied fields lower than the
saturation field, the magnetization of the YIG still has an in-plane component. To
investigate its effect on the transverse resistance measurements, the direction of the
in-plane magnetization in the YIG should be known. To achieve this, the external
magnetic field was applied with a small intended deviation φ from the out-of-plane
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Figure 6.4: Results of the out-of-plane magnetic field dependence of the transverse resistance.
(a) Configuration for the transverse resistance measurements. φ is defined as a rotation from
the ẑ- towards the−ŷ-direction, whereas θ gives a rotation from the ẑ- towards the x̂-direction.
(b) Magnetic field dependence of the transverse resistance for different thicknesses of Pt on
top of YIG, for φ = −1◦ and θ = 1◦. (c) Dependence of the transverse resistance on θ, fixing
φ = −1◦, pointing out the effect of the direction of the in-plane component of the applied
magnetic field on the observed signal. (d) Theoretical fits of the SMR signal for out-of-plane
applied fields lower than the saturation field, assuming a linear background resistance, as
shown by the dotted red line. For all shown measurements, a constant background resistance
of 10 to 900 mΩ is subtracted.

ẑ-direction towards the −ŷ-direction as defined in Fig. 6.4(a). This small deviation
results in a small in-plane component of the applied field, which controls the magne-
tization direction of the YIG. Using this configuration the sign of the signal due to the
SMR can be checked according to Fig. 6.3(d) by varying the direction of the in-plane
component of the applied magnetic field. Fig. 6.4(c) shows results applying an exter-
nal field fixing φ = −1◦ for various angles θ, where θ is an additional rotation from
the ẑ- towards the x̂-direction. According to the theory of the SMR and also compar-
ing the results shown in Fig. 6.3(c), a maximum additional resistance due to SMR is
expected for an in-plane magnetic field with α = 45◦, which is the direction of the
in-plane component when applying a magnetic field choosing φ = −1◦ and θ = 1◦.
Similarly, for φ = θ = −1◦, the in-plane component of the field will be α = 135◦, re-
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sulting in a minimum additional resistance. Results as shown in Fig. 6.4(c) confirm
that the sign and magnitude of the magnetic field dependence are consistent with
the SMR observed for in-plane fields. The shape of the curve can be explained by
the dependence of the resistance on the direction of M , as only the component of σ
parallel to M (σM ) will be reflected. For out-of-plane applied fields, σM is given by
σM = σ cosβ cosα, where β is the angle by which M is tilted out of the x̂ŷ-plane.
Using the Stoner-Wohlfarth Model [20] (explained in more detail in section 2.3), for
an applied field in the ẑ-direction, it was derived that β = arcsin(b), where b = B/Bs
andBs is the saturation field. Assuming that the transverse resistivity change due to
SMR scales linearly with the in-plane component of σM (σM,in-plane = σM cosβ), this
gives (for applied fields close towards the ẑ-direction and φ = θ = ±1)

ρT = ±1

2
∆ρ(1− b2). (6.3)

Two fits using this equation are shown in Fig. 6.4(d). For both fitted curves, an
assumed linear background resistance, as indicated by the dotted red line, is also
added. The derived fits are in good agreement with the measured data for applied
fields below the saturation field, which confirms the presence of SMR and its de-
pendence on the magnetization direction [12, 21, 22], also for out-of-plane applied
fields.

Also for the out-of-plane measurements a peak and/or a dip is observed at zero
applied field. These peaks and dips have the same origin as those observed for
the in-plane measurements, which is the rotation of the magnetization in the plane
towards the new magnetic field direction.

For applied magnetic fields above the saturation field, no in-plane component
of M is left, but still a small magnetic field dependence is observed. At B = 300

mT, transverse resistances of 10.1 ± 0.1, 5.1 ± 0.1, 1.5 ± 0.1, and 0.3 ± 0.05 mΩ were
measured for Pt thicknesses of 3, 4, 8, and 35 nm, respectively. So for thin Pt lay-
ers, at applied fields above the saturation field, an increased transverse resistance is
observed compared to the SiO2|Pt sample. Possible origins of this difference might
be related to the imaginary part of the spin-mixing conductance, or to the (spin-)
anomalous Hall effect.

6.3.3 Comparison of e-beam evaporated and dc sputtered Pt

In addition to the thickness and angular dependence of the SMR signal, also the
difference in the signal for two deposition techniques, e-beam evaporation and dc
sputtering, was investigated. It was observed that the e-beam evaporated Pt layer
did show very low SMR effects compared to the sputtered layers. To compare, Fig.
6.5(a) shows the out-of-plane transverse measurement for both the sputtered (4 nm)
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and evaporated (5 nm) Pt layers. The value of the signal at applied fields higher than
the saturation field is the same, but the additional signal which is ascribed to SMR is
lowered by a factor of 7.

As the evaporated Pt layer showed lower SMR signals compared to the sput-
tered Pt layers, the effect of using a different deposition technique on the spin pump-
ing/ISHE signal was also investigated. By using an RF magnetic field, the magne-
tization of the YIG was brought into resonance. During resonance, a spin-current is
pumped into the Pt layer where it is converted in a charge-current by the ISHE. A
more detailed description of the used measurement technique can be found in chap-
ter 4 [5] and in section 3.2.3. Fig. 6.5(b) shows a measurement of the spin pumping
voltage for both e-beam evaporated Pt and dc sputtered Pt on YIG. An RF frequency
and power of 1.4 GHz and 10 mW, respectively, were used to excite the magneti-
zation precession in the YIG. The same measurement was repeated for different RF
frequencies between 0.6 and 4 GHz, all at a power of 10 mW (not shown). For all
measurements, the spin pumping signal of the evaporated Pt layer was found to be
a factor 12 smaller than the signal of the sputtered layer. This change in magnitude
of the signal shows the difference of the YIG|Pt interface between both deposition
techniques, determining a probable difference in the spin-mixing conductance. As
e-beam evaporation is a much softer deposition technique compared to dc sputter-
ing, the spin-mixing conductance at the YIG|Pt interface might be lower in case of
evaporation, resulting in less spin pumping [18, 23]. Also the structure of the Pt lay-
ers might be different, resulting in different spin-Hall angles and/or different spin
diffusion lengths.
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and (b) spin pumping/ISHE signal (using an RF frequency of 1.4 GHz with a power of 10mW)
for Pt on top of YIG, deposited by e-beam evaporation (E) and dc sputtering (S).
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6.4 Summary

In summary, the SMR in Pt layers with different thicknesses (3, 4, 8, and 35 nm),
deposited on top of YIG, was investigated for both in-plane and out-of-plane ap-
plied magnetic fields. In-plane magnetic field scans clearly show the presence of
SMR for the transverse as well as the longitudinal configuration. Out-of-plane mea-
surements present a magnetic field dependence which can also be assigned to the
SMR. The sign and magnitude of the SMR signal are shown to be determined by
the magnetization direction of the YIG. Further, thickness dependence experiments
show that the SMR signal decreases in magnitude when increasing the Pt thickness.
No SMR signals were observed for SiO2|Pt samples. For Pt layers deposited by e-
beam evaporation, in stead of dc sputtering, the found SMR signals are decreased
by a factor of 7. Also spin pumping experiments show reduced signals for e-beam
evaporated Pt compared to sputtered Pt. The difference in spin pumping signals and
SMR signals shows the possible importance of the YIG|Pt interface, and connected
to this, the spin-mixing conductance, for these kinds of experiments.
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Chapter 7

Exchange magnetic
field torques in YIG|Pt bilayers observed by the
spin-Hall magnetoresistance

Abstract

The effective field torque of an yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) film on the spin accumula-
tion in an attached Platinum (Pt) film is measured by the spin-Hall magnetoresistance
(SMR). As a result, the magnetization direction of a ferromagnetic insulating layer can
be measured electrically. Experimental transverse and longitudinal resistances are well
described by the theoretical model of SMR in terms of the direct and inverse spin-Hall
effect, for different Pt thicknesses (3, 4, 8, and 35 nm). Adopting a spin-Hall angle of Pt
θSH = 0.08, we obtain the spin diffusion length of Pt (λ = 1.1 ± 0.3 nm) as well as
the real (Gr = (7 ± 3) × 1014 Ω−1m−2) and imaginary part (Gi = (5 ± 3) × 1013

Ω−1m−2) of the spin-mixing conductance, and their ratio (Gr/Gi = 16± 4).

7.1 Introduction

I
n spintronics, interfaces between magnets and normal metals are important for
the creation and detection of spin-currents, which is governed by the difference

of the electric conductance for spin up and spin down electrons [1–3]. Another im-
portant interaction between the electron spins in the magnetic layer and those in
the normal metal, that are polarized perpendicular to the magnetization direction, is
governed by the spin-mixing conductance G↑↓ [4], which is composed of a real part
and an imaginary part (G↑↓ = Gr + iGi). Gr is associated with the “in-plane” or
“Slonczewski” torque along ~m× ~µ× ~m [5–7], where ~m is the direction of the magne-
tization of the ferromagnetic layer and ~µ is the polarization of the spin accumulation
at the interface. Gi describes an exchange magnetic field that causes precession of
the spin accumulation around ~m. This “effective-field” torque associated with Gi
points towards ~µ× ~m.

While several experiments succeeded in measuring Gr [3, 4, 7–10], Gi is diffi-
cult to determine experimentally, mainly because it is usually an order of magnitude
smaller than Gr [4]. The recently discovered spin-Hall magnetoresistance (SMR)
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[11–14] offers the unique possibility to measure Gi for an interface of a normal metal
and a magnetic insulator by exposing it to out-of-plane magnetic fields. Altham-
mer et al. [15] carried out a quantitative study of the SMR of Yttrium Iron Garnet
(YIG)|Platinum (Pt) bilayers. They obtained an estimate of Gi = 1.1× 1013 Ω−1m−2

by extrapolating the high field Hall resistances to zero magnetic field.1

In this chapter, we report experiments in which the contribution ofGr andGi can
be controlled by changing the magnetization direction of the YIG layer by an external
magnetic field. Thereby either Gr or Gi can be made to dominate the SMR. By fitting
the experimental data by the theoretical model for the SMR [11], the magnitude of
Gr, Gi, and the spin diffusion length λ in Pt are determined.

7.2 Sample characteristics

For SMR measurements, Pt Hall-bars with thicknesses of 3, 4, 8, and 35 nm were
deposited on YIG by dc sputtering [12]. Simultaneously, a reference sample was
fabricated on a Si|SiO2 substrate. The length and width of the Hall-bars are 800
µm and 100 µm, respectively. The YIG has a thickness of 200 nm and is grown
by liquid phase epitaxy on a single crystal Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) substrate [16]. The
magnetization of the YIG has an easy-plane anisotropy, with an in-plane coercive
field of only 0.06 mT. To saturate the magnetization of the YIG in the out-of-plane
direction a field above the saturation fieldBs (µ0Ms = 0.176 T) [16] has to be applied.
All measurements are carried out at room temperature.

7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Tuning the magnetization direction

The magnetization of the YIG is controlled by sweeping an out-of-plane applied
magnetic field with a small intended in-plane component [see insets of Figs. 7.1(a)
and 7.1(b)].

Fig. 7.1(a) shows out-of-plane magnetic field sweeps for various directions of
the in-plane component of B (and thus M ), while measuring the transverse resis-
tance (using a current I = 1 mA). For fields above the saturation field (B > Bs),
a linear magnetic field dependence is observed, that can be partly ascribed to the
ordinary Hall effect, but its slope is slightly larger, which suggests the presence of

1The authors of Ref. [15] obtained Gi by adding the saturation magnetization to the applied magnetic
field to obtain the total magnetic field in the Pt. In our opinion the saturation magnetization should not
be included, which leads to a different zero-field extrapolation resulting in Gi = 1.7 × 1013 Ω−1m−2,
which is more close to the uncertainty interval of our results.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Transverse and (b) longitudinal resistance of Pt (3 nm) on YIG under an applied
out-of-plane magnetic field. α is the angle between Je and the small in-plane component of
the applied magnetic field. The insets show the configuration of the measurements, as well as
a separate plot of the transverse resistance for α = 90◦, where the contribution of Gi is most
prominent. R0 is the high-field resistance of the Pt film, here 1695 Ω.

another effect (discussed below). Furthermore, extrapolation of the linear regime for
the positive and negative saturated fields to B = 0 mT, reveals an offset between
both regimes, that, as shown below, can be ascribed to Gi. When B is smaller than
the saturation field, the observed signal strongly depends on the angle α between
the direction of the charge-current Je and the in-plane component of the magnetic
field. This α-dependence is not observed for B > Bs. The maximum/minimum
magnitude of the peak/dip observed in the non-saturated regime exactly follows
the SMR behaviour for in-plane magnetic fields [12, 13]. By increasing the mag-
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netic field strength, the magnetization of the YIG is tilted out of the plane and less
charge-current is generated by the inverse spin-Hall effect in the transverse (and also
longitudinal) direction, resulting in a decrease of the SMR signal. The sharp peak ob-
served around zero applied field can be explained by the reorientation of M in the
film plane when B is swept through the coercive field of the YIG.

The corresponding measurements of the longitudinal resistance are shown in Fig.
7.1(b) (For currents I = 1 − 100 µA). In this configuration, the signal for B > Bs
does not show a field dependence nor an offset between positive and negative field
regimes when linearly extrapolated to zero field.

The observed features for the transverse [Fig. 7.1(a)] as well as the longitudinal
[Fig. 7.1(b)] resistance can be described by the following equations [11]:

ρT = ∆ρ1mxmy + ∆ρ2mz + (∆ρHall + ∆ρadd)Bz, (7.1)

ρL = ρ+ ∆ρ0 + ∆ρ1(1−m2
y), (7.2)

where ρT and ρL are the transverse and longitudinal resistivity, respectively. ρ is
the electrical resistivity of the Pt. ∆ρHallBz describes the change in resistivity caused
by the ordinary Hall effect and ∆ρaddBz is the additional resistivity change on top
of ∆ρHallBz , as observed for saturated magnetic fields.2 Bz is the magnetic field in
the ẑ-direction. mx, my , and mz are the components of the magnetization in the x̂-,
ŷ-, and ẑ-direction, respectively, defined by mx = cosα cosβ, my = sinα cosβ, and
mz = sinβ, where α is the in-plane angle between the applied fieldB and Je, and β is
the angle by whichM is tilted out of the plane. For an applied field in the ẑ-direction,
from the Stoner-Wohlfarth Model [17] (see also section 2.3), β = arcsinB/Bs. ∆ρ0,
∆ρ1, and ∆ρ2 are resistivity changes as defined below [11]

∆ρ0
ρ

= −θ2SH
2λ

dN
tanh

dN

2λ
, (7.3)

∆ρ1
ρ

= θ2SH
λ

dN
Re

(
2λG↑↓ tanh2 dN

2λ

σ + 2λG↑↓ coth dN
λ

)
, (7.4)

∆ρ2
ρ

= −fθ2SH
λ

dN
Im

(
2λG↑↓ tanh2 dN

2λ

σ + 2λG↑↓ coth dN
λ

)
, (7.5)

where θSH, λ, dN, G↑↓, and σ are the spin-Hall angle, the spin relaxation length, the
Pt thickness, the spin-mixing conductance per unit area (G↑↓ = Gr + iGi), and the
bulk conductivity, respectively.

2From the measurements for α = 90◦, shown in the inset of Fig. 7.1(a) and in Figs. 7.3(a)-(c), we
deduce that also in the non-saturated regime this additional effect likely scales linearly with B. The domi-
nant linear effect observed in the non-saturated regime is attributed to Gi. The remaining linear signal is
explained by the sum of the ordinary Hall effect and the additional term as defined in Eq. (7.1).
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From Eq. (7.1), Gi is most dominant in the transverse configuration when the
product mxmy vanishes (∆ρ2 is a function of Gi). This is the case for α = 0◦

and α = 90◦, as is shown in Fig. 7.1(a). As mz scales linearly with B, the term
∆ρ2mz , contributes an additional linear dependence for B < Bs that causes an off-
set between resistances for positive and negative saturation fields. This behaviour
is clearly observed in the inset of Fig. 7.1(a), where the measurement for α = 90◦ is
separately shown. For α = 45◦ (135◦), the product mxmy is maximized (minimized)
and a maximum (minimum) change in resistance is observed.

7.3.2 Pt thickness dependence

These measurements were repeated for a set of samples with different Pt thicknesses
(3, 4, 8, and 35 nm). Results of the thickness dependent transverse resistance are
shown in Fig. 7.2. For α = 45◦, at which both Gr and Gi contribute to a maximum
SMR signal, a clear thickness dependence is observed at all field values. The thick-
ness dependence of the slope ∆RT/∆B at saturation fields is shown in the inset of
Fig. 7.2, where the red dots represent the experiments. The black line (dots) shows
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Figure 7.2: Out-of-plane magnetic field sweeps on YIG|Pt for different Pt thicknesses (3, 4, 8,
and 35 nm), fixing α = 45◦. In the saturated regime (B > Bs), linear behaviour is observed.
The inset shows the measured slope ∆RT/∆B in the saturated regimes (red dots). The ex-
pected (black line) and measured (black dots) slopes for the ordinary Hall effect, on a SiO2|Pt
sample, are also displayed. The red dotted line is a guide for the eye.
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Figure 7.3: Theory Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2) fitted (solid lines) to (a)−(c) transverse and (d)−(f)
longitudinal observed resistances (open symbols) for different α and Pt thicknesses 3, 4, and 8
nm, respectively, using θSH = 0.08, λ = 1.2 nm, Gr = 4.4×1014 Ω−1m−2, andGi = 2.8×1013

Ω−1m−2. R0 is the high-field longitudinal resistance of the Pt film of 1695 Ω, 930 Ω, and 290
Ω for the 3, 4, and 8 nm Pt thickness, respectively.

the expected (observed) slope from the ordinary Hall effect (measured on a SiO2|Pt
sample) given by the equation (∆RT/∆B)Hall = RH/dN, where RH = −0.23× 10−10

m3/C is the Hall coefficient of Pt [18]. ∆RT/∆B for YIG|Pt behaves distinctively dif-
ferent. When decreasing the Pt thickness, ∆RT/∆B of YIG|Pt increases faster than
expected from the ordinary Hall effect. This discrepancy cannot be explained by the
present theory for the SMR and may thus indicate a different proximity effect. The
red dotted line in the inset of Fig. 7.2 is a guide for the eye and represents the term
∆ρHall + ∆ρadd in Eq. (7.1).

The SMR, including the resistance offset obtained by linear extrapolation of the
high field regimes, is only significant for the thin Pt layers (3, 4, and 8 nm). The thick
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Pt layer (35 nm) shows no (or very small) SMR.

7.3.3 Determine system parameters

Using Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2), all experimental data can be fitted simultaneously by the
adjustable parameters θSH, λ, Gr, and Gi. ρ = 1/σ follows from the measured resis-
tances R0 for each Pt thickness given in the caption of Fig. 7.3. The quality of the
fit is demonstrated by Figs. 7.3(a)-(f) for θSH = 0.08, λ = 1.2 nm, Gr = 4.4 × 1014

Ω−1m−2, and Gi = 2.8 × 1013 Ω−1m−2. The measurements are very well described
by the SMR theory [Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2)], for all Pt-thicknesses and magnetic field
strength and direction. However, due to the correlation between the fitting param-
eters, similarly good fitting results can be obtained by other combinations of θSH, λ,
Gr, and Gi, notwithstanding the good signal-to-noise-ratio of the experimental data.
We therefore fixed the Hall angle at θSH = 0.08, which is within the range 0.06 to 0.11
obtained from the fitting and consistent with results published by several groups
[12, 19–22]. By fixing θSH the quality of the fits is not reduced, but the accuracy of
the parameter estimations improves significantly. By Fig. 7.4 it is observed that a
strong correlation exists between both Gr and Gi, and λ, whereas the ratio Gr/Gi
does not significantly change [see inset Fig. 7.4]. A good fit cannot be obtained for
λ > 1.4 nm. For λ < 0.8 nm the error bars become very large and for λ < 0.4 nm a
good fit can no longer be obtained. Inspecting Fig. 7.4 we favor λ = 1.1 ± 0.3 nm,
Gr = (7 ± 3) × 1014 Ω−1m−2, and Gi = (5 ± 3) × 1013 Ω−1m−2, where the higher
values of Gr and Gi correspond to smaller λ. The ratio Gr/Gi = 16 ± 4 does not
depend on λ.
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Figure 7.4: Obtained magnitude and uncertainties of Gr and Gi (Gr/Gi in the inset) as a
function of λ, for θSH = 0.08.
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7.4 Summary

In summary, by employing the SMR, including the contribution of the imaginary
part of the spin-mixing conductance, it is possible to fully determine the magneti-
zation direction of an insulating ferromagnetic layer, by purely electrical measure-
ments. The experimental data are described well by the spin-diffusion model of
the SMR, for all investigated Pt thicknesses and magnetic configurations. By fixing
θSH = 0.08, we find the parameters λ = 1.1 ± 0.3 nm, Gr = (7 ± 3) × 1014 Ω−1m−2,
Gi = (5± 3)× 1013 Ω−1m−2, and Gr/Gi = 16± 4 for YIG|Pt bilayer structures.
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Chapter 8

Simultaneous detection of the spin-Hall
magnetoresistance and the spin-Seebeck effect
in Pt and Ta on YIG

Abstract

The spin-Seebeck effect (SSE) in platinum (Pt) and tantalum (Ta) on yttrium iron gar-
net has been investigated by both externally heating the sample (using an on-chip Pt
heater on top of the device) and by current-induced heating. For SSE measurements, ex-
ternal heating is the most common method to obtain clear signals. Here we show that
also by current-induced heating it is possible to directly observe the SSE, separate from
the also present spin-Hall magnetoresistance (SMR) signal, by using a lock-in detection
technique. Using this measurement technique, the presence of additional second order
signals at low applied magnetic fields and high heating currents is revealed. These sig-
nals are caused by current-induced magnetic fields (Oersted fields) generated by the used
ac current, resulting in dynamic SMR signals.

8.1 Introduction

F
or the investigation of pure spin transport phenomena, yttrium iron garnet (YIG)
is shown to be a very suitable candidate. YIG is a ferrimagnetic insulating mate-

rial having a low magnetization damping as well as a very low coercive field. In com-
bination with a high spin-orbit coupling material such as platinum (Pt), many differ-
ent experiments have been performed, showing spin pumping [1–4], spin transport
[5, 6] and spin-wave manipulation [7–9], as well as the recently discovered spin-Hall
magnetoresistance (SMR) [10–15].

Recently also experiments were performed showing the spin-Seebeck effect [16–
19] (SSE) as well as the spin-Peltier effect [20] in YIG|Pt systems. The SSE is observed
when a temperature gradient is present over a ferromagnetic/non-magnetic inter-
face. In a YIG|Pt system, this temperature gradient causes the creation of thermal
magnons, resulting in transfer of angular momentum at the YIG|Pt interface, gener-
ating a pure spin-current into the Pt [19]. This spin-current can then be detected elec-
trically via the inverse spin-Hall effect (ISHE). So far, most experiments on the SSE
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are performed using external heating sources to create a temperature gradient over
the device. Interestingly, Schreier et al. [21] showed that a clear SSE signal can also be
extracted from more easily performed current-induced heating experiments. In their
experiments a temperature gradient is created by sending a charge-current through
the detection strip. A disadvantage of their measurement method is the presence of
a much larger signal originated from the SMR, which should be subtracted to reveal
the SSE signal.

In this chapter we investigate both the SSE and the SMR in a YIG-based device,
showing the possibility to simultaneously, but separately, detect the SSE and the
SMR by using a lock-in detection technique. Whereas Schreier et al. only performed
their measurements applying high magnetic fields, fully saturating the magnetiza-
tion of the YIG, we show that when lowering the applied magnetic field, dynamic
behavior of the magnetization of the YIG can be picked up as an additional second
order signal. Only by using a lock-in detection technique these signals can be sep-
arately detected and analyzed. Having platinum (Pt) or tantalum (Ta) as detection
layer, we investigate the evolution of the SSE and the SMR signal as a function of
the magnitude and the direction of the applied field, focusing especially on their
low-field behavior.

The first experiments described in this chapter show SSE measurements where a
temperature gradient is generated by externally heating the sample using a Pt strip
on top of the device. By using devices consisting of both Pt and Ta on YIG, we
confirm the opposite sign of the spin-Hall angle for Ta and Pt [22, 23]. In the secondly
shown experiments, the samples are heated by current-induced heating through the
metal detection strip, such that both the SSE and the SMR are present. Additionally
detected second harmonic signals for low applied fields and high heating currents
are discussed and ascribed to dynamic behavior of the magnetization of the YIG,
caused by the applied ac current. Finally, we derive a dynamic SMR term, which is
used to explain the observed features.

The same kind of experiments could as well be used for detection of spin-transfer
torque effects on the magnetization of the YIG, such as the generation of spin-torque
ferromagnetic resonance as formulated by Chiba et al. [24]. However, as will be
shown in this chapter, when applying low magnetic fields and high currents, the
detected magnetization behavior is dominated by current-induced magnetic fields
(such as the Oersted field). So, to be able to detect any effect of the spin-transfer
torque, its contribution should be increased, for example by decreasing the YIG
thickness.
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8.2 Sample characteristics

For the experiments shown in this chapter, two Hall-bar shaped devices have been
used, one consisting of a 5-nm-thick Pt layer and the other of a 10-nm-thick Ta layer.
The Hall-bars have a length of 500 µm and a width of 50 µm, with side contacts of
10 µm width. Both Hall-bars are deposited on top of a 4× 4 mm2 YIG sample, by dc
sputtering.

The used sample consists of a 200-nm-thick layer of YIG, grown by liquid-phase
epitaxy on a single-crystal (111)Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) substrate. The YIG magnetization
shows isotropic behavior of the magnetization in the film plane, with a low coercive
field of only 0.06mT [4, 12].

For external heating experiments, a Ti|Pt bar of 5|40 nm thick is deposited on
top of both Hall-bars, separated from the main channel by a 80-nm-thick insulating
Al2O3 layer. The size of the heater is 400 × 25 µm2. Finally, both Hall-bars and Pt
heaters are contacted by thick Ti|Au pads (5|150 nm). All structures are patterned
using electron-beam lithography. Before each fabrication step the sample has been
cleaned by rinsing it in acetone; no further surface treatment has been carried out. A
microscope image of the device is shown in Fig. 8.1(a).

8.3 Measurement methods

To observe the SSE, two measurement methods have been investigated. At first,
to generate a clear SSE signal, a temperature gradient is created using an external
heating source to heat one side of the sample. In our case, we have a Ti|Pt strip on
top of the Hall-bar, electrically insulated from the detection channel, which can be
used as an external heater. By sending a large current (up to 10 mA) through the
heater, the strip will be heated by Joule heating. Hereby, a temperature gradient will
be formed over the YIG|Pt(Ta) stack, giving rise to the SSE.

A second method to generate the SSE is the generation of a temperature gradient
by current-induced heating through the detection strip. In this case a charge-current
is sent through the Hall-bar itself, which also leads to Joule heating, resulting in a
temperature gradient over the YIG|Pt(Ta) stack. As the Hall-bar is directly in contact
with the YIG, also the SMR will be present when using this heating method.

To separately detect the SSE and the SMR signals, a lock-in detection technique
is used. Using up to three Stanford SR-830 lock-in amplifiers, the first-, second-, and
higher-harmonic voltage responses of the system are separately measured. As the
SMR signal scales linearly with the applied current, its contribution will be picked
up as a first harmonic signal. Similarly, the SSE scales quadratically with current, so
its contribution will be detected as a second harmonic signal. For lock-in detection
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an ac current is used with a frequency of 17 Hz. The magnitude of the applied ac
currents is defined by their rms values.

Evaluating the working mechanism of the lock-in detection technique in more
detail [see section 3.2.1], shows that in order to obtain the linear response signal of
the system, both the measured first harmonic signal as well as the third harmonic
signal have to be taken into account. Including both harmonic signals following the
analysis explained in section 3.2.1, we find the shown first order response. Note
that the measured second harmonic signal is directly plotted, without any correc-
tions. More information about the effect of taking into account the third and fourth
harmonic signals is given in section 8.6.1.

In all experiments, an external magnetic field is applied to define the direction of
the magnetization M of the YIG. The direction of the applied field is defined by α0,
which is the in-plane angle between the current direction (along x̂) and the applied
field direction, as it is marked in Fig. 8.1(a). Not only experiments at high satura-
tion magnetic fields are performed; also the low-field behavior is investigated. The
applied magnetic field strength was measured by a LakeShore Gaussmeter (model
421) using a transverse Hall-probe, to correct the set magnetic field for any present
remnant field. All measurements are carried out at room temperature.

8.4 Results and discussion

8.4.1 Spin-Seebeck effect by external heating

For the external heating experiment an ac current is sent through the top Pt strip as
marked in Fig. 8.1(a). By measuring the second harmonic voltage signals along the
Hall-bar, the SSE is detected via the ISHE in Pt and Ta. Fig. 8.1(b) shows the typical
SSE signals for both YIG|Pt and YIG|Ta samples for an applied field perpendicular
to the longitudinal direction of the Hall-bar (α0 = −90◦). Changing the sign of B
(and thus M ) changes the sign of the signal, as the spin-polarization direction of
the pumped spin-current is reversed. Due to the low coercive field of YIG almost
no hysteresis is observed for the reversed field sweep. For the YIG|Pt and YIG|Ta
sample opposite magnetic field dependence is observed, proving the opposite sign
of the spin-Hall angle for Pt versus Ta.

As the spin-polarization direction of the generated spin-current is dependent on
the direction of the YIG magnetization, the SSE/ISHE voltage shows a sine shaped
angular dependence with a period of 360◦. By rotating the sample in a constant
applied magnetic field of 50 mT, this angular dependence is detected as is shown in
Fig. 8.1(c). Also here the effect of the opposite sign of the spin-Hall angle, for Ta
compared to Pt, is clearly visible.
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Figure 8.1: (a) Microscope image of the device structure, consisting of a Pt or Ta Hall-bar
detector (bottom layer) and a Pt heater (top layer), separated by an insulating Al2O3 layer.
Ti|Au pads are used for contacting the device. For external heating experiments, the device is
contacted as marked. The applied field direction is given by α0, as defined in the figure. (b)
Second harmonic voltage signal generated by the SSE for a fixed magnetic field direction of
α0 = −90◦ and (c) angular dependence of the SSE signal applying a magnetic field of 50 mT,
in both Pt and Ta.

From Fig. 8.1 it is observed that the SSE signal for the YIG|Ta sample is almost
a factor 10 smaller than for the YIG|Pt sample (VSSE,Pt/VSSE,Ta = −9.8). To compare,
we calculate the expected ratio from the theoretical description of the SSE voltage,
as reported by Schreier et al. [17]:

VSSE = CYIG ·∆TmeGrθSHρlη
λ

t
tanh

(
t

2λ

)
, (8.1)

where CYIG contains all parameters describing properties of YIG, including some
physical constants (defined in Ref. [17]), so CYIG is constant for both the YIG|Pt and
the YIG|Ta sample. ∆Tme is the temperature difference between the magnons and
electrons at the YIG|metal interface. Gr, θSH, ρ, λ, t, and l are the real part of the
spin-mixing conductance, the spin-Hall angle, resistivity, spin-diffusion length, and
thickness of the normal-metal layer (Pt or Ta), and the distance between the voltage
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contacts, respectively. η is the backflow correction factor, defined as

η =

[
1 +Grρλ coth

(
t

λ

)]−1
. (8.2)

In Chapter 7 [14] we have determined the real part of the spin-mixing conduc-
tance at the YIG|Pt interface (Gr = 4.4× 1014 Ω−1m−2), the spin-Hall angle (θSH,Pt =

0.08), and the spin-diffusion length (λPt = 1.2 nm) of Pt. For the YIG|Ta sample
we take the magnitude of these system parameters as reported by Hahn et al. [15]
(Gr = 2× 1013 Ω−1m−2, θSH,Ta = −0.02, and λTa = 1.8 nm). As a check, we also used
these parameter values to calculate the first order SMR signals for Ta, and found
good agreement with the measured signals (not shown).

To get an estimate for VSSE,Pt/VSSE,Ta we assume ∆Tme to be constant for both
samples. By inserting the values of the mentioned parameters, the dimensions of the
Hall-bars, and the measured resistivity of the Pt and Ta layers (ρPt = 3.4× 10−7 Ωm
and ρTa = 3.5×10−6 Ωm, respectively), we find VSSE,Pt/VSSE,Ta = −10.6, which is close
to the experimentally observed ratio.

8.4.2 Current-induced spin-Seebeck effect

The second method used to detect the SSE is by current-induced heating through
the metal detection strip itself, as recently was reported by Schreier et al. [21]. In this
section we show that we can achieve more directly similar results, by using a lock-in
detection technique. By this technique, the SSE signals can directly be detected as
a second harmonic signal, fully separated from the SMR signal, which shows up in
the first harmonic response. Furthermore, the lock-in detection technique enables us
to reveal and investigate additional signals appearing when applying low magnetic
fields.

The inset of Fig. 8.2(c) shows a microscope image of the sample, marking the po-
sition of the current and voltage probes for the current-induced heating experiments.
The magnetic field direction is again defined by α0. This measurement configuration
is similar to the method used to detect transverse SMR [12, 14] and therefore we ex-
pect to observe SMR in the first order signal, as is shown in Figs. 8.2(a) and 8.2(b). In
Fig. 8.2(b) it is observed that down to very low applied magnetic fields, the average
magnetization direction of the YIG nicely follows the applied field direction, result-
ing in the sin(2α0) angular dependence as expected for the SMR [11]. Only for the
lowest applied field of 0.9 mT a small deviation of the signal around α0 = ±90◦ is ob-
served, showing this field strength is not sufficient to assume M being (on average)
fully along the applied field direction.

Similar to the external heating experiment, the SSE signal shows up in the sec-
ond harmonic signal. Figs. 8.2(c) and 8.2(d) show the magnetic field dependence
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Figure 8.2: Current-induced heating experiments on the YIG|Pt sample. (a) Magnetic field
dependence of the first order resistance for α0 = 0◦, showing the SMR signal for applied
ac currents of 4 mA and 8 mA. (b) Angular dependence of the first order SMR signal for
Iac = 8 mA, for applied magnetic fields of 0.9 mT, 1.8 mT, and 100 mT. (c) and (d) show
the corresponding second harmonic voltage signals, respectively. For applied magnetic fields
above 10 mT, the second harmonic response only shows the SSE signal. For low applied
magnetic fields an additional signal is observed on top of the SSE signal. The black symbols
in both figures are a guide for the eye. They show equal measurement conditions comparing
the results shown in both figures. The inset of (c) shows the used measurement configuration.

and angular dependence of the detected second harmonic signal, respectively. Com-
paring the shape of the second harmonic data of the external heating experiments
[Fig. 8.1(b)] to the current-induced heating experiments [Fig. 8.2(c)], an enhanced
signal is observed in Fig. 8.2(c) for fields of a few mT. This additional signal cannot
be explained by the angular dependence of the SSE or by the rotation of M in the
plane towardsB (by which the first harmonic SMR peaks in Fig. 8.2(a) are explained
in chapter 6 [12]).

The angular dependence of this additional signal, as presented in Fig. 8.2(d),
shows that besides an increased amplitude of the SSE signal [black symbols in Figs.
8.2(c) and 8.2(d)], also at α0 = ±90◦ additional peaks appear for low applied fields.
By increasing the applied magnetic field, all extra signals disappear, leaving the ex-
pected SSE signal showing a 360◦ periodic angular dependence.
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Figure 8.3: ac current dependence of the second harmonic voltage for an applied field of (a)
0.9 mT and (b) 50 mT. For the shown experiments, the transverse current-induced heating
measurement configuration has been used. The vertical dashed lines mark the data plotted
in (c), which shows the ac current dependence of the magnitude of the signal at α0 = 0◦ for
B = 0.9 mT (red dots) and B = 50 mT (black squares) and the average magnitude of the
peaks (peak to peak) around α0 = ±90◦ for B = 0.9 mT (blue triangles). The dashed lines are
a guide for the eye.

To further characterize the additionally observed features at low applied mag-
netic fields, also their ac current dependence has been measured and these results
are shown in Fig. 8.3. It can be seen that the current dependence is very similar to
the shown magnetic field dependence, giving maximal additional signals for low ap-
plied fields and high applied ac currents. From Figs. 8.3(a) and 8.3(b), the magnitude
of the signal at α0 = 0◦ is extracted and plotted separately in Fig. 8.3(c). As can be
seen from this figure, for both the applied magnetic field of 0.9 mT [Fig. 8.3(a)] and
50 mT [Fig. 8.3(b)], the amplitude of the signal quadratically scales with the applied
ac current. The magnitude of the peaks around α0 = ±90◦, plotted in blue in Fig.
8.3(c), increases faster than quadratically, pointing to the presence of higher order
effects.

To fully exclude the SSE being the origin of the additionally detected signals, the
current-induced heating measurements were repeated on the YIG|Ta sample. Results
of those measurements are shown in Fig. 8.4. The applied current in those experi-
ments is only 1.9mA, limited by the high resistance of the Ta bar (ρTa = 3.5 × 10−6

Ωm). In both Figs. 8.4(a) and 8.4(b) it can be seen that the high-field signal nicely
changes sign compared to the YIG|Pt data, as predicted for the SSE/ISHE, because
of the opposite sign of the spin-Hall angle of Ta compared to Pt. Contrarily, the
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low-field peak in the magnetic field sweep [Fig. 8.4(a)] keeps the same sign as in
the YIG|Pt sample [Fig. 8.2(c)], showing the SSE cannot be the origin of this phe-
nomenon. Furthermore, this result also excludes the observed feature being origi-
nated by any other effect linearly related to the spin-Hall angle of a material. So,
possible deviations of M caused by spin-transfer torque, due to a spin-current cre-
ated via the SHE, cannot directly be used to explain the observed features. Note that
the SMR signal depends quadratically on the spin-Hall angle [10, 14], which makes
any effect related to the SMR a likely candidate for explaining the observed features.

Summarizing, the current-induced heating experiments show that when apply-
ing a sufficiently high magnetic field (> 10 mT), the SMR and SSE can be simultane-
ously, but separately, detected using an ac current combined with a lock-in detection
technique. By this method the SSE can thus be very easily and directly detected,
without being interfered with the SMR signal. Furthermore, it is observed that for
low magnetic fields, and/or high heating currents, additional signals appear on top
of the SSE. The origin of these additional signals might be related to the SMR effect,
which will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

8.4.3 Dynamic spin-Hall magnetoresistance

During the measurements, large ac currents are sent through the Hall-bar structure,
which can generate magnetic fields. One source of these magnetic fields will be Oer-
sted fields Boe generated around the Hall-bar, perpendicular to the current direction.
As the Hall-bar structure is very thin compared to its lateral dimensions, the Oersted
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Figure 8.4: second harmonic response of the transverse voltage for the YIG|Ta sample. (a)
Magnetic field sweep for α0 = 0◦ and (b) angular dependence for two different applied mag-
netic fields (0.9 mT and 50 mT), the dashed line is a guide for the eye. The SSE signal (=
signal at high field) has opposite sign compared to the YIG|Pt sample, whereas the low-field
behavior is similar for both samples. The black symbols in the figures point out the equal
measurement conditions comparing both figures.
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field above/below the center of the bar can be estimated using the infinite plane ap-
proximation: Boe = µ0I

2w , where µ0 is the permeability in vacuum, I is the applied
current, and w is the width of the Pt bar. Note that the generated field in this case is
independent of the distance from the plane, so the full thickness of the YIG below the
Hall-bar will be exposed to this field.1 For example, for an applied current of 8 mA,
an Oersted field of 0.1 mT will be generated, which is significant compared to an ap-
plied magnetic field of 0.9 mT. Therefore, for low applied fields, the magnetization
direction of the YIG will also be affected by the generated Oersted field.

As we are dealing with ac currents, the generated Oersted field (and any other
current-induced magnetic field) will continuously change sign, which might cause
M to oscillate around the applied field direction. In this case, α (defining the di-
rection of M ) is current-dependent [25], giving rise to dynamic equations for both
the SMR and the SSE. The current-dependent behavior of the SMR signal is derived
starting from the equation for transverse SMR [10, 14]

VT,SMR = IRT,SMR = ∆R1Imxmy + ∆R2Imz, (8.3)

where ∆R1 and ∆R2 are resistance changes dependent on the spin-diffusion length,
spin-Hall angle and spin-mixing conductance of the system, as defined in Refs. [10,
14]. mx,y,z are the components of M pointing in respectively the x̂-, ŷ-, and ẑ-
direction (where ẑ is the out-of-plane direction). mx and my can be expressed as
sin(α) and cos(α), respectively. As the applied magnetic field is in-plane, as well
as the generated Oersted field, combined with the large demagnetization field of
YIG for out-of-plane directions, mz will be small and therefore neglected in further
derivations.

Small oscillations of M , due to the presence of ac current generated magnetic
fields, result in a current-dependent SMR signal, which can be expressed in first
order as

VT,SMR(I) ≈ VT,SMR(α0) + I
dVT,SMR

dI

∣∣∣∣
α0

, (8.4)

where α0 gives the equilibrium direction of M around which it is oscillating (as-
suming it to be equal to the applied field direction, as concluded from the measured
first harmonic SMR response). Calculating the derivative in Eq.(8.4), using Eq.(8.3),
neglecting mz , and keeping in mind that α is dependent on I , gives

dVT,SMR

dI

∣∣∣∣
α0

= ∆R1 sin(α0) cos(α0) + ∆R1I cos(2α0)
dα
dI

. (8.5)

The first term on the right side of Eq. (8.5) describes the first order response
(linear with I), showing the expected transverse SMR behavior given by Eq. (8.3).

1This approximation was checked by modeling the system using COMSOL Multiphysics, showing
indeed a nearly constant Oersted field at least several hundreds of nanometers above/below the plane.
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The second term is a second order response (R2,SMR) and will therefore show up in
addition to the expected SSE signal. dα

dI is the term which includes the deviation of
M due to current-induced magnetic fields, and its magnitude is dependent on both
α0 and the magnitude of the total magnetic field (applied field, coercive field and
the current-induced fields). For large applied magnetic fields, the current-induced
magnetic fields will have a negligible effect on M , so dα

dI goes to zero, leaving only
the SSE signal in the second harmonic signal (as is observed). Note that also in
the described external heating experiments Oersted fields are generated, influencing
M , but there the dynamic SMR signal will not be detected, as the SMR itself is not
present.

To find an expression for dα
dI , first the direction of M (given by α) is defined,

taking into account the Oersted fields (causing ∆α):

α = α0 + ∆α = α0 + atan
(
Boe

Bex

)
cos(α0), (8.6)

where Bex is the applied magnetic field and atan(Boe
Bex

) is the maximum deviation
of M from α0, which is the case for α0 = 0◦ (Bex perpendicular to Boe, neglecting
any other field contributions). From Eq. (8.6) now dα

dI (= dα
dBoe

dBoe
dI ) can be derived,

finding
dα
dI

=
µ0

2w

Bex

B2
ex +B2

oe
cos(α0). (8.7)

Substituting the derived equation for dα
dI in Eq. (8.5), we calculate the expected

second harmonic SMR signal due to dynamic behavior of M , caused by the current-
induced Oersted field as

R2,SMR = ∆R1
µ0

2w

Bex

B2
ex +B2

oe
cos(2α0) cos(α0). (8.8)

Additional to R2,SMR, also the SSE will be present as a second harmonic signal,
showing cos(α0) behavior with an amplitude independent from the applied mag-
netic field strength. The amplitude of the SSE signal can be derived from the high-
field measurements shown in Fig. 8.3(b) and Fig. 8.4(b).

Figs. 8.5(a) and 8.5(b) show the total calculated second harmonic voltage signal
for the YIG|Pt sample, taking into account both the SSE, extracted from the measure-
ments, and the dynamic SMR term, given by Eq.(8.8) (where V2,SMR is obtained from
the relation V2,SMR = (I2/

√
2)R2,SMR). For the calculation of ∆R1 system parameters

from chapter 7 [14] are used. Both the calculated current dependence [Fig. 8.5(a)] and
the calculated magnetic field dependence [Fig. 8.5(b)] show features similar to the
measurements; only their magnitude and exact shape do not fully match. Follow-
ing the explanation of the lock-in detection method as described in section 3.2.1, we
find that these discrepancies are mainly caused by the presence of a non-negligible
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fourth harmonic signal (and possibly even higher harmonics). When determining
the second order response of the system, taking into account the measured second
and fourth harmonic signals, the peaks observed around α0 = ±90◦ get wider and
smoother, more closely reproducing the calculated signals as presented in Fig. 8.5.

The amplitude of the overall calculated signal is slightly larger than the measure-
ments, up to a factor 1.6 (even after taking into account the fourth harmonic signal).
One reason for this discrepancy might be that, for the calculations, only the applied
magnetic field and the generated Oersted field are taken into account, neglecting any
other present fields. For example, the coercive field of the YIG is assumed to be ab-
sent, as well as the effect of spin-torque and the presence of non-uniform magnetic
fields. These additional fields will influence the amplitude of the oscillations of M ,
giving a different value for dα

dI than the assumed deviation from only Boe and Bex.
Furthermore, the assumed perfect cos(α0) behavior of dα

dI might also be disturbed by
the presence of these other fields. Secondly, in the calculations it is assumed thatM is
fully aligned with the total magnetic field, which might not always be the case, as we
investigate the system applying magnetic fields approaching the coercive field of the
YIG. Therefore, the definition of α0 can be slightly off from the assumed ideal case.
Full characterization of the magnetization dynamics of the system and the magnetic
field distribution would be needed to be able to give a more complete theoretical
analysis of the observed features.

The same calculations have been repeated for the YIG|Ta system. The system
parameters needed to calculate ∆R1 are taken from Ref. [15], as given in section
8.4.1. As a check, these system parameters first were used to calculate the first order
SMR signal, finding good agreement with the measured signals (not shown). For
the calculated second harmonic signal again it is found that the amplitude of dα

dI
has to be lowered to be able to reproduce the measured behavior. When lowering
the calculated dα

dI by a chosen scaling factor of 0.5, results as shown in Fig. 8.5(c)
are obtained. Comparing the calculated angular dependence to the measurement
as shown in Fig. 8.4(b), good agreement is found in the observed behavior. Note
that for the YIG|Ta system the contribution of the fourth harmonic term is much less
pronounced, as the applied current is only 1.9 mA (compared to 8 mA for the YIG|Pt
experiments).

Following the derivation of the dynamic SMR as explained above, also dynamic
SSE signals can be expected. As the SSE is a second order effect, any dynamic SSE
signals are expected to appear as a third order signal. Measurements of the third
harmonic signal indeed show additionally appearing signals at low applied mag-
netic fields, but these additional signals are one order of magnitude too large to
be explained by the derived possible dynamic SSE signals. This shows that other
higher harmonic effects are present, which makes it at this moment impossible to
exclusively extract any contribution of possibly present dynamic SSE signals.
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Figure 8.5: (a) Current dependence and (b) magnetic field dependence of the calculated sec-
ond harmonic response, including the dynamic SMR [from Eq.(8.8)] and the SSE for the YIG|Pt
system. (c) Calculated second harmonic response for the YIG|Ta sample using a scaling factor
for dα

dI of 0.5. For all calculations the SSE signal is extracted from the measurements.

Concluding this section, the dynamic SMR is a good candidate for explaining
the observed low-field second harmonic behavior. For both the YIG|Pt and YIG|Ta
sample, the features observed in the experiments can be well reproduced by the dy-
namic SMR model. However, one has to keep in mind that more nonlinear effects are
present, such that higher harmonic signals need to be taken into account. Further-
more, the derived model is not sufficient to fully be able to reproduce the measured
data. Further analysis of the magnetization dynamics in the YIG at low applied fields
and high applied currents is necessary to be able to derive a more complete model.

8.5 Summary

We have shown the detection of the SSE in YIG|Pt and YIG|Ta samples by both exter-
nal heating and current-induced heating. The external heating experiments directly
show the SSE and clearly show the effect of the opposite spin-Hall angle for Ta com-
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pared to Pt. For the current-induced measurements, besides the SSE, the SMR is
also present. By using a lock-in detection technique we are able to simultaneously,
but separately, measure the SSE and the SMR signals. Investigation of the low-field
behavior of the SMR and SSE reveals an additional second harmonic signal. This
additional signal is explained by the presence of a dynamic SMR signal, caused by
alternating Oersted fields. Calculations show reproducibility of the observed second
harmonic features; however further analysis of the magnetization dynamics in the
YIG is needed to derive a more complete model of the system behavior.

8.6 Supplementary information

8.6.1 Higher harmonics included

By making use of the lock-in detection technique it is shown to be possible to simul-
taneously, but separately, detect the SMR and SSE. However, upon decreasing the
applied magnetic field (or increasing the applied current), the system starts to show
additional signals: Besides the expected first and second harmonic signals, caused by
the SMR and SSE respectively, also non-negligible higher harmonics start to appear.

Following the principle of lock-in detection, which is explained in section 3.2.1,
taking into account the first up to the fourth harmonic signal, the first order resis-
tance response of the system is given by

R1 =
1

I0
(V1 + 3V3). (8.9)

Similarly, the second order response is calculated as

R2 =

√
2

I20
(V2 + 4V4). (8.10)

From these equations it is clear that R1 (R2) is not directly proportional to V1
(V2): To obtain the first (second) order response R1 (R2) of the system, also the third
(fourth) harmonic signal V3 (V4) has to be included.

For the current-induced SSE and SMR measurements described in this chapter,
Fig. 8.6 shows the effect of including the higher harmonic responses of the system
(up to the fourth harmonic), compared to assuming them to be negligible. For this
comparison Eq. (8.9) and Eq. (8.10) are used. In Figs. 8.6(a) and 8.6(c) V3 and V4 are
assumed to be zero, whereas in Fig. 8.6(b) and 8.6(d) the measured third and fourth
harmonic response have been taken into account, respectively. From these figures it
can be concluded that in our low-field measurements the higher harmonic signals
are not negligibly small, and thus should be accounted for.
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Figure 8.6: Evaluation of Eq. (8.9) for a selected set of measurements: (a) assuming V3 = 0

and (b) including the measured values of V3 [as in Fig. 8.2(b)]. Similarly for Eq. (8.10): (c)
assuming V4 = 0 [as in Fig. 8.2(d)] and (d) including the measured values of V4.

In Figs. 8.2(a) and 8.2(b), the first order response of the system is plotted, taking
into account the measured third harmonic voltage response as given by Eq. (8.9), and
shown in Fig. 8.6(b). For the other figures presented in this chapter, regarding the
second order response of the system, the measured second harmonic lock-in voltage
V2 is directly plotted. From these measurements, to find the second order response of
the system, Eq. (8.10) should be evaluated, including both V2 and V4. Taking this cor-
rection into account, the observed features of V2 slightly change, as is shown in Fig.
8.6(d), more closely following the expected behavior from the calculated dynamic
SMR signal.
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Chapter 9

Detection of spin
pumping from YIG by spin-charge conversion
in a Au|Ni80Fe20 spin-valve structure

Abstract

Many experiments have shown the detection of spin-currents driven by radio-frequency
spin pumping from yttrium iron garnet (YIG), by making use of the inverse spin-Hall
effect, which is present in materials with strong spin-orbit coupling, such as Pt. Here
we show that it is also possible to directly detect the resonance-driven spin-current us-
ing Au|permalloy (Py, Ni80Fe20) devices, where Py is used as a detector for the spins
pumped across the YIG|Au interface. This detection mechanism is equivalent to the spin-
current detection in metallic non-local spin-valve devices. By finite element modeling
we compare the pumped spin-current from a reference Pt strip with the detected signals
from the Au|Py devices. We find that for one series of Au|Py devices the calculated spin
pumping signals mostly match the measurements, within 20%, whereas for a second se-
ries of devices additional signals are present which are up to a factor 10 higher than the
calculated signals from spin pumping. We also identify contributions from thermoelec-
tric effects caused by the resonant (spin-related) and non-resonant heating of the YIG.
Thermocouples are used to investigate the presence of these thermal effects and to quan-
tify the magnitude of the Spin-(dependent-)Seebeck effect. Several additional features are
observed, which are also discussed.

9.1 Introduction

E
mploying a ferro/ferrimagnetic insulating material (FMI) for spintronics research
has attracted a lot of interest in the past years owing to the possibility of gener-

ating pure spin-currents, without accompanying spurious charge-currents. Besides,
in these materials, it is shown that spin information can be transported over large
distances on the µm-scale [1] or even mm-scale [2, 3], opening up new possibili-
ties for spin-based data storage and transport. In these devices, Yttrium iron garnet
(YIG), which is a room-temperature FMI with very low magnetic damping, is most
often employed. Together with the (inverse) spin-Hall effect ((I)SHE) in Pt, it of-
fers a platform for studying pure spin-current generation, transport and detection.
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An example of such an experiment is the electrical detection of spin pumping in a
YIG|Pt system, where the resonance of the YIG magnetization leads to a spin-current
pumped into the adjacent Pt layer, which can electrically be detected via the ISHE
[2, 4–7].

Pure spin-currents can also be generated and detected by making use of metallic
magnetic|non-magnetic nanostructures such as permalloy (Ni80Fe20, Py) or cobalt
[8]. This method is mostly used in spin-valve structures, where a spin-current is
generated by sending a charge-current through one magnet, which can be detected
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Figure 9.1: (a) Schematic representation of the spin pumping process and voltage detection
in a YIG|Au|Py device. (b) Schematic drawing of one YIG|Au|Py device. Each device consists
of Au (8 nm), Py (20 nm), Al2O3 (60 nm), and Ti|Au (5|100 nm) layers. (c) Microscope image
of the final device structures. In area 1 (area 2) 96 (62) YIG|Au|Py devices are placed in series.
The Pt strip is used as a reference for the measurements on the YIG|Au|Py devices, and this
strip is electrically insulated from the stripline by an Al2O3 layer (60 nm thick). During the
measurements, an external magnetic field is applied and three separate sets of voltage probes
are connected as pointed out in the figure. (d) and (e) show close-ups of the devices placed in
area 1 and 2, respectively. The different material layers are marked.
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(either locally or non-locally) by a second magnetic strip, as a change in electric po-
tential when switching between relative parallel and anti-parallel magnetic states of
both magnets [9, 10].

In this manuscript, we show that by combining a FMI (YIG) with a conducting
magnetic material (Py) it is possible to electrically detect the magnetic resonance of
the FMI, without the need of a high spin-orbit coupling material like Pt. Here the
magnetic-resonance-induced dc spin-current pumped into an adjacent Au layer is
detected as an electrical voltage by a Py detector connected to a Au spacer.

This alternative method for detection of spin-currents from FMI-materials opens
up new ways of investigating the origin of the spin-Seebeck effect [11] without the
possible presence of non-equilibrium proximity magnetization in the heavy metal
Pt [12–14]. Besides, because of its analogy to measuring a conventional spin-valve
structure, this method also helps to determine the sign of the pumped spin-current
from YIG into Pt [15], and expands the possibilities for designing devices, including
spin transport through FMI materials.

In the experiments we first induce magnetic resonance in the YIG by sending RF
currents through a microwave stripline, which is placed near the Au|Py devices that
are connected in series to maximize the total signal.

Part of the build-up potential we attribute to the spin-current generation by spin
pumping from the YIG into the adjacent structure [schematically shown in Fig. 9.1(a)].
Hereby we compare spin pumping signals from a standard YIG|Pt device structure
with the signal from YIG|Au|Py devices placed in series. Furthermore, we also iden-
tify signals that are related to heating and induction effects, which are rather small
to explain the observed signals.

It is found that we not only detect the resonance spin pumping from the magnetic
YIG layer, but also observe the Py resonance state. This self-detection of FMR by a
Py strip has been observed before [16], however, here we discuss that the mechanism
is possibly different and related to the interaction of spins at the YIG interface.

9.2 Sample characteristics

The studied devices are fabricated on a 4 × 4 mm2 sized sample, which is cut from
a wafer consisting of a 500-µm-thick single crystal (111)Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) substrate
and a 210 nm thick layer of YIG, grown by liquid phase epitaxy (from the company
Matesy GmbH). The YIG magnetization shows isotropic behavior of the magneti-
zation in the film plane, with a low coercive field of less than 1 mT (measured by
SQUID).

Fig. 9.1(b) shows a schematic of one device from the studied series, fabricated
by several steps of electron beam lithography. It consists of an 8-nm-thick Au layer
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deposited on YIG by dc sputtering, followed by a 20-nm-thick Py layer (30×2.5 µm2

for area 1, and 60 × 10 µm2 for area 2), contacted with a top Ti|Au layer of 5|100
nm, both deposited by e-beam evaporation. To prevent shorting between the top
and bottom Au layers, when placing several devices in series, a 60-nm-thick Al2O3

layer was deposited over the edges of the Au|Py stack before the deposition of the
top Ti|Au layer. Ar-ion milling has been used to clean the surfaces and etch the
native oxide layer of Py before deposition of the Py and Ti|Au layers, respectively.
Fig. 9.1(c) shows a microscope image of a full series of devices. With the employed
meander structure for the series of devices possible signals generated by the ISHE
cancel out. In Fig. 9.1(c) also the reference Pt-strip (400 × 30 µm2, 7-nm-thick, dc
sputtered) can be seen, placed below and perpendicular to the 60 µm wide Ti|Au
microwave stripline (5|100 nm thick) used to excite the magnetization resonance in
the magnetic layers. Between the Pt-strip and the microwave stripline a 60-nm-thick
Al2O3 layer (dark brown) is added, to prevent electrical shorts. Fig. 9.1(d) and 9.1(e)
show a close-up of the devices in area 1 and 2, respectively.

For the spin pumping experiment using the YIG|Pt system, the obtained signal
scales linearly with the length of the Pt detection strip. For the YIG|Au|Py devices the
detected signal is not directly scalable by the size of the device, rather by the number
of YIG|Au|Py devices connected in series. As the expected signal for one YIG|Au|Py
device is below the signal-to-noise ratio of our measurement setup, we fabricated a
structure where we increase the detected signal by placing many separate devices
in series. Two sets of devices were investigated, having different surface area, as
is shown in fig. 9.1(c). For the presented experiments 96 (area 1) and 62 (area 2)
YIG|Au|Py devices in series were used.

9.3 Measurement methods

The microwave signal is generated by a Rohde-Schwarz vector network analyzer
(ZVA-40), connected to the waveguide on the sample via a picoprobe GS microwave
probe. To be able to use the low-noise lock-in detection method, the power of the
applied microwave signal is modulated between ‘on’ and ‘off’ using a triggering
signal which is synchronized with the trigger of the lock-in amplifiers. Typically
used ‘on’ and ‘off’ powers are 10 dBm and -30 dBm, respectively. The RF frequency
is fixed for each measurement (ranging from 1 GHz to 10 GHz), while sweeping the
static in-plane magnetic field.

During this magnetic field sweep, the voltage from the Pt strip and both series of
Py devices are separately recorded by connecting them to three different lock-in am-
plifiers, using the connections as is shown in Fig. 9.1(c). The ISHE voltage detected
from the Pt strip is used as a reference for the data obtained from the Py devices.
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As the power is modulated during all measurements, the absorbed power cannot be
measured simultaneously, and therefore no detailed information is obtained about
the dependence of power absorption on applied RF frequency. The frequency de-
pendence of the absorbed power was obtained by separate measurements of the S11

parameter as in Ref. [6]. All measurements are performed at room temperature.

9.4 Results and discussion

Results of the magnetic field sweeps for different RF frequencies are shown in Fig.
9.2 where the ISHE voltage signal detected by the Pt strip [Fig. 9.2(a)] and the cor-
responding signals from the series of Py devices in area 1 [Fig. 9.2(b)] and area 2
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Figure 9.2: Magnetic field sweeps for different applied frequencies, with an applied RF power
of 10 mW for (a) the Pt strip, detecting the ISHE voltage and (b), (c) voltage generated by the
series of Py-devices in area 1 and 2, respectively. (d)-(f) close-up of marked areas in (a)-(c).
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Figure 9.3: Magnitude of the peaks at YIG resonance obtained from the measurements shown
in Fig. 9.2, for positive and negative applied magnetic fields as a function of applied RF
frequency. (a) For the Pt strip, (b) and (c) for the Py devices of area 1 and 2, respectively.

[Fig. 9.2(c)] are shown. The detected voltage of the Pt strip shows the expected peaks
for YIG resonance, changing sign when changing the magnetic field direction, as also
observed in for example Refs. [4, 6, 17]. The magnitude of the peaks is in the order of
100 µV. Comparing these results to the data shown in Figs. 9.2(b) and 9.2(c); peaks at
exactly the same position are observed for the Py devices. Here the detected peaks
do not change sign by changing the magnetic field direction, as the sign of the signal
in these devices is determined by the relative orientation of the YIG and Py magne-
tization. Because of the low coercive fields (<10 mT) of both the YIG and Py layers,
their magnetizations always align parallel to each other when applying a small mag-
netic field.

At first glance, it appears that when the YIG is excited into resonance conditions,
the pumped spin-current into the Au layer is detected as an electrical voltage gener-
ated by a conducting ferromagnet placed on top of the Au layer. Fig. 9.3 shows the
frequency dependence of the magnitude of the observed peaks at YIG resonance for
all three types of devices (Pt strip and Py devices area 1 and 2). A few points can be
made regarding these dependencies. First, where the dependence of the Pt shows
some analogy with the dependence observed in area 2, the frequency dependence of
the signals from area 1 (narrow Py strips) and area 2 (wider Py strips) largely differs.
Besides, the signals from area 1 and 2 show about one order difference in magni-
tude. These observations show that by changing the surface area of the YIG|Au|Py
devices, different physics phenomena can be present. In section 9.4.2 we calculate
the contribution of spin pumping to the observed signals in both Py device areas
and discuss these results.

Secondly, from Fig. 9.3, we observe that the signals for positive and negative
applied magnetic fields consistently differ. Interestingly, for area 1 the higher sig-
nals are observed for positive applied fields, whereas for area 2 the higher signals
appear for negative applied fields. At first glance, the device is fully symmetric and
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therefore one would not expect any dependence on the sign of the applied magnetic
field. Further investigation leads to the existence of nonreciprocal magnetostatic
surface spin-wave modes (MSSW), whose traveling direction (perpendicular to the
stripline) is determined by the applied magnetic field direction [18, 19]. As the spin
pumping process in insensitive to the spin-wave mode, and the device areas 1 and
2 are placed on opposite sides of the stripline, the presence of these unidirectional
MSSWs can lead to the observed difference in peak-height for positive and negative
applied fields.

Besides the peaks at YIG resonance, the Py devices show more peaks at lower
applied magnetic fields (most clearly visible in area 1, Fig. 9.2(b)), these peaks are
attributed to the ferromagnetic resonance of the magnetic Py layers, as will be shown
in section 9.4.1 and further discussed in section 9.4.5.

9.4.1 Position of the resonance peaks

To check the position of the observed peaks with respect to the predicted resonance
conditions of the magnetic layers (YIG and Py), the Kittel equation is used [20, 21]:

f =
γ

2π

√
(B +N‖µ0Ms)(B +N⊥µ0Ms), (9.1)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (γ = 176 GHz/T), B is the applied magnetic field,
N‖ and N⊥ are in-plane and out-of-plane demagnetization factors and µ0Ms is the
saturation magnetization. TakingN‖µ0Ms = 10 mT andN⊥µ0Ms = 1.1 T (consistent
with previously reported values for Py [16, 22]), we obtain the red solid curve shown
in Fig. 9.4, and find that the position of the inner peaks, detected only for the series
of Py devices, matches the Py resonance conditions (the shown data is obtained from
area 1). Therefore, the origin of the inner peaks is related to the Py layers being in
ferromagnetic resonance.
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The position of the outer peaks, detected for both series of Py devices, corre-
sponds to the voltage peaks appearing in the Pt strip, which are ascribed to the YIG
magnetization being in resonance. To check the expected YIG resonance conditions,
a more simplified form of the Kittel equation can be used, because of its isotropic
in-plane magnetization behavior (N‖ = 0 and N⊥ = 1):

f =
γ

2π

√
(B(B + µ0Ms). (9.2)

For the curve corresponding to the YIG resonance peaks as shown in Fig. 9.4,
µ0Ms = 176 mT is used, which is the reported bulk saturation magnetization of YIG
[2, 6, 23]. The close match of the calculated curve and the measured data proves that
the outer peaks from the Py devices and the peaks from the Pt strip indeed originate
from the YIG magnetization being in resonance.

9.4.2 Estimation of the spin pumping signal in YIG|Au|Py devices

In this section we will only focus on the origin of the peaks at YIG resonance. The
possible origin of the detected inner peaks for the Py devices will be discussed in sec-
tion 9.4.5. Using the data from the Pt strip as a reference, we calculate the expected
signal caused by spin pumping in the YIG|Au|Py devices. Different steps in this
calculation are: 1) calculate the pumped spin-current density from the ISHE voltage
detected by the Pt strip, 2) obtain an estimate for the spin-mixing conductance of
the YIG|Au interface, and 3) use a finite element spin transport model to find the
expected spin pumping signal in the YIG|Au|Py devices, setting the results of 1) and
2) as boundary conditions and input parameters, respectively. For the calculations
we assume that the spin accumulation in the layer adjacent to the YIG, defined as the
ratio between the injected spin-current Js and the real part of the spin-mixing con-
ductance Gr, is constant when considering different types of interfaces and devices
[24].

As the magnitude of the excited spin-waves decays with distance from the strip-
line, we fabricated another sample, where a 6-nm-thick Pt strip and a Au|Pt strip (8|6
nm) were placed exactly on the location of the series of Py devices in the previous
batch, as is shown in Fig. 9.5 (The dimensions of these strips are 334×30 µm). Using
this sample, the average injected spin-current on the location of the Py devices can
directly be calculated. Signals obtained from these new devices show similar behav-
ior as the data shown in Fig. 9.2(a) and Fig. 9.3(a), only the magnitude of the signals
differs: The Pt (Au|Pt) strip on the new sample results in ISHE-voltages around 30
µV (3 µV), compared to 120 µV for the Pt strip directly below the RF line. These
significantly lower signals prove the decay of spin-waves with distance from the
stripline. The signal for the Au|Pt strip is even more suppressed compared to the Pt
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Figure 9.5: Microscope image of the Pt and
Au|Pt strips used to estimate the injected
spin-currentby spin pumping at the loca-
tion of the Py-devices.

strip, as the Au layer short-circuits the structure because of its lower resistance com-
pared to Pt, while the inverse spin-Hall voltage is mainly generated in the Pt layer.
In the following calculation, the Au|Pt strip is modeled using the 3D finite-element
modeling software Comsol Multiphysics, taking into account these losses.

Step 1: From the measured ISHE-voltage VISHE in the Pt strip, the injected spin-
current density can be calculated by

Js = VISHE
tPt

lρλθSH

1

η

1

tanh( tPt
2λ )

, (9.3)

where tPt, l, ρ, λ, and θSH are the thickness (6 nm), length (330 µm), resistivity
(3.5 × 10−7 Ωm), spin relaxation length (1.2 nm) and the spin-Hall angle (0.08) of
the Pt strip, respectively, and η = [1 + Gr,Ptρλ coth( tPt

2λ )]−1 is the backflow term
[25], where Gr,Pt is the spin-mixing conductance of the YIG|Pt interface (4.4 × 1014

Ω−1m−2). The given material properties are taken from previously reported spin-
Hall magnetoresistance measurements [26]. Using Eq. (9.3), an injected spin-current
density of 2.0× 107 A/m2 is found for a detected VISHE of 30 µV.

Step 2: The spin-mixing conductance of the YIG|Pt interface differs from the
YIG|Au interface, as present in the measured YIG|Au|Py devices. Therefore we use
the obtained signals from the combined Au|Pt strip to find an estimate of the spin-
mixing conductance of the YIG|Au interface Gr,Au. Spin pumping into the Au|Pt
strip results in ISHE signals in the order of 3 µV. Using Comsol Multiphysics, we
model the YIG|Au|Pt device, including spin-diffusion by the two-channel model
and the spin-Hall effect as explained in Ref. [27]. To include the contribution of
the spin-mixing conductance in this model, such that backflow is accounted for, a
thin interface layer (t = 1 nm) is defined between the YIG and Au layers (resulting
in a stack: YIG|interface|Au|Pt). The interface layer acts as an extra resistive channel
for the injected spin-current, parallel to the spin-resistance of the device on top (in
this case the Au|Pt strip), such that there effectively are two spin-channels: one for
backflow and one for injection into the Au layer. The conductivity of this interface
layer is defined as σint = Gr,Au · t. The input parameter at the interface|Au bound-
ary is the dc spin-current Js obtained in step 1 for the YIG|Pt device. By scaling Js
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with the ratio of Gr,Au and Gr,Pt we take into account that the injected spin-current is
lower when the spin-mixing conductance is lower. We now tune the value of Gr,Au

in the model such that the modeling result matches the measured VISHE of the Au|Pt
strip. By doing so we find Gr,Au = (2.2± 0.2)× 1014 Ω−1m−2, in order to match the
measured VISHE of the Au|Pt strip. This value is similar as reported by Heinrich et al.
[28], who obtained Gr,Au-values up to 1.9 × 1014 Ω−1m−2. Used modeling parame-
ters for the Au layer are σAu = 6.8 × 106 S/m and λAu = 80 nm [29]. The modeling
parameters for the Pt layer are as mentioned above.

By replacing the Pt layer by the Au|Pt strip, we find that the backflow spin-
current almost doubles (around 75% increase). This increased backflow is mainly
caused by the larger spin-diffusion length in Au as compared to Pt, resulting in a
higher spin-resistance for the injection of spins into the thin Au layer, as compared
to the backflow spin-channel (In other words: Pt is a better spin-sink). Furthermore,
the initially injected spin-current is a factor 2 lower for the YIG|Au|Pt strip, com-
pared to YIG|Pt, caused by the lower spin-mixing conductance. These two cases
result in intrinsically lower signals when placing Au on top of YIG as compared to
Pt.

Step 3: After having calculated the injected spin-current and the spin-mixing con-
ductance of the YIG|Au interface, these parameters are used as input for the Comsol
Multiphysics model of one YIG|Au|Py device. This model is again based on the
two-channel model for spin transport, including an additional interface layer to add
backflow to the model, as described above. Detailed information about the model-
ing and the used equations can be found in Ref. [27]. The different sizes of devices
present in area 1 and area 2 are both separately modeled.

The properties of the Py layer added to the model are P = 0.3 (defining the spin
polarization), σPy = 2.9 × 106 S/m and λPy = 5 nm [29]. The spin-current density
obtained from Eq. (9.3) is used as input, and is set as a boundary flux/source term at
the bottom interface of the Au layer. As explained in step 2, also here a thin interface
layer is placed below the Au layer, such that it acts as a spin-current channel parallel
to the injection of spin-current into the device. The above estimated value for Gr,Au

is used to define the interface layer conductivity. Also from this model we find a
large backflow from the initially injected Js, which is mainly caused by the spins
accumulating at the Au|Py interface, increasing the spin-resistance in the injection-
channel with respect to the backflow spin-channel.

To obtain the dependence on RF frequency of the expected voltage signal, Js
was calculated from Eq. (9.3) for each frequency, using the measurements on the
YIG|Pt strip, and the YIG|Au|Py model was run for each obtained Js. The calculated
voltage signal caused by spin pumping for one Py device was multiplied by 96 (62),
the number of devices placed in series in area 1 (area 2), and the final results of these
calculations are shown as the red curve in Fig. 9.6(a) and 9.6(b), together with the
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Figure 9.6: Calculated spin pump-
ing voltage (red squares) versus
measured signal (black peaks) as a
function of applied RF frequency
and magnetic field. The peaks
from left to right correspond to
applied RF frequencies from 1
to 10 GHz, respectively, directly
copied from the measurements
shown in Fig 9.2. (a) Results for
the Py-devices in area 1. The inset
shows a close-up of the calculated
spin pumping voltage. (b) Results
for the Py-devices in area 2.

absolute values of the measured peaks, shown in black, for area 1 and 2, respectively.
For the Py-devices in area 1, the calculated spin pumping voltages are one order

of magnitude smaller than the measured signals, from which we conclude that the
major contribution of the measured signal is caused by another source than spin ac-
cumulation created by spin pumping. Additionally, the calculated signals generated
by spin pumping clearly show a different dependence on frequency, as compared to
the measured signals from the YIG|Au|Py devices. This also indicates that besides
spin pumping there are other phenomena present which induce voltage signals in
our devices.

Interestingly the peaks obtained from the devices in area 2 show a very good
agreement with the calculated spin pumping signals. From these results we conclude
that in this case the major contribution of the measured signals is caused by spin
pumping.

Comparing the results from area 1 and area 2, it is clear that in the experiments
the exact device geometry largely influences the signal and even results in a totally
different dependence on applied RF frequency. From the calculations of the spin
pumping signals, such a big change in behavior cannot be reproduced and therefore
additional phenomena must be present and becoming more prominent for more nar-
row devices, as present in area 1.
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As thermoelectric effects might also play a role in the performed experiments,
next section discusses some further investigation of possible signals related to RF-
heating.

9.4.3 Thermal effects

While an RF current flows through the stripline, heat is absorbed by the YIG layer
causing the YIG temperature to rise. Together with Eddy currents that are induced
in the Py devices, which can result in Joule heating, this power absorption leads to
local heating. Besides heating at the non-resonance conditions, especially at mag-
netic resonance additional heat will be dissipated into the YIG due to the continuous
damping of the YIG magnetization precession [30]. The generation of temperature-
gradients caused by local heating gives rise to thermoelectric effects such as the
Seebeck effect (caused by the difference in Seebeck coefficient of Au and Py), the
spin-dependent-Seebeck effect (SdSE) (due to the spin dependency of the Seebeck
coefficient in Py, resulting in thermal spin injection at the Au|Py interface), and the
spin-Seebeck effect (SSE) (spin pumping caused by thermally excited magnons in
the YIG, leading to spin accumulation at the YIG|Au interface).

In order to probe the RF induced heating, NiCu|Pt thermocouples were placed
near the stripline as is shown in Fig. 9.7(a). In this way, the temperature of the
substrate can locally be measured by making use of the Seebeck effect. From the
measured thermo-voltage signals the increase in temperature at the NiCu|Pt junc-
tion with respect to the reference temperature of the contact pads can be obtained
using ∆V = −(SPt − SNiCu)∆T , where SPt = −5 µV/K and SNiCu = −32 µV/K are
the Seebeck coefficient of Pt and NiCu, respectively [30]. Besides a constant back-
ground voltage signal, indicating heating when the YIG magnetization is not in res-
onance, clear peaks are observed at the YIG resonance conditions, as is presented in
Fig. 9.7(b) for an applied RF frequency of 7 GHz. The magnitude of the peaks at
resonance is in the order of 40 nV (F = 1 GHz, P = 10 mW, distance from microstrip
195 µm) up to 0.6 µV (F = 10 GHz, P = 10 mW, distance from microstrip 50 µm);
Higher signals were measured for higher frequencies and for devices closer to the
RF line.

Fig. 9.7(c) shows the extracted peak-height of the measurements for the ther-
mocouple most close to the microstrip (50 µm), and the corresponding temperature
increase is added on the right vertical axis. Additionally, Fig. 9.7(d) gives the evolu-
tion of the background voltage as a function of applied RF frequency. A maximum
temperature increase at resonance conditions of 22 mK is observed in this thermo-
couple. Interestingly, all measurements show different behavior at the YIG resonance
conditions for positive and negative applied magnetic fields; Consistently, the peak
at negative applied magnetic fields is larger than the one for positive fields, increas-
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ing to a factor 2 in magnitude at F = 10 GHz.

These observations are in agreement with the difference in peak-height between
positive and negative applied magnetic fields as observed for the Py-devices in area
2, which are placed on the same side of the stripline as the thermocouples. Also
here the existence of nonreciprocal magnetostatic surface spin-waves (MSSW) might
explain the observed behavior, as they will influence the heating and lead to unidi-
rectional heating of the substrate, as observed by An et al. [31], who used a measure-
ment configuration very similar to the one we describe in this paper.

The thermocouple measurements show non-negligible heating of the YIG sur-
face, and therefore thermal effects are likely to play a role in the observed voltage
generation in the YIG|Au|Py devices. To obtain the quantitative contribution of
the Seebeck effect, SdSE, and SSE in the studied device geometry, it is needed to
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Figure 9.7: (a) Microscope image of the thermo-couples placed near the microstripline. Below
all contact-leads a 70-nm-thick Al2O3 layer is present (visible as the dark areas), to avoid
spurious signals generated in these leads. Only the Au pad in the center of each thermo-
couple is in direct contact to the YIG substrate. Each Au pad is contacted with a 40-nm-thick Pt
lead on the left side and a 40-nm-thick NiCu lead on the right side. (b) Detected voltage from
the thermocouple most close to the stripline for F = 7 GHz and P = 10 mW. (c) Frequency
dependence of the detected peaks for positive and negative applied magnetic fields. The right
axis shows the corresponding temperature change ∆T = ∆V/(SPt−SNiCu). (d) Dependence of
the thermo-couple background voltage on applied frequency. (c) and (d) are both for P = 10

mW and for the thermo-couple most close to the stripline.
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model the YIG|Au|Py device, including its thermal properties. However, from the
observed dependence on applied RF frequency of the thermocouple signals, even
without knowing the expected quantitative contribution of the thermal effects, it can
be concluded that these effects cannot explain the large signals in the YIG|Au|Py de-
vices of area 1. As observed for spin pumping, the thermocouple signals saturate
at higher RF frequencies, whereas the series of permalloy devices in area 1 shows
a continuously increasing signal. This indicates that additional effects are present,
which scale linearly with frequency, such as for example inductive coupling, where
the RF current in the microstrip induces a current in the Py, causing Joule heating.

9.4.4 Finite element simulation of the SdSE and SSE

To determine the contribution of the SdSE (at the Au|Py interface) and the SSE (at
the YIG|Au interface) we performed a three-dimensional finite element (3D-FEM)
simulation of our devices [27] where the charge- ( ~J) and heat- ( ~Q) current densities
are related to the corresponding voltage- (V ) and temperature- (T ) gradients using
a 3D thermoelectric model. Details of this modeling can be found in Refs. [27, 29,
32–34]. The input material parameters, such as the electrical conductivity, thermal
conductivity, Seebeck coefficients and Peltier coefficient are adopted from Table I of
Refs. [32, 33].

Spin-dependent-Seebeck effect

In the SdSE, the heat current flowing across the Au|Py interface causes the injection
of spins which are anti-aligned to the magnetization of the Py layer. In our modeling,
we use the temperature values measured by the NiCu|Pt thermocouples, shown in
Fig. 9.7(c), as a Dirichlet boundary condition in the 3D-FEM.

Specifically, for a given microwave power and frequency, by fixing the tempera-
ture of the Au|YIG interface to the measured values and anchoring the leads (Ti|Au
contacts) to the reference temperature, we can calculate the resulting temperature
gradient ∇TF in the Py and hence the SdSE voltage. From this model, for a sin-
gle Au|Py interface, a total spin-coupled voltage drop of approximately −1 nV is
obtained, which corresponds to −96 nV for the series of Py devices in area 1.

We can also compare this result with one obtained from a simple one-dimensional
spin-diffusion model using the following equation [35]

∆Vs = −2λsSS∇TPyPσRm, (9.4)

where λs = 5 nm is the spin-diffusion length, SS = −5 µV/K is the spin-dependent
Seebeck coefficient, Pσ = 0.3 is the bulk spin-polarization, ∇TPy = 105 K/m is the
temperature gradient in the Py, obtained from a simple 1D heat diffusion model
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across the interfaces, and Rm is a resistance mismatch term which is a value close to
unity for such metallic interfaces considered here. The estimated signal from this 1D-
model is a factor two larger than that obtained from the 3D-FEM. Note that, in both
modeling schemes, the distance dependence from the strip-line has not been taken
into account, which would lead to an even lower signal. Therefore, we conclude that
the SdSE does not contribute significantly to the measured signal.

Spin-Seebeck effect

To estimate the maximum contribution of the SSE, caused by spin pumping due
to thermal magnons, we need to obtain the temperature difference between the
magnons and electrons ∆Tme at the YIG|Au interface. We again use the 3D-FEM,
but this time, extended to include the coupled heat transport by phonons, electrons
and magnons with the corresponding heat exchange lengths between each subsys-
tem. The detailed description of this model, which was used earlier to describe the
interfacial spin-heat exchange at a Pt|YIG interface, can be found in Ref. [33] along
with the used modeling parameters.

In our model, we set the bottom of the GGG substrate to the surrounding (phonon)
temperature T0, the Au|Py interface at the equilibrium temperatures of both elec-
trons and phonons, i.e., Te = Tph = T0+20 mK while using a magnon heat conductiv-
ity κm = 0.01 Wm−1K−1 and phonon-magnon heat exchange length λm-ph = 1 nm.
From our 3D-FEM model, we find an interface temperature difference of ∆Tme = 25

µK between the magnon and electron subsystems. While ∆Tme at the YIG|Au inter-
face seem a rather small value, the comparison with earlier reports indicate equiva-
lence between the ratio of ∆Tme to the temperature increase of the YIG ∆Tph.

In the SSE, the spin-current density Js pumped across the YIG|Au interface can be
obtained using Js = LS∆Tme, where LS = Grγ~kB/2πMsVa = 7.24× 109 Am−2K−1

[33] is the interface spin Seebeck coefficient [11] where Gr, Ms, and Va are the real
part of the spin-mixing conductance per unit area, the YIG saturation magnetization,
and the magnetic coherence volume ( 3

√
Va = 1.3 nm [25]), respectively. Because

the thickness t of the Au is much smaller than the spin diffusion length λ in Au,
we can assume a homogeneous spin accumulation ∆µ = Jstρ. The voltage drop
at the Au|Py interface is thus ∆VSSE = Pσ∆µ/2, which gives the maximum SSE
voltage VSSE detected by the Py. Using ∆Tme = 25 µK, we obtain VSSE = 54 pV for a
single Py device and a total of 5 nV for 96 Py serially connected devices. From this
discussion we conclude that the combined voltage contributions from the SSE and
the SdSE cannot explain the observed enhancement at higher frequencies, suggesting
that there are additional effects that need to be considered here.
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9.4.5 Discussion

Besides the measured signals at YIG resonance, a few other present features need
attention. First, at low applied frequency and magnetic field, the voltages generated
by the Py-devices in series in area 1 show resonance behavior, as is clearly visible
in Fig. 9.2(e). These resonating signals decrease and finally disappear for higher
frequencies. In area 2 also some small resonances are observed [see Fig. 9.2(f)],
but these resonances are far less prominent. The origin of the resonances might be
related to the fact that this system, like the YIG|Pt system, is not only sensitive to the
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) mode, but to any spin-wave mode. This means that
additional signals can appear when multiple spin-wave modes exist, which might
be more strongly present at lower frequencies, and for some reason more sensitively
detected by the narrow strips of Py-devices in series in area 1 as compared to the
wider Py-devices and the YIG|Pt system. Furthermore, for the lower frequencies the
YIG resonance conditions are very similar to those of the Py layer, which could lead
to coupling between those states, resulting in a broader range of possible resonance
magnetic fields for a certain applied frequency.

A second feature that needs attention is the background signal for the YIG|Au|Py
devices. The magnitude of the background signal increases with the applied RF
power, similar in magnitude as the resonance-peaks, only having opposite sign.
From the evolution of the background heating, as depicted in Fig. 9.7(d), it is ob-
served that the background heating decreases by increasing the RF frequency. There-
fore it is not possible to directly attribute the measured background signals of the
YIG|Au|Py devices to heating of the substrate, and the origin of these signals is still
unclear.

Third are the peaks observed at Py resonance conditions. As a control experi-
ment the same sequence of YIG|Au|Py devices was fabricated on a Si|SiO2 substrate,
including the waveguide and stripline. In these samples no resonance peaks were
present, neither at the YIG resonance conditions nor at the Py resonance conditions.
This experiment proves the need of the YIG substrate in order to detect Py resonance.

A possible explanation of the origin of the detected peaks is as follows: By hav-
ing the Py magnetization in resonance, a pure spin-current is pumped into the ad-
jacent layers. The polarization of this spin-current consists of both an ac- and a dc-
component. The spin-current pumped into the upper contact will relax and does not
give rise to any signal. The spin-current pumped into the thin Au layer below the
Py strip will not relax before arriving at the YIG|Au interface. At this interface the
component of the spin angular momentum perpendicular to the YIG-magnetization
(here the ac-component of the pumped spins) will be absorbed and the parallel com-
ponent (the dc-component of the pumped spins) will be reflected (as is the case for
the spin-Hall magnetoresistance). This interaction with the YIG|Au interface results
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Figure 9.8: (a) Theoretically expected resonance peaks, when individual switching of the YIG
and Py layers is obtained. The insets show the magnetization orientation of the YIG and Py
layers for each resonance peak. (b) Measurement result for a batch of samples having smaller
Py-strips (0.3 × 6 µm2) as compared to the afore described devices, in order to observe the
anti-parallel state of the YIG and Py magnetization directions. The trace and retrace of the
measurement are marked by the black and red data, respectively.

in only the dc-component of the initially pumped spin-current being reflected. The
reflected spins will diffuse back to the Py strip, where they accumulate, as their po-
larization direction is changed as compared to the spins being pumped. This spin-
accumulation results in a build-up potential, which is measured. In the case YIG is
replaced by SiO2 this mechanism does not work, as the absorption and reflection of
spins at the SiO2|Au interface is not spin-dependent.

Finally, to prove the obtained signals are caused by spin pumping, and detected
by the diffusion of the generated spin accumulation to the Py layers, as in typical
non-local spin-valve devices, the observed peaks should change sign when the mag-
netization directions of the YIG and Py are placed anti-parallel, as is shown in Fig.
9.8(a). In the experiments, this situation turned out to be hard to accomplish, as the
switching fields of both YIG and Py are relatively low: for YIG smaller than 1 mT,
and for the 20-nm-thick Py strips on YIG a maximum switching field of 10 mT was
obtained for Py dimensions of 0.3 × 6 µm2. So when sweeping the magnetic field,
only fields between 1 and 10 mT will result in anti-parallel alignment of the magnetic
layers. Besides this field window being rather narrow, the resonance peaks in this
regime are no clear single peaks [see Fig. 9.2(e)]. Nevetheless, one batch of samples
was fabricated where the Py dimensions were set to 0.3 × 6 µm2, and one resulting
measurement is shown in Fig. 9.8(b). While sweeping the magnetic field from neg-
ative to positive values (black line), the resonance peak clearly changes sign. How-
ever, for the reverse field sweep (red line) the expected switching of the peak is not
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observed: There is a narrow positive peak, but less than halfway the expected peak-
width, it reverses sign. From this measurement it is not possible to unambiguously
state the presence of the sign reversal for the anti-parallel state. To do so, a device
is needed having a switching field of the second magnetic layer in the order of 100
mT or higher (possibly accomplished by replacing Py for cobalt, which has a larger
coercive field), such that the anti-parallel magnetization state can also be obtained
for slightly higher magnetic fields.

9.5 Summary

In summary, we have observed the generation of voltage signals in YIG|Au|Py de-
vices placed in series, caused by YIG magnetization resonance. Furthermore, the
resonance of the magnetic Py layers, caused by direct excitation of the magnetiza-
tion, or indirect dynamic coupling, is detected. By modeling our device structure,
we find that the signals of the wider Py structures (area 2) can very well be repro-
duced by the calculated spin pumping signals. For the narrow structures (area 1)
additional signals are detected. The origin of these additionally observed signals
and some other features, such as the dependence of the resonance peaks on applied
RF frequency, the resonating peaks at low applied frequencies, and the increasing
background voltage as a function of RF frequency, remain to be explained.

Spin-dependent thermal effect are also quantified; The heating caused by the ap-
plied RF current was studied by placing thermocouples in close proximity to the
stripline. Due to the temperature increase at the surface of the YIG substrate, espe-
cially at YIG resonance conditions, contributions of thermal effects to the generated
voltage in the YIG|Au|Py devices cannot be excluded. Nevertheless, from finite ele-
ment simulations we find that the contribution of the SdSE and SSE are rather small
and cannot explain the observed features. Additionally, the thermocouples showed
that the heating of the substrate is dependent on the applied field direction, indicat-
ing the possible presence of nonreciprocal magnetostatic surface spin-wave modes.

Concluding, we have shown the possibility to electrically detect magnetization
resonance from an electrical insulating material by a spin-valve-like structure, with-
out making use of the ISHE. For the presented work, 96 and 62 Au|Py devices were
placed in series to increase the magnitude of the generated signal. By comparing
the obtained data with signals from a reference Pt strip and using a finite element
model of the devices, we find that part of the detected signals can be ascribed to
spin-current generation by spin pumping (for the 62 devices in area 2 an agreement
between measurements and calculated signals within 20% is found), however, espe-
cially for the 96 devices in area 1, additional signals are present, of which the origin
remains to be explained. Once a better understanding of the origin of the full signals
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is obtained, the device geometry and injection efficiency can be improved, such that
the number of needed devices can be decreased, which opens up possibilities for
new types of spintronic devices, where magnetic insulators can be integrated.
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Appendix A

Overview of thermo-electric and magnetic
effects

Many different interactions of electric/magnetic fields and temperature gradients
with electrons are known. Well known effects caused by these interactions are for
example the Hall effect, the Seebeck effect and the Peltier effect. Analogous effects
have been observed in the field of spintronics, where the spin transport is shown
to be influenced by electric/magnetic fields and temperature gradients, leading to
effects such as the spin-Hall effect, spin-Seebeck effect and spin-Peltier effect.

As there are many effects, sometimes having similar names but different origin,
or similar origin but different outcomes, this section gives an overview of some of
them to help the reader find its way in the jungle of thermo-electric/magnetic effects.
Note that it is impossible to list all known thermo-electric/magnetic effects; only a
selection of them is given. Most of the listed effects are chosen as they are somehow
related to the work presented in this thesis. Nevertheless, they are generally present
in many different systems in different fields of physics, making it worth to be aware
of their existence.

Of all listed effects, a short description is given as well as an equation directly
showing the dependency on the parameters of interest. Finally a schematic of each
effect is shown. In these figures, the red marked vector shows the result of the
described effect1, in the presence of the black and blue marked vector(s); the blue
marked vector defines the driving force of the effect. For some effects to be present
the material itself needs to be magnetic, in the schematic of these effects the material
is gray-colored. Temperature gradients are visualized by a gradient in color from red
(=hot) to white (=cold), in addition to any drawn vector. Furthermore, in the shown
figures the drawn vector for the spin-current Js points towards the spin-current di-
rection, whereby the spin-polarization direction is chosen to be always (anti-)parallel
to the ẑ-axis (which points upwards).

1The sign of the resulting vector, as drawn in the figures in red, is arbitrarily chosen, as it depends
on specific material parameters such as, for example, the type of charge carrier and the spin-Hall angle.
For the Lorentz force related effects, the direction of deflection of a charge q with a velocity ~v is given by
q(~v × ~B)
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Name Description Equation Schematic

Hall effect Generation of a potential dif-
ference (voltage) due to the
combination of an applied
magnetic field perpendicu-
lar to a charge-current, lead-
ing to a Lorentz force on the
electrons.

~E ∝ ~B × ~Je

E

Je

B

Anomalous
Hall effect
(AHE)

Hall effect due to mag-
netization in the material.
No external magnetic field
needed.

~E ∝ ~M × ~Je

 E

Je

M

Anisotropic
magneto-
resistance
(AMR)

A change in longitudinal re-
sistance of a magnetic ma-
terial, dependent on the an-
gle α between the applied
charge-current and the in-
plane magnetization direc-
tion. The change in resis-
tance is caused by spin-orbit
interactions in the magnetic
material.

~E ∝ ( ~M · ~Je) ~M
Ex ∝ cos2 α

 Ex

αα
M

Jeα

Planar Hall
effect (PHE)

Analogous to AMR; the PHE
is defined as the transverse
resistance change, which is
dependent on the angle α

between the applied charge-
current and the in-plane
magnetization direction.
Therefore the PHE could
also be named as transverse
AMR.

~E ∝ ( ~M · ~Je) ~M
Ey ∝ cosα sinα

αα
M

Jeα

Ey
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Name Description Equation Schematic

Spin-Hall
effect (SHE)

By spin-orbit interactions, a
charge-current sent through
a material induces a trans-
verse pure spin-current.
No external magnetic field
needed.

~Js ∝ ~σ × ~Je

Js

Je

Inverse
spin-Hall
effect (ISHE)

Reciprocal effect of the SHE.
Here a pure spin-current re-
sults in a transverse charge-
current.

~Je ∝ ~σ × ~Js

Je

Js

Thermal Hall
effect (Righi-
LeDuc effect)

Thermal analogue of the
Hall effect. A tempera-
ture gradient in combination
with a perpendicular mag-
netic field gives rise to a per-
pendicular heat flow caused
by the Lorentz force.

~JQ ∝ ~B × ~∇T

 ∇T

JQ

B

Seebeck effect The conversion of a temper-
ature gradient into an elec-
trical voltage, by electrons
moving from the hot side to
the cold side of the material.

~E ∝ ~∇T

 ∇T

E
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Name Description Equation Schematic

Spin-
(dependent-)
Seebeck effect
(SSE)

Analogous to the Seebeck ef-
fect: The generation of a
spin-current (SdSE) or spin
waves (SSE) by the presence
of a temperature gradient in
a magnetic material. The
SdSE is caused by the spin-
dependency of the Seebeck
coefficient in a magnetic ma-
terial.

~Js ∝ ~∇T

 ∇T

Js

Peltier effect Heating or cooling of a
junction of two dissimilar
materials (Π1 6= Π2) when
a charge-current is sent
through. Reversing the
current direction changes
from heating to cooling.

~JQ ∝ ~Je

Je

Π1 Π2 

JQ1≠JQ2

Spin-
(dependent-)
Peltier effect
(SPE)

As the Peltier effect, only
with a pure spin-current.
The junction needs to in-
clude a magnetic material
at one side, as the heat-
conductivity of a magnetic
material is spin-dependent,
resulting in an accumulation
or expulsion of heat at the in-
terface.

~JQ ∝ ~Js

Js

JQ1≠JQ2

Nernst effect An electric field induced in
a conductive material by a
temperature gradient and
a perpendicular magnetic
field. Caused by the Lorentz
force.

~E ∝ ~∇T × ~B

 ∇T

E

B
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Name Description Equation Schematic

Anomalous
Nernst effect
(ANE)

Nernst effect caused by the
magnetization in the mate-
rial itself. No external mag-
netic field needed.

~E ∝ ~∇T × ~M

 ∇T

E

M

Spin-Nernst
effect (SNE)

Similar to the spin-Hall
effect, where the charge-
current is replaced by a
temperature gradient, which
results in the generation
of a pure spin-current.
Also caused by spin-orbit
interactions.

~Js ∝ ~∇T × ~σ

Js

 ∇T

Ettingshausen
effect

Inverse of the Nernst ef-
fect. A temperature gra-
dient induced by an ap-
plied charge-current in the
presence of a perpendicular
magnetic field, caused by the
Lorentz force.

~∇T ∝ ~B × ~Je

Je

 ∇T

B

Thomson
effect

Generation of extra heating
(or cooling) of a material
by sending a charge-current
through it when a temper-
ature gradient is present.
Caused by the temperature
dependence of the Seebeck
coefficient. Here, q̇ is the
heat production rate per unit
volume.

q̇ ∝ ~Je · ~∇T

 ∇T
Je

q

.





Summary

Although the existence of electricity has been known since early civilization, only in
the past century major developments have been made leading towards the nowa-
days indispensable electronic equipment; we cannot imagine a life without electron-
ics. The rapid development that electronic components would go through was en-
visioned by Gordon E. Moore, who, already in 1965, predicted that the number of
components on a chip would double every two years. This statement became fa-
mous as Moore’s law and turned out to be realistic enough to be followed for a few
decades. Nevertheless, it is not possible to keep on increasing the number of com-
ponents on a chip much longer, as we are approaching fundamental limits of further
downscaling. To continue the developments and improvement of electronic devices
in future, we have to develop new technologies, for which we need to explore new
physics phenomena; we have to go ‘beyond Moore’.

The work presented in this thesis is part of this search for new physical phe-
nomena to be used for future electronics and devices. It describes experimental
work done in the research-field called spintronics, abbreviated from spin-based elec-
tronics. In this research-field, the storage, transport and manipulation of informa-
tion carried by the spin degree of freedom of electrons is investigated in solid-state
nanostructures. Next to a negative charge, an electron also carries intrinsic angular
momentum, called its spin. The spin degree of freedom is a quantum-mechanical
property of electrons. The combination of charge and spin, makes that each electron
can be visualized as a tiny magnet, having a north-pole and south-pole.

The main challenges in the field of spintronics are to generate spin-currents, to
retain the information carried along with it, and to recollect this spin-information.
The complexity of working with information carried by the spin of electrons is that
electron-spins can relax by interactions with the environment, losing their initial
state over length scales typically in the order of hundreds of nanometers. This type
of loss of information does not appear in conventional charge-based electronics, as
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the electron charge is a conserved quantity.
Currently, different methods to generate and detect spin-currents are being stud-

ied. A widely used method is to use spin-valve devices, which in general consist of
two conducting magnetic layers, separated by a non-magnetic material. In these de-
vices, spin-currents are generated and detected by sending a charge-current through
the magnetic layers. This results in the generation of a spin-polarized current, be-
cause the electrical conductivity of magnetic materials is dependent on the spin ori-
entation of the electron.

For the experiments described in this thesis, two alternative methods are used for
the generation and detection of spin-currents. One is the generation of a pure spin-
current from a charge current by the spin-Hall effect (SHE). This effect states that a
moving electron will be deflected from its initial trajectory by the presence of spin-
orbit interactions (interactions of the spin of a particle and its motion). The direction
of deflection is dependent on the polarization of the electron-spin, and is opposite
for spin-up and spin-down electrons. As a result of the SHE, an charge-current will
generate a pure spin-current in the direction transverse to the charge-current. The
magnitude of the spin-orbit interactions, and thus the resulting spin-current, is ma-
terial dependent. Materials which are reported to have relatively high spin-orbit
interactions are for example platinum (Pt) and tantalum (Ta), in which the gener-
ated spin-current density can be up to a few percent of the injected charge-current
density. The inverse spin-Hall effect (ISHE) also exists, and describes the opposite
effect, where a pure spin-current generates a transverse charge-current. This effect is
especially useful for electrical detection of pure spin-currents.

The second method used for spin-current generation is by spin pumping. The
spin-current source for spin pumping is a magnetic material of which the magneti-
zation is brought into resonance. By placing a conducting material adjacent to it, the
magnetic resonance will be damped by losing energy to this material in the form of
injection of a pure spin-current. An easy way to detect the spin-current generated
by spin pumping is by making use of the aforementioned ISHE. Hereby a high spin-
orbit coupling material such as Pt is placed on the magnetic material. In this material
the injected spin-current will result in a charge-current, which makes it possible to
electrically detect the spin-current generation caused by spin pumping.

The magnetic material studied in this thesis is yttrium iron garnet (YIG). This ma-
terial is ferrimagnetic and electrically insulating at room temperature. Furthermore,
the magnetization has an easy-plane anisotropy with a very low coercive field. This
means that the magnetization of the YIG is easily aligned in any direction in the
plane of the material, by only applying a very small magnetic field of less than 0.1
mT. In order to explain the experimentally observed features described in this the-
sis, it is sufficient to use the macro-spin approach to describe the YIG magnetization
direction, where the whole material is described by a single domain having one spin
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direction.
By making use of a YIG|Pt bilayer system, several experiments related to the

generation and detection of spin-currents are performed. First, this system is very
suitable for spin pumping experiments, where the YIG magnetization is brought into
resonance by applying an external radio-frequency (RF) magnetic field. Once in res-
onance, a pure spin-current is injected into the adjacent Pt layer, which is electrically
detected via the ISHE. The efficiency of this spin-current injection is dependent on
many parameters, of which this thesis shows results of its dependency on applied RF
frequency and power [Chapter 4], and Pt layer thickness [Chapter 5]. It was found
that the optimal Pt layer thickness for the ISHE is in the order of a few nanometers,
being close to the spin-relaxation length in Pt of 1 to 3 nm.

A second experiment performed using the YIG|Pt bilayer system is the detection
of the spin-Hall magnetoresistance (SMR) [Chapters 6 and 7]. The SMR involves
both the SHE and the ISHE, and describes a change in resistance of a conducting
layer (here the Pt layer) as a function of the magnetization direction of the under-
lying magnetic material (YIG). This effect is detected by measuring the voltage po-
tential along (or transverse to) a Pt strip, while sending a charge current through it,
and simultaneously varying the magnetization direction of the YIG, by applying an
external magnetic field. In particular, the SMR provides the possibility to electrically
detect the magnetization direction of an electrical insulating material, without the
need to send a charge-current through the material itself. Furthermore, by the exper-
imental results on SMR, system properties of the YIG|Pt bilayer can be determined,
such as the spin-mixing conductance (defining the interaction between conduction
electrons in the Pt layer and magnetic moments in the YIG), the Pt spin-Hall angle
(gives the strength of the SHE and ISHE) and the Pt spin-relaxation length (length
scale over which a spin-current exponentially decays).

The third, and last, described experiment related to the YIG|Pt bilayer system
shows the presence of another phenomenon, called the spin-Seebeck effect (SSE)
[Chapter 8]. This effect is caused by the presences of a temperature gradient over
the YIG|Pt stack, which results in the generation of thermal magnons (thermal reso-
nances of the magnetization) in the YIG layer. These thermal magnons result in an
effect similar to spin pumping, where they lose their energy by generation of a pure
spin-current sent into the adjacent Pt layer, detectable via the ISHE. The creation of
a temperature gradient over the YIG|Pt stack is easily achieved by sending a charge
current through the Pt layer, causing Joule heating. Interestingly, this charge current
will also generate a signal due to the SMR. By making use of a special measurement
technique called lock-in detection, it is possible to fully separate the SMR and SSE
signals in a single measurement, because SMR scales linear with current and SSE
scales quadratically. By separating the SMR and SSE signals, additional effects can
be easily recognized. It was found that also Oersted fields (magnetic fields generated
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by the applied charge-current) can influence the magnetization direction of the YIG
and therefore give rise to additional SMR signals. We named this ‘dynamic SMR’.

In the last chapter of this thesis [Chapter 9] an alternative method for the de-
tection of YIG magnetic resonance is shown, where the detection mechanism is not
based on the ISHE, as is the case for all above described experiments. Here, the Pt
layer is replaced by a gold|permalloy (Au|Py) stack, creating a spin-valve-like de-
vice: The spin-current is injected from the magnetic YIG into the Au, resulting a
potential build up at the Au|Py interface, which can be electrically detected. Despite
the complexity of the observed signals from these type of devices, and the remaining
open questions regarding the origin of some observed features, the YIG magnetic
resonance was clearly detected. These results prove the possibility to detect mag-
netic resonance without making use of the ISHE, which opens up new possibilities
for integration of insulating materials such as YIG into electronic circuits.

The described experiments increase the understanding of several physical phe-
nomena related to the generation and detection of spin-currents in magnetic insula-
tor systems, like the spin pumping and the (I)SHE. Additionally, these investigations
lead to new physical phenomena such as the SMR, but also to new insights regard-
ing the presence of the SSE in the studied insulator|metal systems. Ongoing research
showed first insight into the possibility of also transporting electrical information
through such a magnetic insulating system. The combination of these results and
the improved understanding of the involved physics leads to new possibilities and
ideas for follow-up experiments and devices. Eventually these experiments may
help us to go ‘beyond Moore’, by leading us to the development of a new gener-
ation electronic devices, where electrically insulating magnetic materials are being
integrated for efficient data-transport and storage.

These developments are part of the continuing quest for new solutions to the in-
creasing demand of fast, cheap and energy-efficient electronic equipment. Working
on this quest, we can count the achievements of the past and take the following state-
ment, by G. E. Moore in 2015, as a stimulant for the future: “Whatever has been done,
can be outdone!”.



Samenvatting

Hoewel het bestaan van elektriciteit al bekend is sinds het begin van de bescha-
ving, zijn pas in de afgelopen eeuw de meest belangrijke ontwikkelingen gedaan,
welke hebben geleid tot alle tegenwoordig onmisbare elektronische apparatuur: We
kunnen ons een leven zonder elektronica niet meer voorstellen. De snelle ontwikke-
ling die elektronische componenten door zouden maken werd al in 1965 voorzien
door Gordon E. Moore. Hij voorspelde dat het aantal componenten op een chip elke
twee jaar zou verdubbelen. Deze voorspelling werd bekend als ‘de wet van Moore’
en bleek realistisch genoeg om een paar decennia in stand te blijven. Toch is het
niet mogelijk om het aantal componenten op een chip nog veel meer te laten toene-
men, omdat we fundamentele limieten van verdere verkleining van de componen-
ten naderen. Om in de toekomst de ontwikkelingen en verdere verbeteringen van
elektronische apparaten voort te kunnen zetten, moeten er nieuwe technologieën
ontwikkeld worden. Hiervoor is het noodzakelijk om nieuwe natuurkundige ver-
schijnselen te ontdekken en hun mogelijke toepassing te onderzoeken. We moeten
kijken naar de mogelijkheden die bestaan na de wet van Moore; we kijken ‘beyond
Moore’.

Het werk dat beschreven wordt in dit proefschrift is een onderdeel van deze
zoektocht naar nieuwe natuurkundige verschijnselen voor toekomstige toepassingen
in elektronische componenten. Het beschreven werk omvat experimenten in het
onderzoeksveld dat spintronica genoemd wordt. Spintronica is een afkorting van
‘spin-gebaseerde elektronica’. In dit onderzoeksveld wordt onderzocht hoe de vrij-
heidsgraad ‘spin’ van elektronen gebruikt kan worden voor de opslag, het transport,
en de manipulatie van informatie in vaste-stof nanostructuren. De spin is een eigen-
schap van elektronen, net zoals elk elektron een negatieve lading heeft. De spin is
een kwantum-mechanische eigenschap en beschrijft het intrinsieke impulsmoment
dat gedragen wordt door alle elektronen. De combinatie van lading en spin zorgt er-
voor dat ieder elektron gevisualiseerd kan worden als een kleine magneet, met een
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noordpool en een zuidpool.
De grootste uitdagingen op het gebied van spintronica zijn het genereren van

spin-stromen, deze te behouden en de informatie die deze stromen met zich mee-
dragen later weer te kunnen uitlezen. De complexiteit van het werken met infor-
matie die door de spin van elektronen gedragen wordt, is dat elektron-spins hun oor-
spronkelijke staat kunnen verliezen door interacties met hun omgeving. Dit gebeurt
in de meeste gevallen op lengteschalen maximaal in de orde van enkele honderden
nanometers. Dit type van informatieverlies heb je niet in conventionele elektronica,
die gebaseerd is op de lading van elektronen, omdat de lading van elektronen een
behouden grootheid is.

Op dit moment worden verschillende methoden voor het genereren en detecteren
van spin-stromen bestudeerd. Een voorbeeld hiervan is een spin-valve structuur,
die over het algemeen bestaat uit twee geleidende magnetische lagen, gescheiden
door een niet-magnetisch materiaal. In dit soort structuren worden spin-stromen
gegenereerd en gedetecteerd door een ladingstroom door de magnetische lagen te
sturen. Dit resulteert in het opwekken van een spin-gepolariseerde stroom, door-
dat de elektrische geleidbaarheid van magnetische materialen afhankelijk is van de
oriëntatie van de spin van het elektron.

De experimenten in dit proefschrift maken gebruik van twee alternatieve meth-
oden voor het opwekken en detecteren van spin-stromen. Een daarvan is het gener-
eren van een zuivere spinstroom vanuit een ladingstroom door gebruik te maken
van het spin-Hall effect (SHE). Dit effect beschrijft dat bewegende elektronen wor-
den afgebogen uit hun oorspronkelijke bewegingsrichting door de aanwezigheid
van spin-baan interacties (wisselwerkingen van de spin van een deeltje en zijn be-
weging). De richting van afbuiging is afhankelijk van de polarisatie van de elektron-
spins en is tegengesteld voor tegengestelde spin-richting. Door het SHE wordt een
zuivere spinstroom gegenereerd loodrecht op de richting van de aangelegde lading-
stroom. De grootte van de spin-baan interactie, en dus de resulterende spinstroom,
is afhankelijk van het gekozen materiaal. Materialen die naar verluidt relatief hoge
spin-baan interacties hebben zijn bijvoorbeeld platina (Pt) en tantaal (Ta). De ge-
genereerde spinstroom-dichtheid in deze materialen kan oplopen tot een paar pro-
cent van de geı̈njecteerde ladingstroomdichtheid. Het omgekeerde spin-Hall effect
(ISHE) bestaat ook, dit effect beschrijft de opwekking van een ladingstroom lood-
recht op een aanwezige spinstroom. Dit effect is handig om pure spin-stromen elek-
trisch te kunnen detecteren.

De tweede gebruikte methode om spin-stromen te genereren is door het pom-
pen van spins. De spinstroombron hiervoor is een magnetisch materiaal waarvan de
magnetisatie in resonantie wordt gebracht. Een geleidend materiaal, geplaatst direct
tegen het magnetische materiaal, zorgt ervoor dat de resonantie van de magnetisatie
wordt gedempt. Dit verlies van energie is in de vorm van injectie van een zuivere
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spinstroom in het aanliggende geleidende materiaal. Een gemakkelijke manier om
deze gegenereerde spinstroom door het pompen van spins te detecteren is door ge-
bruik te maken van het hiervoor genoemde ISHE. Hiervoor wordt een materiaal met
een hoge spin-baan koppeling, zoals Pt, geplaatst op het magnetische materiaal. In
dit materiaal zal de geı̈njecteerde spinstroom resulteren in een ladingstroom, die het
mogelijk maakt om de gepompte spinstroom te detecteren als een elektrische stroom.

Het magnetische materiaal dat in dit proefschrift bestudeerd wordt is yttrium
ijzer granaat (YIG). Dit materiaal is ferrimagnetisch en elektrisch isolerend bij kamer-
temperatuur. Bovendien heeft de magnetisatie een zeer lage anisotropie in het vlak
van het materiaal. Dit betekent dat de magnetisatie van het YIG gemakkelijk uit-
gelijnd kan worden in elke willekeurige richting in het vlak van het materiaal, door
slechts een klein magnetisch veld aan te brengen, in dit geval minder dan 0,1 mT.
Om de experimentele resultaten die beschreven staan in dit proefschrift uit te kun-
nen leggen volstaat de macro-spin aanpak, om de magnetisatie-richting van het YIG
beschrijven. Hierbij wordt het gehele materiaal beschreven door een enkel domein
met één spin-richting.

Door gebruik te maken van een twee-lagen systeem bestaande uit YIG en Pt, zijn
verschillende experimenten uitgevoerd met betrekking tot de productie en detectie
van spin-stromen. Het eerste experiment dat beschreven wordt in dit proefschrift is
het pompen van spins, waarvoor het YIG|Pt systeem zeer geschikt is bevonden. In
deze experimenten wordt de YIG magnetisatie in resonantie gebracht door gebruik
te maken van een extern radio-frequent (RF) magnetisch veld. Eenmaal in resonan-
tie wordt er een zuivere spinstroom geı̈njecteerd in de aangrenzende Pt laag, die
omgezet wordt in een ladingstroom via het ISHE. De efficiëntie van deze spinstroom
injectie is afhankelijk van vele parameters. Dit proefschrift beschrijft experimentele
bevindingen van haar afhankelijkheid op de toegepaste RF frequentie en het vermo-
gen van de gebruikte RF stroom [Hoofdstuk 4], en de Pt laagdikte [Hoofdstuk 5]. De
resultaten laten zien dat de optimale Pt dikte voor het ISHE in de orde van enkele
nanometers is, wat dichtbij de spin-relaxatie lengte van 1 tot 3 nm in Pt ligt.

Een tweede experiment uitgevoerd met behulp van het YIG|Pt systeem is de
detectie van de spin-Hall magnetoweerstand (SMR) [Hoofdstukken 6 en 7]. SMR
ontstaat door de aanwezigheid van zowel het SHE als het ISHE. Het beschrijft een
verandering in de weerstand van de geleidende laag (hier de Pt-laag) als functie van
de magnetisatie-richting van het onderliggende magnetische materiaal (hier YIG).
SMR wordt gedetecteerd door het meten van de potentiaal over (of dwars op) een Pt
strook, terwijl er een ladingstroom doorheen gaat. Gelijktijdig wordt de magnetisatie-
richting van het YIG gevarieerd door gebruik te maken van een extern magneetveld.
De SMR geeft de unieke mogelijkheid tot de elektrische detectie van de magnetisatie-
richting van een elektrisch isolerend materiaal, zonder dat er een ladingstroom door
het materiaal zelf gestuurd hoeft te worden. Met behulp van de experimentele re-
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sultaten gerelateerd aan SMR kunnen verschillende systeemeigenschappen van het
YIG|Pt systeem worden bepaald. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn de spin-menging ge-
leiding (dit beschrijft de mate van interactie tussen de geleidings-elektronen in de
Pt-laag en magnetische momenten in het YIG), de Pt spin-Hall hoek (definieert de
grootte van het SHE en ISHE) en de Pt spin-relaxatie lengte (lengteschaal waarover
een spinstroom exponentieel vervalt).

Het derde en laatste beschreven experiment met betrekking tot het YIG|Pt sys-
teem toont de aanwezigheid van een ander fenomeen, het zogenaamde spin-Seebeck
effect (SSE) [Hoofdstuk 8]. Dit effect wordt veroorzaakt door de aanwezigheid van
een temperatuurgradiënt over de YIG|Pt lagen. Hierdoor worden thermische mag-
nonen (thermische resonanties van de magnetisatie) gecreëerd in de YIG laag. Deze
thermische magnonen resulteren in een effect vergelijkbaar met het pompen van
spins, waarbij ze hun energie verliezen door het genereren van een zuivere spin-
stroom in de aangrenzende Pt laag. Deze spinstroom kan weer via het ISHE gede-
tecteerd worden. Het creëren van een temperatuurgradiënt over de YIG|Pt lagen
kan gemakkelijk worden gedaan door een ladingstroom door de Pt-laag te sturen.
Hierdoor warmt de Pt-laag op door Joule-verwarming. Het interessante hierbij is
dat deze ladingstroom ook SMR signalen genereert. Door gebruik te maken van een
speciale meettechniek, die lock-in detectie heet, is het mogelijk om de SMR en SSE
signalen in een enkele meting volledig te scheiden. Dit komt doordat de SMR li-
neair schaalt met de ladingstroom en het SSE kwadratisch. Door het scheiden van
de SMR en SSE signalen, kunnen extra effecten gemakkelijk worden herkend. Uit
deze experimenten bleek onder andere dat ook Oersted velden (magneetvelden die
opgewekt worden door de ladingstroom) de magnetisatie richting van het YIG kun-
nen beı̈nvloeden en hierdoor aanleiding geven tot extra SMR signalen. Dit effect
hebben we ‘dynamische SMR’ genoemd.

In het laatste hoofdstuk van deze thesis [Hoofdstuk 9] wordt een alternatieve
methode getoond voor het detecteren van magnetische resonantie in YIG. Bij deze
methode wordt geen gebruik gemaakt van het ISHE, wat wel het geval is voor alle
hierboven beschreven experimenten. In dit experiment wordt de Pt-laag vervangen
door een dun laagje goud (Au), met daar bovenop een laagje permalloy (Py). Hier-
door ontstaat een soort spin-valve structuur: De spinstroom wordt geı̈njecteerd van-
uit het magnetische YIG in het goud. Hierdoor ontstaat een ophoping van spins bij
het Au|Py-grensvlak. Deze ophoping resulteert in de opbouw van potentiaal, welke
elektrisch gedetecteerd kan worden. Ondanks de complexiteit van de waargenomen
signalen en de resterende open vragen met betrekking tot de oorsprong van som-
mige signalen, kan de magnetische resonantie van het YIG duidelijk worden gede-
tecteerd. Deze resultaten bewijzen dat het mogelijk is om magnetische resonantie te
detecteren zonder gebruik te maken van het ISHE. Dit brengt nieuwe mogelijkheden
voor de integratie van isolerende materialen, zoals YIG, in elektrische structuren.
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De beschreven experimenten hebben het begrip van verschillende fysische ver-
schijnselen, die betrekking hebben op de opwekking en detectie van spin-stromen in
magnetische isolerende systemen, vergroot. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn het pompen
van spins en het (I)SHE. Verder heeft dit onderzoek geleid naar een nieuw fysisch
fenomeen, SMR, en heeft het nieuwe inzichten gegeven over de aanwezigheid van
het SSE in de bestudeerde isolator|metaal structuren. Eerste resultaten van lopend
onderzoek hebben inmiddels laten zien dat het ook mogelijk is om elektrische infor-
matie te transporteren door een dergelijk elektrisch isolerend magnetisch systeem.
De combinatie van deze resultaten en het verbeterde begrip van de bijbehorende fy-
sica leidt tot nieuwe mogelijkheden en ideeën voor vervolgexperimenten en nieuwe
technologiën. Uiteindelijk zullen deze experimenten ons helpen om voorbij te gaan
aan de wet van Moore. Het zal ons leiden naar de ontwikkeling van een nieuwe
generatie elektronica, waarbij elektrisch isolerende magnetische materialen worden
geı̈ntegreerd voor efficiënt transport en opslag van data.

De beschreven ontwikkelingen maken deel uit van de voortdurende zoektocht
naar nieuwe oplossingen voor de toenemende vraag naar snellere, goedkopere en
meer energiezuinige elektronische apparatuur. Al werkend aan deze zoektocht kun-
nen we de successen uit het verleden tellen en de volgende uitspraak, gedaan door
G. E. Moore in 2015, als een stimulans meenemen voor de toekomst: “Wat gedaan is,
kan worden overtroffen!”.
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